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O, PARTIGIANO, PORTAMI VIA! MEN, SEXUALITY, AND THE ITALIAN
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Matthew Ryan Rabatin, Ph.D.
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Supervisors: Daniela Bini Carter, Paola Bonifazio

This dissertation examines the representations of sexuality in male-authored
narratives, both cinematic and literary, inspired by the Italian Resistance of the Second
World War. My theoretical framework builds on the assertion that such narratives
question predominant modes of representing the male partisan figure as a heterosexual
man to include gay and queer sexualities. I foreground my work through a close reading
of Carlo Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo, a novel written during Coccioli’s imprisonment
that narrates his love for a fellow partisan named Alberto. I proceed to novels and films
produced during the 21st century. I engage each work with postmodern theories of writing
and filmmaking, which I discuss alongside queer theorists whose studies affirm
postmodernism as a site of openness and productivity for queer and eccentric subjects. I
demonstrate how these works respond avant la lettre to calls for the revision of
Resistance historiography made by official organizations of former partisans, such as
Italy’s National Association of Partisans of Italy (A.N.P.I.). The works I examine are the
aforementioned Il Migliore e l’ultimo, Wu Ming’s Asce di guerra, Bert D’Arragon’s La
libellula, and Ferzan Özpetek’s Magnifica presenza.
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Introduction
In this dissertation, I examine the nexus of sexuality, gender, and male same-sex
desire within narratives of the antifascist Italian Resistance of World War Two. Until
quite recently, the relationship between these issues appeared to be of little interest to
artists and contributors to Resistance culture alike. Within the past two decades, however,
there has been a shift in the Italian cultural landscape, and with this shift has come the
subtle yet sure appearance of texts that present issues of sexuality and same-sex desire in
portrayals of partisans and against the backdrop of the Resistance. Although such
narratives have emerged with more frequency in the past fifteen years, the phenomenon I
discuss is not purely contemporary, but also observable in works published in the
immediate postwar period. It is within an atmosphere of renewed willingness to consider
the Resistance and its representations in light of homosexuality that I situate my study. I
do not, however, claim that my work is purely historiographic in nature, nor do I claim
that the literary and cinematic representations of Italy’s Resistance past examined herein
are themselves real events. The first of its kind to specifically consider representations of
homosexuality and desire between men within representations of the Italian Resistance,
this study will contribute to further analyses of homosexuality and gay identity politics
within twentieth- and twenty-first-century Italian cultural production.
My aim is to flesh out trends within an ever-growing yet still nebulous corpus of
texts that situate homosexuality and same-sex desire within their narratives of the
Resistance and Italian partisans. When considered separately, on the one hand, the works
I include in this study provide singular definitions of homosexuality and same-sex
attraction between males within the historical and political context of the Resistance.
1

Together, on the other, these same works provide their reader with insight into the
multiple and diverse representations of homosexuality and same-sex desire: as
symptomatic of an essential hyper-masculinity, as a supposed indication of one’s own
gender inversion, and as a singular aspect within a continuum of otherwise fluid
sexualities and identities.
Discourses of sexuality and gender animate the Resistance narratives I have
chosen. Although issues regarding male sexuality – in particular homosexuality – lie at
the heart of this project, one cannot exclude critical discussions of sexuality from those of
gender. If applying such a methodology, one would run the risk of excluding female
characters from analysis and thus create an entirely one-sided study, silencing female
voices, and of placing considerations of men above those concerning the women such
works include. For this reason, I will also discuss how, within the works I have chosen,
female characters and their contributions to the narrative become catalysts for the male
characters’ reflections on sexuality and for the actions they undertake as partisans. In
some cases, the partiality for male characters has the effect of diminishing, if not totally
removing, women from the narrative. In others, women are present insofar as they serve
as conduits for the exchange of power between men. In failing to pay attention to the
diminished presence and delimited agency of female characters in the texts, I would run
the risk of failing to expose the underlying politics of representation and commemoration
that have influenced the gendered reception of the Resistance and partisan figures.
Taken in its entirety, my study poses the following questions: How have authors
and filmmakers employed discourses of homosexuality, gender, and same-sex desire
within representations of the Italian Resistance that span as many years as do the texts
2

comprising this study? To what degree does the centrality of desire – erotic or
homosocial – affect the treatment of female characters and representations of them vis-àvis the Resistance? As we move further away temporally from the Resistance as both an
historical and political event, what are the effects of pairing narrative representations of
Italy’s Resistance past with representations of homosexuality, gender, and queerness?
What can identity politics, such as discourses of gender and sexuality, tell us about the
history of the Resistance and its cultural legacy in the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries?
To better familiarize my audience with the material at the heart of this project, I
would like to offer brief presentations of the formal and thematic elements of the works I
have chosen. I begin in Chapter One with Carlo Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo, a novel
which garnered very little attention following its publication 1946.1 Written during the
author’s imprisonment at the hands of German troops, Il Migliore e l’ultimo is the semiautobiographical tale of the protagonist – also named Carlo – as he becomes further
involved in the Italian Resistance. A lieutenant in the Royal Italian Army, Carlo defects
along with his friends following the disastrous aftermath of Field Marshall Pietro
Badoglio’s armistice proclamation of September 8, 1943. Following a brief return to their
native Tuscany, he and his associates take refuge in the country where groups of partisans
are camped in the surrounding hills. Carlo’s joining an armed group affiliated with the
Justice and Liberty (Giustizia e Libertà) movement and the Action Party (Partito
d’Azione) signals a change in the narrative’s focus and register. The primary object of
narration, which had previously been Carlo’s search for local partisans, becomes the

1

Carlo Coccioli, Il Migliore e l’ultimo. Florence: Valecchi Editore, 1946. Print.
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sexual attraction he experiences toward the young men with whom he serves. Once in the
encampment, Carlo takes on two aides-de-camp, first Marcello and then Alberto, chosen
for their youthful beauty and sense of devotion to their ranking superior. The pair enjoys
an intimate bond, one which both narrator and protagonist liken to classical homoerotic
relationships, such as the pairing of male soldier-lovers as part of the Sacred Band of
Thebes. This dynamic animates the protagonist’s actions until German forces take him
prisoner.
Throughout, the novel intersperses Carlo’s experience of guerrilla warfare and
survival with his quest for his beloved Alberto and the life he envisions for both of them
after the war. Il Migliore e l’ultimo employs a double narrative register: the narration of
the vast majority of the novel’s events – battle scenes, reconnaissance missions, and other
scenes of armed action –

occurs in an omniscient, third person voice; when the

protagonist finds himself either in physical proximity to handsome partisans or thinking
about them, Carlo’s own voice takes over in first-person narration. This change in
register adds a quasi-cinematic mode of describing his physical attraction to other men
and his own emotional state of mind.
In Chapter Two, I discuss Wu Ming’s Asce di guerra, published independently in
2000 and then by the Einaudi publishing house in 2005.2 Exemplifying Wu Ming’s
writings on the so-called New Italian Epic and the “unidentified narrative object” (the

2 Wu

Ming, Asce di guerra. Turin: Einaudi, 2005. Print. Although they have a contract with the Italian
publishing house Einaudi, the Wu Ming collective also remains committed to the “copyleft” movement.
They provide free, open access to all of their works otherwise available as mass-produced volumes through
commercial retailers. They first published Asce di guerra in electronic format (PDF) in the year 2000; later
in 2005, the Einaudi corporation published Asce di guerra in paperback format. I make reference to the
2005 edition throughout this project, as future scholars and readers will find it easier to retrace references
and citations.
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mixing of diverse literary registers such as fiction, history, biography, and journalistic
reportage in a singular narrative), Asce di guerra is a tripartite tale of resistance told from
three difference points of view corresponding to as many different historical moments:
the Laotian civil war, the political and social atmosphere of postwar Italy including the
memory of la resistenza tradita, and finally Italy at the dawn of the new millennium.
First, one encounters the biographical story of three brothers, Souphanouvong, Souvanna
Phuma, and Phetsarat, all members of the Lao royal family, and their roles in the political
revolutions occurring in colonial French Indochina in the 1950s. The remaining two arcs,
which are the primary focus of this chapter’s analysis, pivot around Vitaliano Ravagli and
Daniele Zani. Having been too young to fight with local partisans during the Second
World War, Ravagli spends his formative years frequenting spaces populated by former
communist partisans, men who realize that the predominance of the Christian Democrat
party in Italy’s government in the postwar years and in the first waves of the economic
boom clearly signals a Gattopardian turn in Italy’s political sphere.3 Ravagli becomes
their apprentice, learning carpentry; at the same time, the men and the homosocial space
of the workshop take on the air of a pedagogical environment where Ravagli becomes
indoctrinated in issues of class warfare, revolutionary politics, hypersexual virility, and
fiercely misogynist attitudes. The third narrative incorporated into Asce di guerra is that
of Daniele Zani, a fictional character whose discontentment with the political and social
situation of contemporary Italy serves as the impetus for his turn to the past. Wishing to
3 With

this term, I reference the famous words of The Leopard’s Prince Don Fabrizio Salina, “If we want
everything to remain as it is, then everything must stay the same” (“Se vogliamo che tutto rimanga com’è,
bisogna che tutto cambi.”). As will become clear in Chapter 2, the former partisans of Asce di guerra
lament the inclusion of former fascists in the Christian Democratic-led government and the reprieve from
judicial punishment they received through the so-called Togliatti Amnesty. Giuseppe Tomasi di
Lampedusa, Il gattopardo. Milan: Feltrinelli, 2002 (1957). Print.
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find further information regarding his grandfather’s involvement in the Italian Resistance,
Daniele meets a group of former partisans, including Ravagli, who give him the historical
information he seeks.
In Chapter Three, I examine Bert D’Arragon’s La libellula. A mixture of both real
and fictive micro- and macro-histories, La libellula begins by addressing, in part, the lack
of attention paid to the participation of gay or otherwise queer individuals in the
Resistance vis-à-vis the accepted hagiography of the Italian partisan.4 The novel grounds
this message in the genealogical quest of Sergio Zorzelli, a contemporary Italian youth, to
find information regarding his grandfather, Pietro, who not only had been a key member
of the Libellula resistance group, but also had been in a same-sex relationship at the time.
As the characters delve deeper into the archive to satisfy their curiosities, so emerges in
piecemeal fashion the tale of the Libellula: a group founded by antifascist intellectuals in
1918 that, by the onset of war, will become an independent urban resistance cell loosely
affiliated with Giustizia e libertà. In addition to its historical fiction, La libellula also
incorporates characters’ observations regarding fascism, sexuality, and gender. I pay
close attention, in part, to the sentiments the main characters express in regard to their
own homosexuality, touching on the intricacies of the gendered language and imagery
Pietro Zorzelli uses when, after experiencing a series of homophobic attacks, he
repeatedly refers to his Giovanni as “my girl” and “my woman.” Despite the misogynist
connotations of this reference and the presence of same-sex couples in its pages, La

4I

would like to state that I do not take this aspect of the plot as true or necessarily indicative of an actual
event. As will become clear in Chapter Three, the sentiments Professor Calani expresses regarding his
research on Pietro Zorzelli’s life and homosexual relationship indicate observable trends taking place
within academic texts whose aim is to establish Italian Resistance literature as a viable field of study.
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libellula disavows fixed homo/hetero binary sexualities, presenting characters’ sexuality,
instead, as fluid.
With respect to the texts comprising the material for Chapters One and Two, La
libellula is a turning point for the ways in which both sexuality and women are
represented. In Il Migliore e l’ultimo and Asce di guerra female characters were ancillary
to the novels’ focusing on their male counterparts, if not totally erased from the plot.
They are either stock characters denied agency (mothers, lovers, prostitutes, and victims
of war, for example) or reduced to faint background noises, such as the characters Carlo
describe en passant. Instead, the focus on same-sex desire and homosexuality in La
libelulla does not silence women’s voices; here the women possess the political agency
which they employ to the benefit of Pietro, Giovanni, and the entire Libellula group.
In Chapter Four, I examine the intersection of gender, sexuality, and performance
in Ferzan Özpetek’s Magnifica presenza.5 Originally included in cinematic expositions
commemorating the Resistance and its political, historical and cultural legacies,
Magnifica presenza is by far the most commercial of all the works comprising this
project. Pietro Pontechievello, a gay Sicilian man, has moved to Rome in order to pursue
an acting career in the Italian capital city. While renting a home once owned by an
aristocrat, Pietro begins to see and hear strange occurrences; the sources of these sights
and sounds reveal themselves to be the ghosts of actors belonging to the Compagnia
Teatrale Apollonio. Having traveled throughout Europe with the financial and
institutional backing of Mussolini’s fascist government, the actors secretly collaborated
with the Resistance until their accidental death in 1939. One the one hand, the ghost-

5 Magnifica

presenza, directed by Ferzan Özpetek. (2012. 01 Distribution, Rome.) DVD.
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actors assist Pietro in preparing for his auditions; on the other, they also need his help in
finding the troupe’s only missing member, Livia Morosini. In his quest, Pietro will meet
Ennio, a local transvestite. Through Ennio’s connections to underground communities of
transgender women and gender-variant individuals, Pietro can retrace Livia and obtain
the information he needs to liberate the ghosts from their eternal drama.
QUESTIONS OF METHODOLOGY
I would like to pause to discuss the four texts I have selected to serve as the case
studies that make up this dissertation project: Carlo Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo, Wu
Ming’s Asce di guerra, Bert D’Arragon’s La libellula, and Ferzan Özpetek’s Magnifica
presenza. First and foremost, the male protagonists deal with issues of gender and
sexuality either during or in various years following the end of partisan combat. Some,
like Il Migliore e l’ultimo’s Carlo, experience same-sex attraction and foster homoerotic
relationships with fellow partisans. As a same-sex couple, Pietro Zorzelli and Giovani
Balzoni of La libellula experience the rise of fascism through violent attacks and being
chased from their hometown under threats of death for having disrespected their
homeland and manhood. Representative of others, Vitaliano Ravagli in Asce di guerra
inherits from his ex-partisan elders a feeling of weakened masculinity, which he attempts
to restore through performing sexual acts with local women and his own school-age
friends. Finally, Magnifica presenza’s contemporary narrative roots itself in Italy’s
Resistance past in order to foreground its narrative of performance of queerness as well
as the practices of embodied resistances to gender-based violence its characters enact.
To varying degrees, these works approach the Italian Resistance as a historical
event with great political and social consequences. Il Migliore e l’ultimo and La libellula
8

display the Resistance from a developing network of individuals to a full-fledged guerilla
army fighting and performing acts of sabotage. Their characters view a liberated,
democratic Italy as the ultimate goal, one which only acts of resistance against fascism
can bring about; for them, the defeat of fascism would signal the defeat of repressive
politics that regards difference as suspect. Asce di guerra presents the Resistance as a fait
accompli, but ultimately not a success for former partisans affiliated with revolutionary
leftwing politics. Its characters living in the 1950s all grapple with feelings of defeat and
impotence in the wake of failed promises of social and economic justice and political
transformation. Through its defunct troupe, Magnifica presenza, produced some 70 years
after the end of World War II, empties all hopes of a post-Resistance renewal of social
relations and political power into a bittersweet and ironic reflection on the current state of
Italy. The varying and, at times, disparaging attitudes each work displays eschew
embracing a singular and purely laudatory interpretation of the Resistance. As the events
contributing to the Italian Resistance
Although they share thematic commonalities, some might fault me for not having
chosen works released in the same decade or century. Indeed, one might pose the
question: What are the merits of choosing texts produced in different historical moments
and social climates? Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo is by far the oldest text, its
composition dating to the author’s imprisonment between 1944-45 and published later in
1946. The remaining three– Wu Ming’s Asce di guerra, Bert D’Arragon’s La libellula,
and Ferzan Özpetek’s film Magnifica presenza – have seen publication or release in the
years 2000, 2009, and 2012 respectively. Although together they span a period of sixtysix years, the gap between Il Migliore e l’ultimo and Asce di guerra’s publications is the
9

widest, amounting to 54 years. The pairing of these texts composed in disparate moments
in Italian political and cultural history is one both necessary and, as I will discuss,
strategic in focus.
It is necessary because, when taking on a topic of study such as the present one,
there is neither a profusion of explicitly homoerotic nor, for lack of a better term,
homosexual material from which to choose. Carlo Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo was
the only work set during the Resistance to openly acknowledge the degree to which
homoeroticism propels the narration and influences the protagonist’s experience of armed
resistance. Yet, despite its unique intervention into the literature of fascism, war, and
resistance, Il Migliore e l’ultimo was and still remains a relatively unknown work. The
reasons behind this lack of texts are multiple, and yet it is impossible to identify any
singular dynamic as having exerted a dominant force in creating this lack. These include
a lack of social and institutional acceptance of homosexuality both during the war and the
following decades; continued echoes of the fascist regime’s repression of homosexuality,
which gave rise to the forced removal of homosexuals from society and their exile in the
confino, or borderlands; and even artists’ attempts to directly associate political
perversion – nazism and fascism – with non-normative sexualities. Although no list can
fully represent all the reasons for the relative dearth of homoerotic or gay-positive
Resistance tales, the odds were not in favor of the inclusion of such narratives in the
emerging mythology of the Resistance and of the partisan.
The genesis of my research owes a debt to Derek Duncan’s Reading and Writing
Italian Homosexuality. In this work, Duncan examines writings of authors in whose texts
“desire between men plays a prominent, structuring role… to highlight the ways in which
10

different moments allow different cultural interpretations and possibilities for the
expression of what can only ever be loosely called homosexuality.”6 Indeed, Duncan’s
work has contributed a great deal not only to considerations of how individuals read and
write the plethora of desires coded as homosexuality within their texts, but also to
elucidate the various and changing currents within Italian culture that have made their
composition possible. The characters in the works comprising this project experience
their male-bound desire — including homoeroticism, homophobia, homosocial
behaviors, and homosexual relationships — in ways that both exceed and resist attempts
one might make to ascribe categorical gay identity to them.
The texts with which I work display differing attitudes toward homosexuality and
elements of modern gay and queer identities. For example, Il Migliore e l’ultimo never
mentions the word “homosexual” once, although the narrator describes the minor
character Il Gatto as having had sexual relations with a number of ranking partisan
officials; likewise, Carlo views his relationship with Alberto as akin to the classical
friendships of ancient Greeks. A dream involving forced anal penetration causes such
terror in Asce di guerra’s Daniele Zani that he must then hold onto the body of a woman
in order that his fear pass. In the same text, Vitaliano Ravagli reacts to a gay couple (“una
coppia di busoni”) living with him in the same quarters by considering them both women,
even calling one his family’s housemaid. Pietro and Giovanni of La libellula identify as
homosexuals yet assume “male” and “female” identities that mirror their sexual activity.
Later, when Pietro has married Antonella, both he and his former lover Giovanni agree,
as if they had come from an Arcigay rally, that love is love, no matter the gender of

6 Derek

Duncan, Reading and Writing Italian Homosexuality. Burlington: Ashgate, 2006. Print. p 12.
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individuals. “Queer” characters populate Magnifica presenza’s world as they either reject
or fail to embody societal expectations placed upon their gender and sexuality. The
arrangement and use of these terms is not meant to suggest that the present study is a
genealogical one retracing the development of a singular and discernible gay identity
over time. Rather, it is indicative, as Derek Duncan indicates, of the varying and
contingent ways of articulating what can be only tenuously identified as homosexuality.
My choice of texts is also necessarily strategic. My goal is to queer – to trouble, to
muddy, to complicate – the way we think about the Italian Resistance and its legacy. The
narratives I have chosen all present the Resistance as a moment in which many Italians
saw their country in a moment of crisis. Such works also connect discourses of sexuality
and desire to a political and social event aimed at the survival of the individual and of the
nation. Against claims that this queer approach is steeped in false assumptions made a
priori that homosexuals and queer individuals must have fought in the Resistance, I offer
Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo as evidence to the contrary. Although certainly not
indicative of all writings of lesbian, gay, and queer partisans that have yet to be
uncovered, Coccioli’s text shows us that elements of desire between men and
homosexuality did circulate amongst individuals within the Resistance atmosphere. The
silencing or exclusion of such voices and texts from official considerations of Resistance
literature only demonstrates that the discourse surrounding the Resistance is, not unlike
those regarding sexuality and gender, a constructed one. And if it is constructed, we must
strip away the aura of stability that surrounds it, and reveal the malleable and, perhaps,
raw material that lies beneath its solid exterior. I am neither discrediting the Resistance
nor damning it. Rather, I expose the politics that have contributed to the exclusion of
12

groups of individuals from Resistance culture and how the Resistance serves as a vehicle
for discussions of gender and sexuality. In other words, this project seeks to posit a queer
historiography of the Italian Resistance which has by and large remained ignored.
A SENSE OF RESISTANCE HISTORY
The Resistance is widely known as the foundational myth of the Italian Republic.
Scholars tend to agree that the events of September 8, 1943, precipitated the
organizational development of the Resistance as the historical and political event it
became.7 Already, on July 24 of the same year, the Grand Council of Fascism had given
Benito Mussolini a vote of no confidence, which resulted in the Duce’s subsequent arrest
and deposition the following day.8 King Victor Emmanuel III then charged Field
Marshall Pietro Badoglio, who had led Italy’s forces in the conquest of Ethiopia, with
forming a new government. During Badoglio’s 45 days in office, both he and the Italian
king were involved in secret talks with the Allied forces, both sides agreeing that Italy
would lay down arms as an enemy combatant.9 On September 8, 1943, representatives of
the Kingdom of Italy (Giuseppe Castellano acting as Field Marshall Badoglio’s proxy)
and the United States of America (Walter Smith signing as General Eisenhower’s proxy)
signed the Cassibile Armistice. At the Allied Command, Eisenhower immediately
preempted some 500 Allied aircraft from carrying out a planned bombing of Rome. The
same evening, Badoglio read the agreement on the radio, informing the Italian nation of
the ceasefire. On the political left, antifascists and others opposed to Mussolini’s regime
7

For the importance of September 8, 1943 to the development of the armed Resistance, see: Philip Cooke,
The Legacy of the Italian Resistance. London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011. Print. p 5.; Claudio Pavone, A
Civil War. ed. Stanislao Pugliese; trans. Peter Levy. London: Verso, 2013. Print. p 30; 45. Tom Behan, The
Italian Resistance: Fascists, Guerrillas, and the Allies. New York: Pluto Press, 2009. Print. p 28-32.
8 John Whittam, Fascist Italy. Manchester, U.K.: Manchester UP, 1995. Print. p 146.
9 Behan, The Italian Resistance, p 28.
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welcomed the announcement, likening partisans’ acts of resistance to a “second
Risorgimento” that would enable Italy to expiate the sins of its recent past; fascists and
their sympathizers tended to consider such an agreement the “death of the fatherland.”10
With Italy’s days in the war supposedly over, ordinary citizens celebrated yet
tempered their excitement. Confusion reigned among the armed forces, for German
troops were still on Italian soil. In light of the Italian military leadership’s failure to give
directives to the soldiers, many attempted to return home or took refuge in nearby towns
and rural areas, often exchanging weapons for civilian clothing.11 The day after the
announcement, September 9, 1943, the Comitato di Liberazione Nazionale (CLN) took
shape with the leadership of six political parties that would come to guide the Resistance,
not only as an agglomeration of ideologically differing factions, but also as a armed
political formation united in the goal to liberate Italy from fascism.12 Only ten days later,
Hitler’s Nazi government would install Mussolini as the leader of the Italian Social
Republic, a German puppet state. Throughout the next twenty months and until full
liberation occurred in April of 1945, legions of Italian men and women would take up
arms and engage enemy troops in skirmishes, acts of sabotage, and guerrilla warfare in
urban and rural areas alike. Although official numbers vary, the National Association of
Partisans of Italy (ANPI) estimates that 340,000 men and women fought under the CLN

10 Stanislao

Pugliese, “Introduction” in Claudio Pavone, A Civil War, p xi.
Behan, The Italian Resistance, p 31.
12 The political parties making up the CLN were the Italian Communist Party (Partito Comunista italiano,
or PCI), the Christian Democracy party (Democrazia cristiana, or DC), the Action Party (Partito d’Azione,
or PdA), the Italian Liberal Party (Partito liberale italiano, or PLI), The Italian Socialist Party of
Proletarian Unity (Partito socialista italiano di unità proletaria, or PSIUP), and the Labor Democratic
Party (Democrazia del lavoro, or DL).
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and its Milan-based wing, the CLNAI (Comitato di Liberazione Nazionale Alta Italia),
while approximately 44,700 partisans lost their lives in battle or in reprisals.13
In the aftermath of the war, the Resistance served as the foundational myth of the
newly established democratic government as well as the Italian Republic, with at least
one scholar of the period going so far as to consider the Resistance as achieving the status
of a “civic religion” in the postwar years.14 In the time following its initial rise to power,
the Christian Democratic government grew suspicious of manifestations of Resistance
culture, in which Italy’s Communist Party had taken a lead as primary organizer. Stephen
Gundle has found that in notably “red area” PCI strongholds such as Emilia Romagna
and its capital city of Bologna, frequent commemorations of fallen partisans as “class
heroes” drew suspicions from both the Catholic Church and DC party alike.15 The
development of this so-called “civic religion” continued nonetheless amongst individuals
and fortified itself, in part, through cinematic and literary treatments of the Resistance
emerging in the postwar years.16 Commenting on this initial phase witnessing the growth
of the number of stories inspired by individuals’ experiences of war and resistance, Italo
Calvino famously remarked:
13 “Donne

e uomini della Resistenza”, website of the National Association of Partisans of Italy (ANPI).
http://www.anpi.it/donne-e-uomini/ Accessed November 10, 2015.
14 Stephen Gundle, “The ‘Civic Religion’ of the Resistance in postwar Italy”. Modern Italy, Vol 5, no. 2,
2000. 113-132. Accessed February 29, 2012. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/713685680
Although subjected to the government’s reactionary censure of left-wing Resistance culture in the 1950s
and 60s, Gundle maintains that at the same time publication of works such as Lettere di condannati a morte
nella Resistenza italiana in 1955 helped give rise to a civic religion of the Resistance that took shape in a
democratic government while glorifying the heroic ideals as well as self-sacrifice of Italian partisans.
15 Idem, 125.
16 Giuseppe Chigi, La memoria inquieta: Cinema e resistenza. Milan: Cafoscarina, 2009. Print. p 21; Pierre
Sorlin, European Cinemas, European Societies: 1939-1990. London: Routledge, 1991. Print. Sorlin notes
that in the period of 1945-6, Italian filmmakers produced six films that exclusively treated the Resistance.
Excluding Carlo Lizzani’s Achtung! Banditi! released in 1951, the years 1948-58 saw the disappearance of
Resistance themes from Italian film production. The Resistance would return to the theaters in 1959 with
the release of Roberto Rossellini’s General Della Rovere (71-3).
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The literary explosion of those years in Italy was not so much an artistic
phenomenon, more a physical, existential, collective need. We had come through
the war, and those of us of the younger generation – who had just been old
enough to be partisans – did not feel crushed or defeated or damaged by the
experience; rather we were the victors, carried onward by the forward thrust of the
battle which we had just won, the exclusive guardians of its legacy. This was not
facile optimism, however, or gratuitous euphoria; quite the opposite: what we felt
ourselves to be the heirs of, was a sense of life being something which could
begin again from scratch, a feeling of public outrage against injustice, even a kind
of flair for surviving danger and slaughter.17
Scholars interested in establishing Resistance literature as an area of study
recognized this element of regeneration, which Calvino observed when considering,
amongst other works, his The Path to the Next of Spiders almost twenty years after its
publication. As I will discuss in Chapter 3, Giovanni Falaschi’s foundational study
attributes to works such as Calvino’s aforementioned novel, Beppe Fenoglio’s A Private
Affair, and Elio Vittorini’s Men and Not Men the creation of a new, expressive language
that mixed diverse registers, including diaristic, fictional, epistolary, and journalistic
tones.18 He also effectively genders his study on “authentic partisan literature” when he
singlehandedly eliminates women’s writing of the Resistance, despite the success of such
works as Renata Viganò’s And Agnes Goes to Die, published in 1949.
HOMOSEXUALITY AND RESISTANCE CULTURE IN POSTWAR ITALY
If Calvino’s comment suggests a sense of renewal and regeneration in partisans’
participation in the Resistance, the same cannot be said for gay Italians. Historian of
Italian gay culture Andrea Pini maintains that gay Italian males felt that in the aftermath
of liberation a “homoerotic charge… accompanied the hopes for regeneration” due to the
17
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presence of partisan soldiers returning from the surrounding mountains and countryside
in search of sexual release.19 This relative openness to same-sex relations was, however,
not without its own unofficial rules binding participants to absolute silence, which
individuals respected out of fear that partisan peacekeepers might react violently if word
about their sexual actions with other men, whether or not partisans themselves, spread. If
one broke the imposition of silence placed upon gay men and their sexual activity, the
consequences could be severe. Shortly after the liberation of Venice in 1945, painter
Filippo de Pisis had organized a large party at his home to celebrate the liberation of the
entire Italian peninsula. He invited his fellow gay friends and Venice’s artistic élites,
including young men who had been models for de Pisis’ works. Unfortunately for de
Pisis, he made the mistake of denying entrance to one of his former models. The spurned
young man, in turn, denounced the party as a debauched event to the local communist
partisan brigade charged with keeping order in the area. The partisan group acted swiftly,
descending fully armed upon the gathering, arresting all men present at gunpoint, and
imprisoning them on charges of corrupting public morality.20
From official political and governmental points of view, homosexuality would
continue to be considered a source of moral and social corruption in postwar Italy. In
1949 Pier Paolo Pasolini, whose brother Guidalberto died at the hands of fellow Italian
partisans at the massacre of Porzûs in February 1945, became the object of scandal.
When questioned by officials about his alleged homosexual activities with local Friulian
youth, Pasolini denied all accusations of homosexuality. Instead, he would attribute his
actions to “an erotic experience of literary origins and qualities” brought on by excessive
19
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readings of works by homosexual French author André Gide.21 The Italian Communist
Party, which had been one of the largest contributors of partisan combatants and for
whom Pasolini worked, famously denounced Pasolini and his actions in an editorial in the
PCI-affiliated L’Unità newspaper on October 29. Ferdinando Mautino, PCI functionary
and former partisan leader himself, labeled homosexuality “a vice” and a “bourgeois
degeneration” of the individual man.22 In the end, the PCI expelled Pasolini from the
party for having engaged in acts of moral and public indignity.
Over a decade later, during Italy’s economic boom, political attitudes against
homosexuality had not improved. A circular from Italy’s Ministry of the Interior dated
April 30, 1960, details the ferocity which the Christian Democracy government employed
in addressing homosexuality, just one of the moral issues that preoccupied DC politics
and its close ties with the leadership of the Roman Catholic Church.23 It states that, since
1952, the Ministry had approved the policy of using any means possible, including force,
in order to avoid the “spread of these sad forms of perversion, in and of themselves
damaging to public morals and from which all too often arise dangerous criminals.”
Police were charged to keep aware of individuals “manifesting any outward sign of
homosexuality” – one can only imagine what such “outward signs” might include – and
to thwart, often through violent means, any and all gatherings of homosexual men.24 Such
21
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governmental directives indicate that for Italian homosexuals, little to no progress had
made since the end of the war when it came to their liberties and rights to exist and
mingle with whom they pleased.
One would be remiss not to acknowledge that attitudes, both cultural and political,
towards homosexuality as well as the gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender community
are more favorable in the contemporary moment than ever before within Italy as in many
western societies. The experience of homophobic violence and discrimination,
unfortunately, remains a constant factor faced by Italian LGBT communities.25 Beyond
Carlo Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo, the three narratives comprising the rest of my
study are all characterized by repressive forces, whether violent or otherwise, their gay
and gender variant characters encounter in their daily lives. In La libellula fascist
squadristi and soldiers persecute protagonists Giovanni and Pietro for their same-sex
relationship. The persecution does not silence the two. Rather, the fascists’ attempts to
silence Pietro and Giovanni ultimately bring the men into contact with a clandestine cell
of antifascists. The main character of Wu Ming’s Asce di guerra subjects the gay and
female characters to homophobic and misogynistic attitudes learned, in part, through his
associations with former communist partisans. In Ferzan Özpetek’s Magnifica presenza,
Pietro Pontechievello encounters a transvestite who falls prey to the physical aggression
of men in a post-coital rage.
Giovanni dall’Orto). Accessed 16 August 2015.
25 Elena Tebano, “Marco, suicida a 14 anni perché gay”. Il Corriere della sera (website). August 12, 2015.
Accessed 13 November, 2015. http://27esimaora.corriere.it/articolo/marco-suicida-a-14-anni-perche-gayun-gesto-estremo-per-la-paura-di-sentirsi-minoranza/; “Omofobia, giovane di 21 anni suicida a Roma”. Il
Fatto quotidiano (website). October 27, 2015. Accessed 13 November, 2015.
http://www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/2013/10/27/roma-giovane-si-lancia-nel-vuoto-lascia-lettera-sonogay/758174/. In their suicide notes, both Marco and the unnamed 21-year-old had cited past instances of
homophobia and violence as factors that had led them to end their own lives.
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TOWARD A QUEER RESISTANCE
In recent years, both former partisans and partisan organizations have
demonstrated a willingness to reexamine the nexus of homosexuality, gender, and the
Resistance’s legacy. After the publication of D’Arragon’s La libellula, groups dedicated
to the study and commemoration of Resistance culture such as the Istituto storico della
Resistenza e della Società Contemporanea in Pistoia as well as regional branches of the
Associazione Nazionale Partigiani d’Italia (ANPI) joined with Italian gay rights groups
such as Arcigay to discuss the subject of gay ex-partisans and national liberation. In 2013
director Franco Zeffirelli, speaking to La Repubblica newspaper, revealed that his first
romance and sexual experience had been with a fellow partisan. Employing the language
of renewal that Calvino had used when characterizing the creative atmosphere of the
immediate postwar period, he confided: “I discovered love… in the mountains. In those
dark moments where death loomed over me, man revealed himself to me in all of his
extraordinary beauty. It was an instinctive reaction, a reawakening… It was not only my
falling in love with a male body, but rather feeling a new kind of spirituality.”26 Most
recently, Italy’s ANPI has taken to social media websites such as Facebook, calling on
scholars and historians willing to research the contributions homosexual partisans made
to the Resistance as a historical event and to its commemoration.27
Although associations such as ANPI and scholars, such as myself, have focused
primarily upon the male partisan figure, it is imperative to also remember that in a period
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of openness such as the one I describe, one must avoid universally gendering the partisan
as a male. Writings of female partisans, such as Ada Gobetti’s A Partisan’s Diary and
Viganò’s And Agnes Goes to Die, abound. Although representative of a small group of
writings and studies of female partisans in Anglophone countries, Gobetti’s work has
recently been published in translation. Most recently, Italian historian Paola Guazzo took
part in a national speaking tour to talk about her project regarding lesbian partisans and
European women’s resistances to nazism and fascism.28 Studies such as Guazzo’s are,
indeed, necessary to prevent the further gendering of the Resistance discourse and to
remind scholars of the need to remain attentive to unintended bias when discussing issues
of sexuality and gender.
It is within this atmosphere of openness to studies of gay partisans and
homosexuality within Italian Resistance culture that I situate my study. In Chapter 1, I
examine the homoerotic representations of relationships between partisans in Carlo
Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo. Written while Coccioli was a prisoner of war and
published in 1946, the semi-autobiographical novel retraces the homonymous
protagonist’s involvement in the Italian Resistance. Following the armistice of September
8, 1943, Carlo, a soldier in the Royal Italian Army, abandons his post in Turin and,
together with a group of friends, takes refuge in the Italian countryside. He eventually
joins a Giustizia e Libertà affiliated partisan brigade where he eventually takes on two
aides-de-camp chosen for their youthful beauty and unwavering devotion to him. The
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novel aligns their relationship with elements of classical homoeroticism such as the
pairing of male lovers in Plutarch’s historical account of the Sacred Band of Thebes. By
appealing to elements of hyper-masculinity, the narrative resists accusations of
homoerotic desire as indicative of gender inversion – that is, a woman’s soul trapped in a
man’s body, and vice versa. Such a strategy, akin to accusations of the Resistance’s
gendered historiography, involves the erasure of women from the narrative.
Chapter 2 looks at the connections between the representation of partisans, their
sexuality and disparaging attitudes expressed toward gay men and women. Wu Ming’s
Asce di guerra reflects on former partisans’ discontent with postwar Italian society,
which they see as failing to embrace the ideals of the Resistance and the desire for radical
change in class relations espoused by the Italian Communist Party. Vitaliano Ravagli’s
interactions with these ex-partisans often revolve around discussions of sex and politics,
in which participants frequently invoke images of sexual potency and domination.
Resulting from these homosocial exchanges and his desire to emulate these men, Ravagli
assumes many of the traits his idolized comrades value. He begins frequent sexual
escapades with many of the townswomen who, on their part, take advantage of his
willingness to satisfy their own sexual desire. The experience of his own sexual
objectification serves as the catalyst for Ravagli’s joining the Laotian Civil War, fighting
on the side of the communist resistance forces. Along with Asce di guerra, I examine Wu
Ming’s writings on the New Italian Epic, considering in particular, their claims that it is
indicative of a new and engaged commitment to reexamining key moments in the
development of the Italian nation through a narrative praxis claiming to re-view history
from the margins of representation.
22

Chapter 3 takes into account instances of homophobic persecution in La libellula
that contribute to the protagonists’ adhesion to a developing, clandestine cell of
antifascists known as the “Libellula” group. If, on the one hand, the protagonists’
experience of violence both prompts their joining the group, on the other, then, their past
exposure to brute force opens a space for discussions of the use of violence within the
atmosphere of the Resistance. Their experiences of persecution and their evolving
resistance to fascism also see the protagonists reflect upon and ultimately reject rigid,
binary definitions of sexuality and gender, and instead positing experiences of sexuality
and gender as fluid and bound to the individual. The result is a narrative that troubles the
hagiography of the Resistance. It reveals that, much like fixed representations of
sexuality and gender, much of the way the Resistance and partisans are remembered is a
product susceptible to revision. I connect these issues to debates within Resistance
historiography, examining the development of what Resistance historian Guido Quazza
has called “la coscienza di ribelle”, or one’s own awareness of being a rebel insurgent.29
In Chapter 4, considerations of nostalgia, popular cinema, and contemporary
commemorations of the Resistance will inform my analysis of Ferzan Özpetek’s
Magnifica presenza. The film tangentially approaches the Resistance, presenting it not in
scenes of guerrilla warfare, but through the on-screen, otherworldly presences
tangentially connected to the Resistance such as theatre actors, transvestites, and gender
variant individuals. The film's focus on the Resistance also involves issues of
performance, queer sexualities, and gendered being, countering notions of political
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perversion with a panoply of non-normative sexualities and desires. At the same time as
it offers up discourses of resistance and sexuality in contemporary Italy, Magnifica
presenza remains without a doubt, an example of popular cinema that wants to present
itself as engaged cinema. I argue that the film’s mode of storytelling employs a ludic time
and space, charging the film with an aura of nostalgia. On the one hand, through this
recourse to the past the queer characters of Magnifica presenza resist singular acts of
gender-based violence and to liberate the ghosts of the past. On the other hand, the film’s
popular, cinematic aspects empty its backstory of all political and historical potency,
rendering the Resistance and the film’s representation of queerness as a marketable
objects of consumption.
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Chapter 1: Companions in Each Other’s Arms: The Italian Resistance
and the Homoerotic Gaze in Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo
Since his emergence in the years following the Second World War, Carlo
Coccioli has remained a polarizing figure. The critical tradition arising from studies of his
prolific body of work is, by and large, oriented in two directions. On the one hand,
scholars have examined the existential crises arising from his characters’ quest to
reconcile their homosexuality with their fervent religious devotion. On the other, they
have also sought to carve out a space for Coccioli outside the realm of Italian literary
studies, given the popularity of his works throughout Latin America and Francophone
countries, as well as his adoption of both French and Spanish as the languages in which
he would compose and self-translate his novels. In light of these issues and the linguistic
and geo-political milieux in which his works were written and read (Coccioli emigrated
first to Paris in 1950 and then definitively to Mexico City in 1953), at least one scholar
has read Coccioli’s experimentations with language and formal registers in later works as
support for associating him with “high” French gay modernism.30 Although comparisons
to such authorial figures are most certainly not unfounded, Coccioli grew wary of
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associations that likened his opus to that of André Gide and Jean Cocteau, from whom he
would distance himself.31
At the same time, studies of Coccioli’s work have yet to take into account his first
novel Il Migliore e l’ultimo.32 Having debuted less than a full calendar year after the end
of World War II, the novel follows the protagonist, also named Carlo, as he abandon his
position in the Italian army following the pronouncement of the Cassibile Armistice on
September 8, 1943. Carlo eventually volunteers in a partisan brigade of the fiercely
antifascist movement Giustizia e Libertà, itself tied to the center-left Partito d’Azione
(Action Party), one of the primary members of the Comitato di Liberazione Nazionale
(CLN).33 Against the backdrop of reconnaissance missions and scenes of guerilla
warfare, Il Migliore e l’ultimo portrays the evolution of his own understanding of the
Resistance and his commitment to it as developing in tandem with the homoerotic
experiences he shares with younger, fellow partisans. My reading of Il Migliore e
l’ultimo departs from the aforementioned interpretive binary of Coccioli studies, as the
novel contains no elements of a tormented homosexuality nor linguistic cosmopolitanism.
Rather, I analyze how the protagonist’s gaze and romantic partiality to his ranking
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inferiors turn Carlo’s experience of armed resistance into a quest to reunite with his
beloved in a future, postwar Italy. What I will call Carlo’s “homoerotic gaze” is both the
narrator’s and protagonist’s predilection for viewing the male bodies surrounding him, as
well as the intense mixture of joy and pain of being watched by his men. From a formal
point of view, these scenes of Carlo’s viewing and his being viewed signal a change in
narrative voice; whereas the majority of the narration occurs in the third-person, Carlo
narrates his scopophilic activities in a first-person style. As his looking evokes imagery of
classical homoerotic relationships between men and fellow soldiers, the wartime
environment of the Resistance also transforms under Carlo’s watch into romantic spaces
that evoke qualities of the classical locus amoenus. The underlying gender politics of Il
Migliore e l’ultimo effectively privilege the male characters and relegate women to the
margins of narration, a dynamic that most certainly merits scrutiny. I maintain that Il
Migliore e l’ultimo deserves further analysis in as much as it amounts to the first (and so
far, only) Resistance narrative written by former partisan who publically acknowledged
his homosexuality.
My study collocates Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo in the historical and national
tradition from which it emerged. I orient my analysis around the narrative’s depiction of
homoeroticism at the heart of the protagonist’s experience of the Italian Resistance as a
partisan combatant. At the time of this chapter’s composition no studies of Coccioli’s
first novel exist. My chapter intends to fill, albeit partially, this lacuna in Carlo Coccioli
and Italian Resistance studies. Due to his relevant obscurity within Italian studies and the
American academy, I begin by briefly presenting Carlo Coccioli as a private individual
and literary figure, including a few studies representative of the interpretive keys through
27

which a small corpus of criticism has evolved. I will then proceed to a close reading of Il
Migliore e l’ultimo where I discuss the protagonist’s decision to join resistance forces.
Then, I will discuss the protagonist’s developing commitment to the Resistance, arising
from the same-sex homoerotic gaze that serves to foreground the evolution of his
consideration of “la vita da partigiano”.
Carlo Coccioli remains ambivalent (in the most literal meaning of the word) when
confronted with the question of considering the Resistance as a political-historical event
and, then, as an individual experience from which he would draw inspiration for his first
novel. In an interview with a Mexican radio station Coccioli spoke of the Resistance in
broad terms, calling it “una mezza pagliacciata”, a “half-farce”. This comment
communicates a double-valence in how he envisions the Resistance: “Just as [the
Resistance] had its dead, it was a serious thing… just as it also had its velvet-robed
leaders, like the lawyer to whom my friend Predieri directed me in order that he would
send me to the mountains, the Italian Resistance, like any other event in Italy, was also a
farce.”34 In Coccioli’s observation, the Resistance emerges at once as a politicalhistorical event replete with its pompous and hypocritical velvet-robed leaders and as a
lived experience made serious through the gravity of the lives lost.
Despite his dismissal of the Resistance as both a political and historical event, Il
Migliore e l’ultimo presents the protagonist’s acts of resistance as part of a serious, if not
personal, affair. I have read it as a political statement. Il Migliore e l’ultimo is a testament
to the protagonist’s experience of same-sex desire that emerges in homosocial spaces
34 Coccioli, Tutta la verità, p 228. “Siccome [la Resistenza] ha avuto i suoi morti, fu una cosa seria…
siccome ha avuto leaders in vestaglia di velluto rosso come l’avvocato al quale m’inviò il mio amico
Predieri, affinché a sua volta mi spedisse in montagna, la Resistenza italiana, come qualsiasi altra cosa in
Italia, fu anche una pagliacciata.”
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associated with warfare and Italy’s partisan resistance. Carlo’s commitment to the
Resistance arises in tandem with the romantic devotion he feels toward his aides-de-camp
and concludes in his vision of a postwar society where he and his beloved reunite and
may live their relationship openly. In this way, I agree with Derek Duncan who, in his
study on representations of homosexuality in Italian literature from late nineteenth to
twentieth-centuries, argues that a sense of the (gay) past resulting from examination of
texts “should be conceptualized not as something that already happened and whose
meaning has already been conferred, but as an active re-engagement with the past as an
archival resource that is permanently in formation.”35 When we take a narrative, for
example, that situates elements of same-sex desire within the Italian Resistance, it is
imperative to consider its representation of both homoeroticism and the Resistance as
such: historically and ideologically bound re-presentations that are not part of closed
systems, but ones that are always malleable and up for revision. If we fail to acknowledge
this aspect, we fail to recognize that the text undergoing analysis may contain information
that has the power to destabilize and question seemingly “official” historical accounts,
such as the Resistance itself.
Texts such as Il Migliore e l’ultimo only offer up “partial perspectives, in the
fullest sense of the word: susceptible to reinterpretation and revision, they are both
incomplete and value-laden, telling us something, but not everything about the world and
doing so at a certain cost.”36 Narratives of a (and not the) gay and lesbian experience such
as Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo offer the contemporary reader material that is partial
on the individual level (that is, of one’s subjective experiences), and as such do not
35 Duncan,
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constitute a universal metric against which to measure all others’ experience of identity
through sexuality. Or, as Fabrizio Lupo states in Coccioli’s novel of the same name:
What does ‘homosexuality’ mean? Little, because today I know that there are as
many homosexualities as there are homosexuals… A hundred types of
homosexual, of homosexuality exist, and between one [type] and another there is
often no bigger relation than there is between me and the first heterosexual
encountered in the street.37
In light of these words, I read Il Migliore e l’ultimo, not as indicative of a universal gay
understanding of the Italian Resistance. Rather, this study will show how the text
foregrounds the protagonist’s evolving experience of the Italian Resistance, including his
reasons for continued armed action, within classical discussions of the benefits of
mobilizing same-sex desire within a wartime environment. This empowers the text to
speak of the protagonist’s experience of homoerotic same-sex devotion in the Italian
partisan resistance, given the attitudes of the time that either silenced same-sex, male love
or viewed it as an imminent danger to self and society.38 Il Migliore e l’ultimo, not unlike
the texts I analyze in other chapters, contributes to a body of diverse narratives that
represent the Resistance as a historical-political event affecting the Italian nation at large.
At the same time, the discourses of sexuality and gender put forth in the narrator’s own
experiences provide an opportunity to further engage the Resistance, its historiography,
and its influence -- political, cultural, artistic, or otherwise – beyond considerations of
political ideology and historical significance.

37 Carlo Coccioli, Fabrizio Lupo. Milan: Rusconi, 1978. Print. p 21. “Che cosa vuol dire ‘omosessualità’?
Poco, perché oggi so che vi sono tante omosessualità quanti sono gli omosessuali… Esistono cento tipi di
omosessualità, di omosessuali, e fra l’uno e il suo vicino non c’è spesso maggiore relazione di quanta non
ve ne sia fra me e il primo eterosessuale incontrato per la strada.”
38 Francesco Gnerre, L’eroe negato: Omosessualità e letteratura nel Novecento italiano. Milan: Boldini &
Castoldi 2000. Print. p 19.
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CARLO COCCIOLI: BETWEEN LIMINALITY AND ECCENTRICITY39
Born in 1920 in Livorno to a military family, Carlo Coccioli spent the majority of
his childhood at the margins of the short-lived Italian empire, moving between Fiume,
Tripoli, and Benghazi. Coccioli would eventually return to Fiume where, in order to
further his education, he joined the GUF, the gruppo universitario fascista, which he
would later justify as his only means of obtaining higher education.40 It was in Fiume that
Coccioli was called to arms in the invasion of Yugoslavia, fighting for the fascist
offensive.41 Later, during the Second World War, Coccioli, fervent monarchist and close
friend of members of the exiled Savoia family until his death, served in the Royal Italian
Army where he would eventually achieve the official rank of lieutenant. Upon the initial
declaration of an armistice between the Italian and Allied forces occurring 8 September
1943, he abandoned his post at a military prison in Turin and departed for his family’s
home in Florence. In the confusion following the armistice announcement, Coccioli, like
many of his compatriots, refused to return to arms. Instead, he fled his parents’ home and
39

I draw upon my personal experiences presenting my research at various conferences and colloquia,
where I primarily encounter questions regarding Carlo Coccioli as individual and author-persona. As it will
become clear, a number of initial citations stem from Tutta la verità, a transcription of 12 radio interviews
Coccioli gave to Gabriel Abramson, a Mexican journalist. They are the most complete source of
autobiographical information on Carlo Coccioli. What may appear to some an overuse of this text or a
weakness in my research is, in fact, representative of the relative absence of studies and information
regarding Coccioli and his work.
40 Coccioli, Tutta la verità, 178-9. In the same interview, Coccioli would downplay his adherence to the
fascist cause, likening the ideology to “a pain in the ass” and his outward actions and displays to empty
performances: “From a carnal, concrete point of view, fascism was above all, please excuse me, a big pain
in the ass. The expression is vulgar but those idiots deserve it. One had to present oneself at exams wearing
the fascist black shirt. I procured a piece of black fabric and, with three pins, stuck it on my usual shirt
before going to the examination room.” (“Dal punto di vista carnale, concreto, il fascismo era soprattutto,
scusate, un gran rompimento di palle. L’espressione è volgare ma quei cafoni se la meritavano. Bisognava
presentarsi agli esami portando la camicia nera. Io mi ero procurato un pezzetto di stoffa nera e con tre
spilli me l’attaccavo alla camicia normale prima di entrare nella sala degli esami.”) His opinion of fascism
as a “pain in the ass” and later “una mezza pagliacciata” (“a half-farce”) yet necessary for his continued
education becomes interesting when he later considered the Italian Resistance as “una pagliacciata”.
41 Idem, 179
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joined a local Giustizia e Libertà partisan brigade sponsored by the short-lived, centerleft Partito d’Azione (Action Party).42 Although it remains impossible to verify exact
statistics regarding partisan groups and their members, the Giustizia e Libertà brigades
comprised up to twenty percent of the total of Italian partisan forces, which numbered
approximately 33,000 men and women between mountain formations and those operating
between towns and cities, and attracted primarily individuals of the middle-classes.43
Although the foundation of the Partito d’Azione dates to the summer of 1942, it was
Carlo Rosselli and other Italian exiles living in Paris who had formed the nucleus of
Giustizia e Libertà. The Partito d’Azione advocated that “Marxism had become too
deterministic” and “socialism could find new life through accepting conventional
democracy and a liberal state”.44 Pronouncing themselves as the only one of the extant
political parties that grew out of the democratic crises of the twentieth-century which
resulted in Fascism’s rise to power, the Partito d’Azione foresaw a postwar governance
that broke with the pre-fascist government while also denouncing Soviet-style
revolution.45
After German occupying forces captured him during a reconnaissance mission,
Coccioli remained imprisoned in Bologna where he would write Il Migliore e l’ultimo. It
was only after the war’s ceasefire that the text, which was rewritten numerous times due
42

Idem, 216-225.
Tom Behan, The Italian Resistance: Fascists, Guerrillas, and the Allies. London: Pluto Press, 2009.
Print. p 48. Tom Behan’s overview of the political parties-members of the CLN and their armed resistance
formations is useful for an overview of the combatting forces. In regard to the Partito d’Azione’s relations
with the Italian Communist Party and other radical parties of the left, see Fabrizio Amati “Il movimento di
unità proletaria (1943-1945)”. Il movimento di unità proletaria. Ed. Giancarlo Monina. Rome: Carocci,
2005.
44 Idem, 47.
45 Claudio Pavone, A Civil War. Ed. Stanislao Pugliese. Trans. Peter Levy. New York: Verso, 2013. Print.
p. 634-5.
43
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to the loss of previous copies of the manuscript, was published. Coccioli found his first
novel inferior, not so much for its themes and content but for its formal aspects. When
interviewer Gabriele Abramson inquired about Il migliore e l’ultimo, Coccioli echoed
Italo Calvino’s reflections regarding the genesis of Il sentiero dei nidi di ragno stating
that he would have preferred that his initial work had remained unwritten stating: “[Il
Migliore e l’ultimo is] chock full of repetitions, of idiocies, of banalities, of exclamation
points, of [so many] errors… that I began to hate with all the vehemence of my soul”.46
Disappointed by its supposed faults, Coccioli would refuse all offers to publish future
editions of Il Migliore e l’ultimo, whether for Italian or foreign markets.
Rejected by the Italian literary community for his religious eccentricity and
discontented by the increased politicization of the role of the artist in postwar Italy,
Coccioli decided to leave his beloved Florence and established himself in Paris in 1950
where he would publish, in French and in Italian self-translation, works such as La
difficile espérance (La difficile speranza), Le ciel et la terre (Il cielo e la terra), Le
caillou blanc (La pietra bianca), and his most well-known novel Fabrizio Lupo. This last
work, which tells the emotionally wrought story of a young man struggling to reconcile
his sexual orientation with both his strict religious values, was refused publication in a
number of European countries and was not made available in Italian until 1978 due to the
censure’s preoccupations over the novel’s frank discussion of homosexuality and open
depictions of men in same-sex relationships. After a series of professional and personal
triumphs and tragedies, the Parisian sojourn would then give way to Coccioli’s move to

46

Tutta la verità, 244. [Il migliore e l’ultimo è] arcipieno di ripetizioni, di idiozie, di banalità, di punti
esclamativi, di [tanti] errori… che mi misi a odiarlo con tutta la veemenza del mio spirito”
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Mexico City, where he would remain, despite a few short-term stays in San Antonio,
Texas, until his death in 2003.
Within Italian cultural studies Carlo Coccioli’s works remain relatively
understudied, which some scholars consider indicative of the difficulty in identifying his
opus with a specific national linguistic tradition.47 In the small number of studies that do
currently exist, the figure of the author looms large in the critiques’ concern with the selfcenteredness of his novels, born of an apparent crisis arising from the perceived
incompatibility between Coccioli’s own homosexual orientation and his strong, yet everchanging, religious beliefs.48 In this regard, Luca Orsenigo observes within Coccioli’s
later gay-themed novels a sense of solitude that emerges from the experience of
liminality and estrangement. For him, Coccioli’s homosexual characters’ marginality
reflects feelings of exclusion from society while awaiting a reintegration in the Divine.49
In Fabrizio Lupo, for example, the homonymous protagonist expiates the “sin” of
47

Valentina Mercuri “Autotraducción, libertad de autor y mediación cultural: El caso del italiano Carlo
Coccioli”. Quaderns: revista de traducció. Vol 16, 2009. p. 135-142. Coccioli spoke and wrote Italian,
French, Spanish, English, Hebrew and Arabic fluently and his works reflected this. In this regard, Valentina
Mercuri has indicated that Coccioli self-translated twelve of his texts in her study of Coccioli’s role as both
translator and “cultural mediator” of texts such as Piccolo Karma/Pequeño Karma/Petit Karma. Mercuri
maintains that Coccioli acted as a cultural mediator and would often make lexical or thematic changes to
his work in order to mold the text to its reader, rather than relying on a mother-tongue translator. In this
regard, his cross-cultural awareness and linguistic dexterity renders him a difficult individual to identify as
part of a national literary tradition, just as his identity escapes categorization.
48 Coccioli’s exposure to other religious traditions, such as Islam, during his childhood sparked a curiosity
in him, already a strict Catholic. Throughout his life, Coccioli would embrace and reject various faiths such
as Catholicism, Judaism, Buddhism, to a non-deist spirituality.
49 Luca Orsenigo, L’ossessione dell’assoluto: L’Epifania del Sacro nella letteratura italiana
contemporanea. Turin: Tirrenia Stampatori, 1990. “The liminality of Coccioli’s characters, one assumes, is
often equal to that of the artist... Homosexuality is therefore understood as a symbol of liminality... The
homosexual is also a liminal being in so much as he is destructured, that is to say he does not belong to
general conceptions of society, from which structure, he has more or less freely distanced himself”. [“Ma la
liminalità dei personaggi di [Carlo Coccioli], s’intuisce, spesso è la medesima dell’artista…
L’omosessualità è cioè intesa come simbolo di una liminalità… L’omosessuale è inoltre un essere liminale
proprio in quanti destrutturato, non appartenente cioè alla società comunemente intesa, dalla quale in
quanto struttura, s’è più o meno liberamente allontanato”.] (123-4; 139)
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homosexuality, identifying instead God as the source of his apparent trespass: “A
stranger to the human race, maybe guilty with regards to society, sure, but not responsible
in front of God. I did not choose [to be this way]… God is responsible.”50
Others have grounded their studies in the open discussion of homosexuality as
having as much to do with formal aspects of plot and character development as they do
with being political enunciations in and of themselves. Thomas Staley finds the works
comprising the first twelve years of the author’s literary enterprise dependent upon “a
superstitious and nearly hysterical sense of faith, coupled with a shrill outcry at the evil of
the modern world”.51 It is during what Staley counts as Coccioli’s initial period of
novelistic production (in which he fails to mention Il Migliore e l’ultimo) where the
rejection of homosexuality-as-pathology, his privileging of homosexual protagonists, and
his gay-affirmative rhetoric coalesce into a hagiography of marginalized subjects.52
Discussing these characters, Staley maintains: “The questions [they] begin to ask have far
more significance, and are no longer merely culled from rote memory – more important,
50 Coccioli,

Fabrizio Lupo, p 26. “Estraneo al genere umano, forse colpevole nei confronti della società, sì,
ma non responsabile davanti a Dio. Non mi sono scelto io… il responsabile è Dio.” Throughout Fabrizio
Lupo, the protagonist and his French lover Laurent experience a profound love for one another. Their
excommunication from the Catholic Church and status as social pariahs due to the open nature of their
homosexuality, however, bring both to experience identity through homosexuality as purely antagonistic to
the bourgeois bon-ton of society. Unable to reconcile the desire for societal acceptance with their belief in a
Divine who created them as such, both Fabrizio and Laurent commit suicide, obtaining what Orsenigo
describes as the desire for reintegration.
51 Thomas Staley, “Faith and the Absurd: The Post-Existential Vision of Coccioli” in The Shapeless God.
Eds. Harry J. Mooney, Jr. and Thomas Staley. Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh UP, 1968. p 6.
52 Idem, 9. Staley’s study does not include Il Migliore e l’ultimo, indicating the text’s relative anonymity
even at a distance of less than twenty-five years after its publication. Instead, he bases this hagiography on
Coccioli’s Manuel il messicano (Florence: Valecchi, 1956. Print), Il cielo e la terra (Florence: Valecchi,
1950. Print.), and La pietra bianca (Florence: Valecchi, 1959. Print.). Thus, the positive representations of
his characters and their relationship with homosexuality, such as Don Ardito’s conversion from a
homophobic to gay accepting character in La pietra bianca and Il cielo e la terra as well as the elegiac
treatment of Fabrizio Lupo and his suffering at the hands of a society that shuns any form of difference,
allow Coccioli to question the ultraconservative religious and political dogmas of conformist postwar
Italian culture.
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they no longer derive from ultraconservative theologians or the Italian Christian
Democratic Party… [Coccioli] moves away from his role as a defender of the status quo
and the Church to become an explorer of modern values.”53
The “modern values” – the compatibility between homosexuality and religious
orthodoxy – present throughout Coccioli’s early works were, indeed, at odds with the
policies of Italy’s governing political party of the day. The Christian Democratic party’s
official stance considered homosexuality as antagonistic to the survival of the Italian
social body. Employing a language likening homosexuality to a disease that threatened to
infect all levels of society, a circular from the Ministry of the Interior dating to 1960
states that, beginning in the early 1950s, Italy’s ruling Christian Democratic party (DC)
employed the police force to specifically target homosexuals so to avoid “an overflow of
sad forms of perversion, in and of themselves damaging to public morals, and from which
savage crimes oftentimes arise.”54 Coccioli himself comments on the destructive force the
homophobia buttressing a policy such as the aforementioned exercises over himself, as
both citizen and public figure. Replying to a letter sent to him by one of his readers who
had asked his opinion regarding the condemnation of homosexuality, he writes, “I know
that I am clean (mundus), but that others are not able to perceive my cleanliness... that
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Idem, 10.
“Circolare del Ministero dell’Interno: 30 aprile 1960”
http://www.giovannidallorto.com/testi/gaylib/bellotti/circolare1960.html (website of Italian gay activist
Giovanni dall’Orto). Accessed August 16, 2015. “il dilagare di tristi forme di perversione, di per se stesse
dannose alla pubblica moralità, e dalle quali sovente scaturiscono efferati crimini.” The circular goes on to
justify the mobilization of the police force to stand guard against outward displays of homosexual
tendencies and to surveil persons “afflicted” with homosexuality. For further consideration of
homosexuality in postwar Italian society, including interviews of gay and transgender individuals who
lived through and subverted such “official” moves to eradicate homosexuality in Italy, see: Andre Pini,
“L’omosessualità in Italia dal dopoguerra alla nascita del movimento gay” in Pini, Quando eravamo froci:
Gli omosessuali nell’Italia di una volta. p 23-70.
54
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tears me apart.”55 He rejects both the attitudes employed by the DC and the dichotomy of
cleanliness/uncleanliness underpinning social attitudes and policies such as those laid
bare in the Ministry of the Interior’s memo.
More than thirty years later, writer and journalist Pier Vittorio Tondelli placed
Coccioli’s feelings of rejection in dialogue with debates occurring in late 1940s and
1950s over the role of art and politics. For Tondelli, Coccioli was caught in a double
bind: while his personal and professional focus on homosexuality placed him at odds
with the Italian political and religious establishment, they also put him at odds with the
PCI-dominated cultural establishment. Tondelli writes:
Coccioli’s religious and existential thematics most certainly could not be accepted
by the left’s cultural establishment of the 1950s. His characters, always caught
between Good and Evil, between metaphysical torments and erotic ones, between
the [ideas of] sin and purity... were perhaps out of touch (fuori gioco) in a
historical moment dominated first by neorealist aesthetics and also by linguistic
experimentalism.56
It was not only the existential and moral crises in his narratives that distanced
Coccioli from both the political left and right. He was also, and above all, skeptical of the
ever-growing politicization of the role of the author-as-intellectual, stating publicly: “I
am bitterly opposed to the writer who tries to violently insert himself… in the social

55 Carlo

Coccioli. Letter to Gustave Raud. March 8, 1952. Box 5, Folder 1. Carlo Coccioli Archive. Harry
Ransom Center, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, 78712. August 13, 2013. “Je sais que je
suis mundus mais que les autres puissent ne pas apercevoir ma propriété... cela me déchire.”
56 Pier Vittorio Tondelli, Un weekend postmoderno. Cronaca dagli anni ottanta. Milan: Bompiani, 1990.
Print. p 479. “La tematica esistenziale e religiosa di Coccioli certo non poteva essere accettata
dall’establishment culturale di sinistra degli anni cinquanta. I suoi personaggi, sempre così combattuti fra le
ragioni del Bene e del Male, fra i tormenti metafisici e quelli erotici, fra il peccato e la purezza... forse
erano paradossalmente fuori gioco in un periodo storico dominato prima dall’estetica neorealista, poi dallo
sperimentalismo linguistico.”
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sphere… Political opportunism, for a writer, seems to me to be repugnant. The role of the
writer is that of the organizer, the classifier… the announcer.”57
Given his belief that the artist should not become openly involved in the political
sphere – a topic reflected in a letter from Kurzio Malaparte containing a thinly veiled
slight against the culture machines of both major Italian political parties, the DC and
Italian Communist Party (PCI)58 – it comes as a surprise that Coccioli passed harsh
judgment against two predominant figures of the engaged intellectual in post-war Italy,
Elio Vittorini and Alberto Moravia. With respect to their popularity, Coccioli took issue
with “the Italian literary ‘province’ dominated in the North by Elio Vittorini with his
communist followers (comunistoidi) and in the South, in Rome, by Moravia and his
byzantine bootlickers.”59 One might be inclined to attribute this disparaging comment to
Vittorini’s involvement in the Italian Communist Party, for Coccioli’s previous
pronouncements on art and politics demonstrate his belief that the author’s role is to
make sense of an ever-changing world as well as to bring these permutations to light for
the reader who is to make sense of them.60 Upon closer examination of this dynamic,
57

Idem, 257. “Sono in polemica acerrima con lo scrittore che cerca di introdursi violentemente e
insinuantemente nel gioco sociale… L’opportunismo politico, per uno scrittore, mi pare indecente,
ripugnante. Il ruolo dello scrittore è quello dell’ordinatore, del classificatore… dell’annunciatore.”
58 Malaparte, Kurzio. Letter to Carlo Coccioli. October 21, 1951. Carlo Coccioli Archive. Harry Ransom
Center, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, 78712. August 15, 2013. “[The sense of]
cannibalism in Italy is something quite frightening, spurred on by hypocritical stupidity... of the Christian
Democrats and others... Throw yourself on the side of freedom, dear Coccioli. Be free, shake off all
established authority... because literature and art must be free.” [“Il cannibalismo italiano è qualcosa di
spaventoso: aiutato dalla bestialità ipocrita... dei democristiani e altri... Si butti dalla parte della libertà, caro
Coccioli, sia libero, se ne freghi di ogni autorità costituita... perché la letteratura, l’arte, debbono essere
libere.”]
59 Idem, 59. Original text reads: “la provincia letteraria italiana dominata al nord da Elio Vittorini coi suoi
comunistoidi e al sud, a Roma, dall’arrogante Moravia coi suoi bizantineggianti leccapiedi.” Translation
my own.
60 Without a doubt, Coccioli’s opinion regarding the role of the author seems to be buttressed by a belief in
the quasi messianic value of the individual author-artist. Throughout the interviews appearing in Tutta la
verità, in fact, Coccioli repeatedly attributes his artistic ability to his being possessed by “il jinn”, a
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Coccioli and Vittorini were more similar than different. One cannot take for granted
Vittorini’s famous exchange with Palmiro Togliatti, leader of the PCI, in the journal
Politecnico. There, he fervently defended his stance that the artist and the work of art
must not be coerced into “sounding the whistle of the revolution”, but rather speak
directly to issues and concerns in whose regard politics remains silent.61 In his letter to
Togliatti, who maintained that art should be subordinate to politics, Vittorini writes:
What does it mean for a writer to be ‘revolutionary’? In my experience with
certain comrades, I have noted that they are inclined to recognize themselves as
‘revolutionary’ in as much as we ‘sound the whistle’ in regard to revolutionary
problems posed by politics... But this, in my judgment, is anything but
revolutionary; in fact, it is an out of date (arcadico) way of being a writer.62
Although Coccioli gave no other justification for his negative opinion of Vittorini, one
might be tempted to attribute it to feelings of bitterness in regard to Vittorini’s
commercial and critical successes.
Francesco Gnerre’s revisionist project L’eroe negato: Omosessualità e letteratura
del Novecento italiano diverges from these veins in criticism of Coccioli’s opus,
considering it, instead, from an entirely gay-positive view. While echoing Staley’s
observations on the seeds of anti-conformist views of sexuality, Gnerre asserts that
Coccioli’s discussion of homosexuality in the postwar years broke with the censorship of
the Fascist regime and of postwar governments: a matrix of allusions and silences
intended to establish an essential incompatibility between homosexuality and Italian
metaphysical creature common in Middle Eastern mythologies.
Elio. “Lettera a Togliatti” in Guida al Novecento. Ed. Salvatore Guglielmino. Milan:
Principato Editore, 1978. Print. p 516-20. “Che cosa significa per uno scrittore, essere ‘rivoluzionario’?
Nella mia dimestichezza con taluni compagni politici ho potuto notare ch’essi inclinano a riconoscersi la
qualità di ‘rivoluzionario’ nella misura in cui noi ‘suoniamo il piffero’ intorno ai problemi rivoluzionari
posti dalla politica... Ma questo, a mio giudizio, è tutt’altro che rivoluzionario, anzi è un modo arcadico
d’essere scrittore.” Emphasis from original text retained.
62 Idem, 518.
61 Vittorini,
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national identity.63 For Coccioli, literary representations of homosexual identity in the
postwar years continued to echo those of the immediate fascist past. They promoted a
dual valence of homosexuality seen as either pathology, in which the individual figured
as the pathological corruptor (“il pervertito corruttore”) or a mentally ill individual to be
pitied (“il malato da compiangere”), as reflected in the official language deployed in the
government circular presented above.64 Gnerre’s study thus finds Il Migliore e l’ultimo
significant for its refusal of the aforementioned binary treatment of divergent
sexualities.65 Interesting with regards to Gnerre is that his finding Il Migliore e l’ultimo
noteworthy stems from, as Gnerre claims, the presentation and treatment of Il Gatto, a
passing figure who appears toward the novel’s end and for only three pages of dialogue.
He briefly highlights the presence of homoerotic tones in Il Migliore e l’ultimo but stops
short of examining the most significant relationships represented in the novel, those
63

Francesco Gnerre. L’eroe negato, 7-38; 215-233. On these silences regarding homosexuality, Gnerre
states: “This silence, still today so difficult to dismantle, was in Italy the most efficient form of repression,
an absolute silence that weighed upon homosexuality even in literary stories and in criticism.
Homosexuality simply did not exist and when it broke through, one negated such evidence… Even in the
twentieth-century this attitude still exists. One tends to not talk about homosexuality within a work or an
author, as if that would limit or diminish their value.” [“Questo silenzio, ancora oggi così difficile da
scardinare, è stato in Italia la più efficace forma di repressione, un silenzio assoluto che ha gravato
sull’omosessualità anche nelle storie letterarie e nella critica. L’omosessualità semplicemente non esisteva
e quando traspariva inequivocabile si negava l’evidenza… Anche in pieno Novecento permane un po’
questo atteggiamento. Si tende a non parlare di omosessualità a proposito di un’opera o di uno scrittore,
come se ciò lo limitasse o ne sminuisse il valore.”] (29). His is primarily a Foucauldian argument, stating
that homosexuality was primarily seen in the early 20th century as a product and matter of interest to
discourses of medicine. Yet, it is precisely the act of denying to knowledge via silences and prohibitions
against speaking of homosexuality that serves as a powerful force of repression.
64 Idem, 19. In discussing these two recurrent figurae through which representations of the homosexual
male circulated in the postwar Italian novel, Gnerre identifies Saro from Moravia’s Agostino as indicative
of the former and Athos Fadigati of Bassani’s Gli occhiali d’oro for the latter.
65 Idem, 218 Gnerre states that the inclusion of a homosexual character in the Resistance was “emblematic
of the urgency of the theme, inserted also in the context of the Resistance, apparently so far from a
problematic considered back then, in the best of hypotheses, a private fact to keep well-hidden to not
compromise oneself.” [“significativo dell’urgenza del tema, inserito anche nel contesto della Resistenza,
apparentemente così lontano da una problematica considerata allora, nella migliore delle ipotesi, un fatto
privato da tenere ben occultato per non compromettersi.”]
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between the protagonist Carlo and his two aides-de-camp, Marcello and Alberto, as well
as Carlo’s attraction to them.66 Gnerre’s study effectively overlooks the novel’s central
current which Coccioli would call forty years after the novel’s publication: “the love for a
young partisan… the apple of my eye”.67 It is precisely this relationship between Carlo
and Alberto, along with the pre-modern and gender-intransitive parameters in which
Coccioli situates it, that will occupy the re-reading that follows.
A NEBULOUS RESISTANCE: SEPTEMBER 8, FLIGHT FROM TURIN, AND DEFINING THE
PARTISAN
From the very beginning the spaces of Il Migliore e l’ultimo are populated by men
who, falling under the protagonist’s watchful eye, instill the areas with gendered
qualities. The protagonist Carlo, a lieutenant in the Royal Italian Army, serves as a guard
in a military prison in Turin. As the novel begins, he and his comrades share emotional
reactions as they contemplate the effects of Field Marshall Pietro Badoglio’s
proclamation of an armistice between Italy and the Allied Forces the day before,
September 8, 1943. Echoing Claudio Pavone’s observation that the “collapse [after the
armistice] succeeded in combining effects of an event that had been long awaited and of
an event that had come unexpectedly”, the men fluctuate between moments of excitement
over the war’s supposed end, yet still at a loss for what the announcement means for
themselves and their country.68 Their drunken, quasi victorious cheers for their patria are
countered by fellow soldier Leo’s bitter tears for his own sense of loss - of country, of
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Gnerre L’eroe negato, 219.
Coccioli, Tutta la verità, p 225. “l’amore per un ragazzo partigiano… l’anima della mia vita.”
68 Pavone, A Civil War, p 17.
67
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purpose - in what appears to the others a jubilant moment of renewed and infinite
possibilities.
The ranking colonel orders all men to retain their posts before fleeing himself.
The arrival of German troops at the caserma brings with them chaos and fear of violent
reprisals over the number of others who have also deserted their posts. The men narrowly
escape the prison and decide to leave the city once and for all. Together with his former
comrades-at-arms Carlo plans to return to his family’s home in Florence. As the group of
defecting soldiers makes its way to the central train station through Turin’s Porta Nuova,
Carlo turns to get one last look at the city and observes a transformed urban landscape:
“…the life of the big and destroyed city. It’s an intensely masculine life. Men who
enter, others who leave, others who bump into each other, others who cram up
against one another, men who do not say, “Pardon me”. Everyone is lost behind
their thoughts… Men in uniform, men half-dressed in uniform, men in plain
clothes, half naked men… There’s even a woman — strange; but, looking at her
better, you can tell it is a man dressed as a woman. A man whom fear has made to
dress himself up as a woman, thinks Carlo. And again he thinks nebulously: Men
who are scared to death and who don’t even try to hide it.”69
Here, the narrative introduces Carlo’s gaze – corresponding to the italicized text
throughout the novel –for the first time as it falls upon the men who, in their almost
mechanized comings and goings, capture the protagonist’s attention and imagination. The
passage begins with a relatively objective narrative voice observing the destruction of
Turin. Its inhabitants, for their part, share in their city’s reduced capacity: gone are forms
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Coccioli, Il Migliore e l’ultimo. p 39. Emphasis from original text retained. “…la vita della grande e la
distrutta città. È una vita intensamente maschile. Uomini che entrano, altri uomini che escono, altri ancora
che si urtano, si pigiano, uomini che non si dicono: Scusi. Tutti sono persi dietro i loro pensieri… Uomini
in uniforme, uomini in mezza uniforme, uomini in borghese, uomini seminudi… C’è anche una donna –
strano; poi, a guardarla bene, si vede che è un uomo travestito da donna. Un uomo che la paura ha fatto
vestire da donna, pensa Carlo. E ancora pensa nebulosamente: Uomini che hanno un fottìo di paura, che
mica nascondono di averla.”
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of common courtesy and the recognition of fellow citizens as human beings. However,
the narration takes on subjective qualities that arise concomitantly with Carlo’s gaze as it
focuses on the cross-dressing man. Just as the bombs have rendered Turin a shell of its
former self, the individuals Carlo sees are also presented as being in a reduced capacity.
Emblematic of this is the man cross-dressing as a woman; in fact, individual women do
not appear at all. The narration corresponding to Carlo’s gaze associates women vis-à-vis
the cross dresser as wholly inferior to men, gendered products of fear and desperation left
behind as the narrative continues to progress.
Carlo’s primary experience of resistance – that is, disobedience and flight – gains
significance in as much as the individual male bodies affect Carlo perception of space in
which he finds himself. The sea of men in various states of hurriedness and dress take on
significance as their violent movements and emotional responses influence the
surroundings: with the protagonist’s gaze fixed on upon it, the city itself becomes the
background of a tableau vivant in which its neoclassical splendor fades into a Spartan
atmosphere of men violently bumping into each other and hiding from one another. These
incessant comings and goings following the armistice proclamation make Turin become a
sea upon which the men embark upon a nostos, the return home, of which Italo Calvino
speaks in his article “Omero antimilitarista” from the September 15, 1946 edition of
L’Unità. In the article Calvino compares the return home of soldiers following the
September 8 armistice to the epic adventures of Odysseus and his men writing that the
Odyssey “is the myth of the journey home born of the places of military service (la naja)
by soldiers brought to fight far away, born of their worrying over how they would return
home once the war was over, born of the fear… of not ever returning… The Odyssey is
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the story of September 8, of all the September 8s in history, the duty to return home
counting on luck, passing through lands filled with enemies.”70 Just as Odysseus and his
men must brave perilous waters during their journey back to Ithaca, so for Carlo the
cityscape becomes a turbulent sea of men he must navigate in order to return home.
Carlo successfully escapes Turin by train together with his friends Tullio, Gino,
Sebastiano, and Leo. The group of sbandati, or disbanded soldiers, take refuge in a farm
house and contemplate their next move, a consideration that initiates a discussion of
partisans and resistance actions. Gino, the only one of the group without an officer’s
rank, admits that, since leaving Turin, it had been his intention to bring the men to rural
Piedmont in order to recruit local men and form their own partisan brigade. Almost all
are reticent to embrace Gino’s proposal, likening partisans’ actions to “bollocks” (“delle
balle”) and “heroic nonsense” (“eroiche stupidaggini”). Gino is the only individual of a
more favorable opinion in the matter, calling his plans for armed insurgence “a beautiful
and heroic thing” (“una cosa eroica e bella”) that would not last long because in his view
“the Allies won’t be long to arrive.” (“gli Alleati non tarderanno ad arrivare”)71 His
nebulous, if not overly naive, vision of partisan resistance activity spurs a discussion of
what it means to be an armed partisan. The irony of Gino’s statement serves to emphasize
not only his naiveté, but also the aura of confusion Italians felt in the aftermath of the
armistice declaration. Claudio Pavone considers statements such as Gino’s as indicative
of the “false news of the 8 September” proclamation that some Italians interpreted as
70 Italo

Calvino, “Omero antimilitarista”. L’Unità, September 15, 1946. Cited in Elisabetta Mondello, Italo
Calvino. Pordenone: Edizioni Studio Tesi, 1990. Print. p 57. “…è il mito del ritorno a casa nato nei luoghi
di ‘naja’ dai soldati portati a combattere lontano, dalle loro preoccupazioni di come faranno a tornare finita
la guerra, dalla paura… di non riuscire a tornare mai… È la storia degli 8 settembre l’Odissea, la storia di
tutti gli 8 settembre della storia, il dover tornare a casa su mezzi di fortuna, per paesi irti di nemici”
71 Coccioli, Il Migliore e l’ultimo, 94.
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Italy’s complete withdrawal from the war conflict.72 As such they believed the armistice
would result in the rapid deployment of Allied troops, assuring that Italians would not
suffer the same consequences that others had felt at the hands of German forces following
their own country’s surrender.
Under the weight of Gino’s shortsighted proposition, the conversation assumes an
air of a quasi-Socratic dialogue, with each individual taking one opinion on the matter.
For Gino, it figures as a simple taking up of arms against a common enemy. Sebastiano
speaks of the time he spent in France where he witnessed many women – from launderers
to sex workers –aid Italian military deserters and help political exiles escape; for him,
anyone who either fights under or aids the partisan cause is a partisan. Carlo, instead,
considers the proposed partisan affair negatively, speaking of the time he spent in Istria
where he witnessed a seemingly unending cycle of violence caused by local partisans’
actions which resulted in Fascist reprisals:
“In Yugoslavia, there were certainly partisans. But they did things that I would
not do… They took carabinieri officers, cut off their genitals, and disfigured them
here and there… Wherever there were partisans, the fascists burned houses and
killed women: they would do it here, too.”73
In the end, the men’s initial thoughts of becoming partisans are short-lived: the following
night they plan to ambush a passing German weaponry camion, but Gino botches the
maneuver and causes the men to flee under heavy gunfire.

72 Pavone,

A Civil War, 17-19; 231-7.
101-2. “In Iugoslavia, sì c’erano i partigiani. Ma facevano cose che io non farei, credo…
Prendevano i carabinieri, tagliavano loro gli organi genitali e li deturpavano qua e là… Dove c’erano i
partigiani, i fascisti bruciavano le case e ammazzavano le donne: lo farebbero anche qui.” Despite the lack
of explicit subject in the second half of Carlo’s statement, the remainder of the conversation focuses only
on possible actions the men could take against German (and only German) targets. Asked what specifically
a partisan does, Gino replies, “Si attaccano… i camion tedeschi, i soldati tedeschi. Si ammazzano i
tedeschi”.
73 Idem,
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The range of individual definitions points to an idea of resistance whose
significance is still under negotiation as an event pertinent to the historical development
of the Italian nation. As they continue to define what resistance and partisan activity
means to them, the men do agree on some fronts. Despite Carlo’s talk of witnessing
atrocities committed by both Fascists and partisans against Yugoslavian people, they all
recognize the Germans, and only the Germans, as the absolute enemy. Claudio Pavone
reads partisans’ “assigning absolutely negative values” to their enemies as a means of
“justifying [the partisans’ struggle] by appealing to the great values that went beyond ‘the
political’”, and instead entered into discussions of morality.74 Carlo’s rhetorical question
“Do you think I could do that?” (“Credi che io potrei fare questo?”) – that is, commit acts
of violence against fellow Italians – is indicative of “the antidote against this
degeneration” embodied in the German absolute enemy while also extricating himself
and his friends of any culpability as former soldiers in the Fascist army. At the same time,
the men’s back-and-forth dialogue displays that in the aftermath of the armistice
proclamation, they possess no clear-cut definition of “the Resistance”, only speculation
as to what it could possibly entail, from issues of morality and violence, to an emerging
sense of a common enemy that excludes Italian culpability in the war. In the end, the
men’s initial thoughts of becoming partisans are short-lived. The following night they
plan to ambush a German weaponry camion, but Gino botches the maneuver and causes
the men to flee under heavy gunfire.

74 Pavone,

A Civil War. p 251.
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“QUEST’È LA VITA DA PARTIGIANO”: CARLO’S HOMOEROTIC GAZE AND THE
RESISTANCE
Following their failed attempt at overpowering German soldiers, Carlo and his
friends renounce their plan to form an independent resistance cell and, instead, continue
to roam the countryside in hopes of returning home. Similar to the initial moments of
their odyssey that led them from the regional capital to the country, the protagonist’s gaze
continues to privilege male figures and avoids commenting on or representing the female
body. While a Piedmontese couple secretly houses the men, the hosts’ daughters
approach Carlo, Tullio, and Leo. Carlo remains indifferent toward their company and
watches his friends take a private stroll with their evening dates. Like his attitude toward
the cross-dresser in Turin, Carlo is disinterested in describing the physicality of the young
women. Just as Carlo associated women with fear and inferiority in Turin, the young girls
of the countryside quite literally become the sounds they make – “happy squeals”
(“gridetti… assorti e felici”) – as the men escort them down the road. In this sense, the
narrative affords them space, not as speaking subjects, but as background noise and
willing objects of the other men’s sexual desires.
While his friends take leave with their company, Carlo remains with the girls’
brother. Unlike his treatment of the youth’s sisters, Carlo describes his temporary
companion in terms of his physical appearance, the sound of his voice, as well as his
personality traits: “He was a tall and quiet young man; he had two small yet serene eyes,
which one could not see now but that one could imagine just by hearing his voice. His
voice was a bit quiet, as if the youth were overcome with timidity… tranquil and kind.”75
75 Coccioli

Il Migliore e l’ultimo, 150. “Era un giovane alto e pacato; aveva due occhi piccoli e sereni, che
ora non si vedevano ma che si potevano sempre immaginare sentendo la sua voce. La voce era un po’
sommessa, come se il ragazzo fosse preso da timidezza… tranquilla e gentile”.
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Although initial scenes such as these identify Carlo’s developing experience of resistance
with the perception and vicinity of the male body, one cannot remain uncritical of the
reduction of these female personages from human beings to mere distant “squeals”
resulting from amorous delight. Such a reduction, indeed an erasure, of these female
characters appears out of step with the men’s previous considerations equating the French
women who had aided partisans and earned Sebastiano’s praise as partigiane themselves.
They are not only, to borrow from feminist historian Joan Wallach Scott, “hidden from
history” as recognizable subjects, but their identity disappears under the weight of their
eroticized valence to Carlo’s companions.76 The biased representation of gender
appearing quite early in the narrative points to the centrality of the male gaze to Il
Migliore e l’ultimo and its homoerotic appreciation of the male form. It effects the
treatment of its subjects, which the text considers only and fully in their gendered
subjectivity. It is also indicative of a degree of partiality, indeed, a high degree of
chauvinism in the representation of gendered bodies as they emerge from under Carlo’s
narrating eye.
This holds true and undergoes further development as Carlo continues to evade
the German forces occupying the surrounding rural areas. The members of the party go
76 Joan Wallach Scott, Gender and the Politics of History. New York: Columbia UP, 1999. Print. p 22. In
her seminal article-turned-chapter “Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis”, Scott argues for the
use of gender as a methodology and course of study useful to historical analysis in that within gender
categories themselves, defined, not as natural, but as both a construct and effect of discourses of power, one
might better understand the spaces and constraints that make the study and writing of history gender biased.
Here in Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo, the homoeroticism arising from Carlo’s scopophilia effectively
denies the women representation within the novel. For Carlo, they are only worthy of mention or
representation when participating directly in resistance activities, such as the French partisans. For further
information on the nexus between historical representation of women and women’s resistance writing see:
Bernadette Luciano, “Women Writing History: Female Novels of the Resistance” in Gendering Italian
Fiction: Feminist Revisions of Italian History, Eds. Maria Ornella Marotti and Gabriella Brooke. 151-162.
Cranbury, NJ: Associated University Presses, Inc., 1999. Print.
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their own respective ways. Despite his previous negative reflections regarding the
Resistance and partisans themselves, Carlo realizes that he faces a difficult decision:
either risk being caught by fascist forces and face retribution for having deserted his post,
or join local partisans. After venturing to his uncle’s home near Florence for a very short
period of time, Carlo joins a partisan battalion stationed in the local Tuscan hillside.
Having already held the rank of lieutenant, Carlo pairs himself with the captain who, as
he leads him around, speaks of the new recruits and the woman he had to leave behind in
Florence. As for Carlo, his gaze interrupts the official’s reminiscing of his girlfriend,
silencing his fellow officer as he is about to speak of her physical characteristics. Instead,
the narration resulting from Carlo’s gaze takes over and comes to fall upon the bodies of
young recruits in various stages of undress: “This (Carlo said to himself) is the life of a
partisan. Lying nude in the light of the sun and joking like at camp. This is the life of a
partisan — this blue sky, this air full of smells, this man who lies nude under the sun.”77
The scopophilic delight produced by the narrator’s gazing at the nude male bodies lying
about the camp exerts a strong influence over the developing sense of partisan activity
and resistance the narration puts forth. Here, the atmosphere of the partisan camp
becomes one charged with homoerotic energy, supplanting the protagonist’s negative
experiences of “an intensely masculine life” (“una vita intensamente maschile”) as he
escaped Turin and claims of witnessing partisan violence in Yugoslavia.
Within Il Migliore e l’ultimo’s pages Carlo’s homoerotic gaze falling upon the
partisans’ bodies makes us privy to the interior space of his mental processes and at the

77 Coccioli, Il Migliore e l’ultimo, p 201. “Questa (si dice segretamente Carlo) è la vita del partigiano.
Starsene nudi al sole e scherzare come a un campeggio. Questa è la vita del partigiano – questo cielo
azzurro, quest’aria piena di odori, quest’uomo che giace nudo al sole”
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same time indicates a starting point of Carlo’s growing eroto-ethics of resistance. Studies
of the male gaze — in particular Laura Mulvey’s oft cited writings on classic Hollywood
cinema — have argued that the pleasure received by the viewer is an effect of the
objectification of the (feminized) object of the gaze. Certainly, Mulvey’s observations
have undergone subsequent revision and elaboration in feminist and queer studies, yet the
signifying power of Carlo’s observing eye gives rise to a consideration of him vis-à-vis
the men in his field of vision.78 If pleasure or delight of the viewer has much to do with
the relation of power and desire vis-à-vis the viewer and the person viewed, for Carlo this
superiority in relation to the other men derives in part from the hierarchical arrangement
of power underpinning the organization of military formations in which he participates.
In other words, Carlo’s rank of lieutenant grants him the ability to survey those of inferior
rank. As a new recruit, however, his unfamiliarity with the partisans’ space mirrors the
ignorance he and his friends expressed earlier with regard to the significance of the
Resistance. In this way, the act of viewing exercises a significant level of influence upon
the representation of the Resistance and the definition it takes on regarding Carlo.
The same rank providing him the ability to observe his inferiors also charges
Carlo with the qualities of the exemplum, an image or person to be watched and imitated.
When Carlo has been given his first mission for which he must select a small group of
78 Laura

Mulvey “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” in The Norton Anthology of Theory and
Criticism. Eds. Vincent B. Leitch, William E. Cain, Laurie Finke, Barbara Johnson, and John McGowan.
2084-2095. New York: W. W. Norton & Co. 2010. Print. Regarding the permutations in studies of the gaze
see: Roberta Sassatelli, “Interview with Laura Mulvey: Gender, Gaze, and Technology in Film Culture”
Theory, Culture, Society. Vol. 25 no. 5, 2011. Sage: New York. Accessed August 26, 2015. Selen Gockem
“Transperance Me, I Want to be Visible” CineJ. Vol 1. No. 2. Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh UP.
http://cinej.pitt.edu/ojs/index.php/cinej/article/view/46/141 Accessed: August 21, 2015. Caroline Evans and
Lorraine Gamman, “The Gaze Revisited, or Reviewing Queer Viewing” in A Queer Romance: Lesbians,
Gay Men, and Popular Culture, Eds. Paul Berston and Colin Richardson. Routledge: London, 1995. 12-62.
Print.
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men whom he will lead to recover supplies dropped from Allied airplanes, he addresses
the men assembled:
‘I’, Carlo said (and everyone turned around to watch him: Lord, they’re looking at
me. Look, from the last I’ll be come the first. They’re all looking at me, Lord.),
‘will take about ten men and go by way of the woods… Then Carlo got up:
they’re still looking at me, they admire me, they appreciate my calm; it’s a noble
trait.79
Whereas Carlo’s initial observations inside the partisan camp were filled with the
pleasure received as the viewing subject whose gaze objectifies the other men in their
various degrees of nudity, we now witness Carlo’s experiencing the sublime joy - indeed,
the terrifying ecstasy - of becoming the object of all the men’s observation. The interplay
of power and observation here is interesting, for as the men submit Carlo to their
objectifying collective gaze, Carlo’s command (“prendo una decina di ragazzi e tento
dalla parte del bosco”) is a performative utterance, at once establishing himself as their
ranking superior capable of ordering them into the line of fire.
Continuing around the encampment, Carlo is met with an unusual sight. A young
man, Marcello, had been tied to a post, left nude and exposed for all to see for the crime
of having fallen asleep while carrying out his night watch duties. One can read this
description as a quasi-cinematic close-up “tilt shot”, one that vertically frames Marcello’s
corporeal form from head to toe: “After arriving in the middle of the field, Carlo saw a
man tied to a pole. He was a slender young man, with long hair that fell on his nude
shoulders. He had a childlike face, fearful. He kept his face down toward his chest, as if
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Coccioli, Il Migliore e l’ultimo, p 220. “’Io,’ disse allora Carlo (e tutti si volsero a guardarlo : Signore,
mi guardano, ecco che da ultimo divento primo, tutti guardano me, Signore), ‘prendo una decina di ragazzi
e tento dalla parte del bosco… Allora Carlo si alzò : ancora continuano a guardarmi, mi ammirano,
apprezzano la mia tranquillità, è una nobile parte”.
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he were ashamed. Very small beads of sweat gathered like pearls on his young body”.80
The description of Marcello, presented here with his long curls and unclothed, youthful
body tied to a pole, evokes images of both the idealized male beauty of the Classical
ephebe as well as Saint Sebastian, the young Christian martyr and patron saint of soldiers
depicted as having been tied to a tree and shot with arrows in the third century by
Emperor Diocletian’s troops.81 The evocation of Saint Sebastian in the depiction of
Marcello highlights the eroticization of the male body when subjected to Carlo’s
homoerotic gaze. Just as the gay male gaze falling upon St. Sebastian turns him into a
“gay cover boy for his male beauty, his toned body, prettily struck with arrows” in artistic
representations of desirous viewing subjects, here too does Marcello emerge as an object
of desire within Carlo’s vision of him.82 Carlo experiences both pity for and sexual
attraction to the young man, ordering him freed and taking him on as his personal aide.
The two soon form a close relationship, as Marcello’s gratitude for Carlo’s actions
quickly develops into a tacit and limitless devotion” (“una tacita e sconfinata devozione”)
to the direct superior to whom he follows around the partisans’ camp.83

80 Idem,

208-9. “Giunti in mezzo al campo, Carlo vide un uomo legato a un palo. Era un ragazzo esile, con
certi capelli lunghi che gli cadevano sulle spalle nude. Aveva un volto infantile e bambinesco, spaurito.
Teneva il volto ripiegato sul petto, come se si vergognasse. Minute gocce di sudore gli imperlavano il
giovane corpo.”
81 Fr. Paolo O. Pirlo, SHMI. “St Sebastian”. My First Book of Saints. Manila: Sons of Holy Mary
Immaculate, Quarterly Catholic Publishing, 1997. p. 40-1. As a historical figure, Sebastian rose through the
ranks of the Roman army, eventually reaching the ranks of leaders of the Praetorian Guard. Despite artistic
representations of his martyrdom depicting him as a young man, Sebastian was most likely an adult when
he died. Despite this fact, the popularity of images such as The Martyrdom of St. Sebastian by Il Sodoma
(1525) have contributed to St. Sebastian’s eternally youthful presence in art.
82 “Arrows of desire: How did St Sebastian become an enduring, homo-erotic icon?” The Independent. 10
February 2008. http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/art/features/arrows-of-desire-how-did-stsebastian-become-an-enduring-homoerotic-icon-779388.html Accessed August 20, 2015.
83 Coccioli, Il Migliore e l’ultimo, 211.
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So far we have seen the extent to which Carlo’s gaze and the sexualization of the
youthful male body have influenced not only the textual representations of gender but the
protagonist’s primary experiences in the partisan Resistance. These two elements will
also come to inform the narrative’s emphasis on classical forms of homoeroticism with
the protagonist’s act of resistance. While on a reconnaissance mission, the relationship
between them takes on a new signification for Carlo. Under the cover of night, the men
search for a supply crate recently dropped by Allied airplanes. Having partnered with
Marcello for the night, Carlo’s thoughts begin to wander:
He got even closer to Marcello because the cold was very biting. Certainly past
midnight. All in all, the devotion of this young man is beautiful… Carlo’s thoughts
wandered — and they arrived at [thoughts] of classical friendships, at honorable
examples of fidelity.84
The homoerotic sentiments that Marcello’s physical beauty and youthful appearance
inspire have transformed into an appreciation of his devotion to his superior. Moreover,
Carlo’s association of his relationship with Marcello to the amicizie classiche between
men in the classical age brings about questions of the role of pederastic manifestations of
homoeroticism to the novel’s treatment of relationships between men. The narrator’s
description of the relationships between himself, Marcello, and then Alberto, combined
with his privileging of the wartime environment of the Italian Resistance, echo values
expressed in classical texts speaking of the rapport between the adult male lover (erastes)
and his younger, boyish beloved (eromenos) in militaristic spaces.
Plato’s Symposium represents one of the clearest and most widely read examples
of philosophical debates weighing both the merits and shortcomings of erotic love
84 Idem, 225 “Si avvicinò ancor di più a Marcello perché il freddo era ora davvero tagliente. Certo
mezzanotte passata. Infine è pur bella la devozione di questo ragazzo… il pensiero di Carlo vi si perdette –
arrivò alle amicizie classiche, agli esempi onorevoli di fedeltà.”
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expressed between men. The participants’ arguments oscillate between two poles,
considering the amorous pairing of adult lover and youthful beloved as indicative of
either a metaphysical origin or as a homosocial institution reflecting the social mores
conditioning behaviors such as the adult’s courting of the youth and the conduct of
homoerotic relationships.85 The primary assertion of the Symposium, R. B. Rutherford
argues, maintains the highest form of love is one that, rather than promoting an abstention
from physical contact, affirms the transcendental quality of love itself, employed in the
text to indicate the erotic love between men.86 The discussions of male same-sex
eroticism within the Symposium are, for their part, entrenched in the distinction between
the active-insertive role and the passive-receptive one in which the lovers engage. The
sexual positions taken on by the two males reflect the socially based codes of conduct
dictating the erastes, himself a free adult man, would pursue a younger, pre-pubescent
boy, eromenos, in order to win his affections.87 Although the erastes was encouraged to
employ diverse strategies in courting his lover (for instance, touching the boy’s genitals,
reciting poetry to him as Carlo will eventually do, lavishing him with praise, and
watching him in the gymnasium), the rules of the game obliged the youthful eromenos to
rebuff the older man’s advances. But what became of the pursuer’s efforts of seduction?

85 Plato,

Phaedrus and the Symposium. Ed. R. B. Rutherford. Trans. Tom Griffith. New York: Everyman’s
Library. 2000. Print. p. x. Here I have employed the term "homosocial" in its adjectival form, for the
"homosocial sphere" encompasses both the homosocial as well as the homoerotic. While manifestations of
the erastes/eromenos relationship did often include certain degrees of social and erotic elements, I have
purposefully avoided eroticizing the totality of these relationships, as such an action would, in effect, be
both reductive and hinder the progressive, gay-positive nature of my critique.
86 Idem, xix.
87 The difference in age between erastes and eromenos coupled with their respective positions in society
(the adult erastes usually belonged to the ruling aristocracy, while the role of eromenos could be fulfilled
by the son of a noble, plebe, or even a slave) was reflected in the dynamics of power of the relationship as
dictated by social codes.
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Michel Foucault, in the third volume of The History of Sexuality, observes a double bind
in the deployment of the norms of courtship that specifically place the eromenos in a state
of limbo. He states “if the eromenos is virtuous one cannot obtain… [sexual] pleasure
except by subjecting him to violence; and if he consents, one has to recognize that one is
consorting with an effeminate.”88 The negativity with which Foucault describes
effeminacy in his observation highlights the degree to which effeminacy was to be
avoided within such sexual parameters. For this reason, Foucault argues that for the
young eromenos to enter into a socially sanctioned relationship with his older erastes
while preserving his future honor as an adult male was to allow himself to become victim
to an act of sexual violence.
The reference to the amicizie classiche and the mass of social and sexual material
it brings with it will prove central after Marcello’s death. The day after their first night
spent together a German airplane guns down Marcello as he attempts to retrieve the
supplies the group of ten men had set out to recover. Upon returning to camp in order to
inform the supervising officers of the casualties suffered during the Germans’ surprise air
attack, Carlo notices a new recruit. Just as Carlo had sung the praises of Marcello’s
youthful beauty, the same qualities attract the protagonist to the newly arrived volunteer,
Alberto, described by others as an inexperienced “ragazzetto” and, then, by Carlo: “The
young man was seated at the table… He was tall, a bit blond, dressed in a military
uniform… his ruddy face and khaki shirt dripped with sweat. Carlo had a good
impression of him — he had a young and tranquil look and had very light eyes.”89 Akin
88 History

of Sexuality Volume III: The Care of the Self. p 201. In the previous volume entitled The Use of
Pleasure, Foucault observed Socrates’ disapproval of love shown to effeminate young men.
89 Coccioli, Il Migliore e l’ultimo, 226. “Il ragazzetto se ne stava a sedere presso il tavolo… Era alto, un po’
biondo, vestito regolarmente in divisa militare… il volto arrossato e la camicia kaki gocciolavano di
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to the initial description of Marcello, the first account of Alberto also stresses his beauty
and juvenile appearance (“d’aspetto giovanissimo”) immediately after his having been
qualified as a solider both younger than and of inferior position to Carlo. After having
briefly met with the newly arrived recruit, Carlo gifts to Alberto Marcello’s former rifle
and rucksack, an act representative of the substitution of Alberto for the beloved, dead
Marcello.
With Alberto as his assistant, Carlo intends to keep him as close as possible in
order to avoid the same unfavorable outcome that ended the life of Marcello. Not unlike
the way in which he had depicted his first beloved, Carlo’s descriptions of his new
companion stress Alberto’s passivity. For example, as Carlo, Alberto, and other men
make their way to Fezzana in order to encounter another partisan group, the men are
forced to spend the night in the barn-house of a local farmer. While the rest of the men
take advantage of the ample space the barn offers and sleep in different sections of the
structure, Carlo and Alberto retreat to a smaller, private room where they pass the night
lying next to one another. Upon the two characters’ awakening, Carlo’s narration
highlights the relationship between the two men:
Half asleep [Carlo] took off his sweater and began scratching himself
systematically. Every so often he would glance at Alberto, who was sleeping…
When he had finished scratching himself, Carlo woke him — he touched him
softly on the face; then woke all the other guys spread throughout the haystacks.90
The display of affection for Alberto in this scene is one of the few instances in which the
two men make physical contact, the sweet stroking of Alberto’s face is indicative of the
sudore. Carlo ne ebbe una felice impressione – era d’aspetto giovanissimo e tranquillo, aveva occhi
chiarissimi.”
90 Idem, 243. “Mezzo addormentato, [Carlo] si tolse la maglia e prese a grattarsi sistematicamente. Di tanto
in tanto gettava un’occhiata ad Alberto, che dormiva… Quando ebbe finito di grattarsi, Carlo lo svegliò –
lo toccò dolcemente sul viso; poi svegliò tutti i ragazzi sparsi nei fienili.”
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expression of an erotic sensuality between a ranking superior and his soldier. The two
have moved beyond the purely “classical friendship” of Carlo and Marcello, which is
always and only a product of his viewing Marcello. One sees in this scene, however, a
stark difference in the rapport between Carlo, Alberto, and the other men. Rather than a
purely visually inspired erotic sentiment, that which the narrator describes in this scene
results from a physical closeness that Carlo had not achieved with his former beloved.
Carlo and Alberto’s actions – their separating themselves from the rest of the group, their
sleeping along side each other, and Carlo’s soft caressing of Alberto’s face, and Carlo’s
awakening the sleeping “ragazzi” – allude to a relationship whose dynamic is more
conjugal than it is professional.91
Both the corporeal vicinity and the tenderness between the two men will be
replicated soon thereafter while Carlo and Alberto both find themselves on a mission to
gather information about the advancement of Nazi troops. After almost having been
caught in the crossfire of a skirmish between Allies and Axis soldiers, Carlo and his
beloved escape to the safety of a nearby forest.
The crackle of the machine guns stopped a little before dawn. The sky was intact
and serene, already full of birds in flight and not yet stripped of its evening
coolness; the line of the not far off mountains took shape in the distance… Carlo
turned over on his covers and saw that Alberto was still sleeping. He kept his face
to the sky and mouth half open, his head resting on his backpack. He seemed even
more youthful than ever before. Carlo touched him on the arm, delicately, until
Alberto awoke.92
91 Carlo’s

scratching himself might also lend itself to the interpretation that the protagonist was
masturbating while voyeuristically gazing at Alberto.
92 Idem, 298. “Il crepitare delle mitragliatrici cessò poco prima dell’alba. Il cielo era intatto e sereno, già
pieno di voli di uccelli e non ancor privo di freschezza notturna; la fila dei monti non lontani si delineava
nell’aria chiarissima… Carlo si voltò sulla sua coperta e vide che Alberto dormiva ancora. Teneva la faccia
rivolta al cielo e la bocca semiaperta, la testa poggiando sullo zaino. Sembrava ancor più ragazzo di quanto
non lo sembrasse sempre. Carlo lo toccò in un braccio, delicatamente, finché l’altro non si svegliò.”
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Here, the wooded area offers the men a refuge from enemy bullets; moreover, Carlo’s
pastoral description of this place recalls the classical locus amoenus. David Evett has
described the locus amoenus as a literary topos common to classical literature in which
lover and beloved (whether two individuals or, in the case of poets, the individual and
Nature itself) may encounter one another. Evett maintains that the presence of life-giving
or life sustaining objects such water or the female body in the locus evokes that the
“functional expression of the generative principle of human life is of course human
sexuality.”93 Given the emphasis he places upon the “generative principle… of human
sexuality”, one can assume that Evett’s observation considers only heterosexual,
reproductively bound sex acts, yet the locus amoenus should not be considered in strictly
heterosexual terms.
Scholars have identified this space as one of privileged points in classical Greece
whence the musa puerilis emerges. Employed in classical Greek writings, the musa
puerilis communicates the desires and scopophilic pleasures of the gazer as well as to
“elucidate [and] interpret… the socially produced contexts of various Greek pederastic
subcultures.”94 Douglas Cairns’ definition of the musa puerilis associates it with an
“extra-diegetic gaze” that reaches out to the reader or listener of a given work in which
the gaze is itself present. The verbal articulation of the gaze of the viewer occupying the
role of the eromenos/beloved, the musa puerilis indicates that the viewer’s desire is

93 David

Evett, “’Paradise’s Only Map’: The ‘Topos’ of the ‘Locus Amoenus’ and the Structure of
Marvell’s ‘Upon Appleton House”. PMLA, Vol. 85, No. 3 (May, 1970), p 504-513. Citation from p. 506.
94 Douglas Cairns “The Imagery of Erôs in Plato’s Phaedrus.” in Erôs in Ancient Greece. Eds. Ed Sanders,
Chiara Thumiger, Christopher Carey, and Nick Lowe. 294 – 315. Oxford: Oxford UP. 2013. p 303. He
concludes in stating that “The hegemonic norms of the male pederastic gaze, which imply that the gazer
has more power than, and superior to, the gazed, appear to reflect this socially produced distinction” of the
asymmetrical distribution of power in pederastic relationships.
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caused “not by the aspects of the boy’s character”, but rather is produced by the erotic
sentiments of the erastes/lover when witnessing the youth’s physical beauty.95 In a like
manner, in the scene in Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo the body of Alberto emerges as a
construct not only of Carlo’s perception embodied in the author’s musa puerilis. At the
same time, the spaces of war and Resistance – replete with the threat of death under the
barrage of enemy bullets – take on, vis-à-vis Carlo’s gazing at Alberto, qualities akin to
the locus amoenus, a place where beauty, regeneration, and desire may circulate.
The emphasis placed upon corporeal and spatial vicinity of Carlo and Alberto in
this last scene is not, however, to endure. Soon after waking himself and his beloved,
Carlo and another partisan named Luigi leave Alberto behind in order to ascertain
whether or not the German squadron involved in the previous evening’s skirmish has
retreated. As they attempt to evacuate a recently bombarded house, both Carlo and the
accompanying solider are taken prisoner by Nazi forces. Jailed in a makeshift prison
before finally being transported to the outskirts of Bologna, Carlo recalls repeatedly the
scene in which the enemy soldiers had captured him:
And so he thinks about the farm from which no more than 800 meters separate
him, about Alberto who is waiting for him, about the women who are certainly
worried about them — he thinks: in a little while I could lie down next to Alberto,
rest… tell him about my adventure… then Alberto would fall asleep and [Carlo]
would continue to think, staring off into the unknown.96
In Carlo’s thoughts Alberto still performs the passive role that has been attributed
to him (that of the silent listener in whom Carlo confides), yet Carlo’s gendered
95 Cairns,

“Erôs”. p 301
Il Migliore e l’ultimo, 318-9. Emphasis from original retained. “Così egli pensa alla fattoria
dalla quale non più di ottocento metri lo separano, ad Alberto che lo sta aspettando, alle donne che certo
sono preoccupate per loro – pensa che: fra poco potrei sdraiarmi vicino ad Alberto, riposarmi…
raccontargli la mia avventura… poi Alberto si addormenterebbe e [Carlo] continuerebbe a pensare con lo
sguardo fisso nel vuoto”.
96 Coccioli,
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perception of Alberto changes. As both men are further removed from their classical
“love nest”, the musa puerilis attributed to Carlo appears to liken Alberto with the image
of the previously described donne preoccupate awaiting any news regarding the
prisoners. There, Alberto’s absence effects a change in the way Carlo perceives himself
in the spaces of battle:
That this was the pain that shook him — not being able to pass the night…
speaking of serenity and other things, not being able to act his part of a
courageous and open-minded man due to the lack of an awaiting public, not being
able to console his pain by consoling others’, not being able to say: You know,
Alberto, I was thinking about…97
Whereas he had previously described Alberto in terms of his passivity (constantly
following Carlo, listening to him while remaining silent, awaiting his superior’s orders),
Carlo now realizes that Alberto played an active role in producing the illusion of his own
outward performance of partisan identity and undertakings. Without Alberto by his side,
Carlo’s façade falls away and he becomes quite intimidated when faced with the
possibility that the Germans might interrogate him.98
This identification of Alberto as central to the protagonist’s ability to perform,
both figuratively and literally, his role of a courageous partisan soldier calls into question
the performative aspect influencing pederastic relationships and their mobilization within
97 Idem,

321. Emphasis added. “Che questo è il suo dolore che lo percuote – il non aver potuto passare
quella sera… parlando di cose di serenità ed aperte, il non poter ora recitare ancora la sua parte di uomo
coraggioso e spregiudicato per mancanza di un pubblico attento, il non poter consolare il suo dolore
confortando l’altrui, il non poter dire: Sai Alberto, mi passa per la mente che….”
98 Idem, 330. Whereas he previously exercised great courage in participating in reconnaissance missions
that put his life in danger, the absence of Alberto leaves Carlo without courage or willingness to continue.
For example, after Carlo is deposited at a German prison in Bologna, the narrator states: “Carlo waited to
be interrogated… Shortly before he had said to his comrades: -- I’m warning you that if they hit me I’ll tell
them everything I know, the thought of their laying a hand on me has got me agitated.” [“Carlo aspettò che
lo si interrogasse… Poco prima aveva detto ai compagni: -- Vi avverto che se mi battono dico tutto quello
che so, il pensiero di essere toccato mi mette in agitazione.”]
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sites of warfare. Within Plato’s Symposium, Phaedrus’ speech is the only one in which
the speaker considers male homoerotic relationships from the point of view of militaristic
undertakings. All others, including Socrates, Pausanias, Aristophanes, Eryximachus, and
Alcibiades, consider pederastic relationships from pedagogical, social, and metaphysical
points of view. Cajoled into delivering a monologue in praise of the god Eros, Phaedrus
extols the relationship between the lover and his beloved as one that fosters moral
rectitude in both participants, for it keeps them from engaging in behavior falling outside
a socially established code, such as a reversal of active and passive sexual roles.99
Therefore, the threat of being “found out” or “outed” inherent to the rules governing
pederastic relationship acted as a safeguard aimed at conserving both the social station
and gendered identity of both parties. The effect of mutual observation is a central force,
then, for indeed Phaedrus states that an eromenos is constantly under threat of the lover’s
finding out his unbecoming behavior, and vice versa. The gaze of the lover, he continues,
also fulfills a function in war:
So if there were some way of arranging that a state, or an army, could be made up
entirely of pairs of lovers, it is impossible to imagine a finer population. They
would avoid all dishonor, and compete with one another for glory: in battle, this
kind of army, though small, fighting side by side could conquer virtually the
whole world. After all a lover would sooner be seen by anyone deserting his post
or throwing away his weapons, rather than his boyfriend. He would normally
choose to die many times over instead. And as for abandoning the boy, or not
trying to save him if he is in danger – no one is such a coward as not to be
inspired with courage by Eros, making him equal to the naturally brave man.

99 Symposium

178c-d. “Love, more than anything… implants in men the thing which must be their guide if
they are to live a good life. And what is that? It is a horror of what is degrading, and a passionate desire for
what is good… Imagine a man in love being found out doing something humiliating, or letting someone
else do something degrading to him because he was too cowardly to stop it. It would embarrass him more
to be found out by the boy he loved than by his father or his friends. And you can see just the same thing
happening with the boy.”
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Homer says, and rightly, that god breathes fire into some of his heroes. And it is
just this quality... that Eros imparts to lovers.100
This part of Phaedrus’ discourse also indicates the performative, ideal outcome of the
pederastic relationship experienced in battle. Phaedrus finds the social restrictions
governing homoerotic binds between lover and beloved as ensuring the honor of both
individuals in society. Within militaristic environments such behavior encourages the
men to reproduce an idealized performance of masculine behavior (“making [them] equal
to the naturally brave man”), which can only be brought about through their actions
undertaken as a couple united in their romantic liaison.
K. J. Dover’s landmark study Greek Homosexuality explores in part the
mobilization of homosexual eros for military purposes and confirms Phaedrus’ comments
in Plato’s text. Dover further observes that homosexual eros was “certainly exploited for
military purposes and to good military effect, the erastes and eromenos displaying to
each other their readiness to endure pain and death”.101 Dover’s observations, however,
are partly informed by Plutarch’s Parallel Lives, a first-century text comprised of
historical accounts of classical Roman and Greek individuals. In the “Life of Pelopidas”
Plutarch takes into account the biographical details of Pelopidas, a nobleman of Boeotia,
exiled from his native Thebes after the city-state fell under the invasion of the
neighboring Spartan army. While in Athens, Pelopidas quickly became the primary figure
associated with the Theban resistance to Spartan occupation. He frequently gave speeches
in the palestra where he encouraged his fellow exiled Thebans and Boeotians to throw
off the bonds of servitude and to rise up against the Spartan enemy.102 Pelopidas’ call to

100 Symposium,

179 a-b.
K. J. Dover, Greek Homosexuality Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP. 1978. Print. p 51.
102 Plutarch, Parallel Lives, Vol 5. Trans. Bernadotte Perrin Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1914. p. 591-3.
101
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arms reached his homeland, and it was there that the military leader Gorgidas took action
by forming an elite group of skilled soldiers. Rather than enlisting the help of the three
hundred most physically capable men, however, Gorgidas chose one hundred fifty pairs
of male lovers – erastes and eromenos alike – to serve as a group of fighters known as
“The Sacred Band of Thebes”. In retracing the genesis of these special forces, Plutarch
describes Gorgidas as dismissing what Homer described as Nestor’s organizing the
Achaean forces by tribal and clan affinities:
He ought to have placed side by side men who loved each other, for men care
little in time of danger for men of the same tribe or clan, whereas the bond of
affection is one that cannot be broken, as men will stand fast in battle from the
strength of their affection for their lovers, and from feeling shame at showing
themselves cowards before them.103
Here, just as in Phaedrus’ speech in the Symposium, Gorgidas’ justification of the Sacred
Band of Thebes’ organization not only grounds itself in the appreciation of the erotic
bonds forged between male lovers, but it also indicates the rapport’s dynamics as
promoting qualities of bravery, loyalty, and courage amongst the pairs of soldier-lovers.
In Alberto’s absence, Carlo takes on another young recruit named Mario.
Whereas the narration presents Alberto as not protesting Carlo’s romantic gestures and
maintaining a close spatial proximity at all times to Carlo’s body, Mario however
displays a level of hostility to the novel’s only openly gay character, il Gatto, a leader of
a local Stella Rossa brigade affiliated with the Italian Communist Party. When il Gatto
arrives with information from his battalion, Carlo remains transfixed by the youth’s long
hair and good looks, likening him to “a ray of sunshine on a cloudy day” (“un raggio di

103

Idem, 605.
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sole in una giornata nuvolosa”).104 Again, his gaze infiltrates the narration, describing il
Gatto in all physicality. Il Gatto’s admission that his own lover, another communist
partisan named Il Vendicatore, has left him for another man prompts jocular responses
from most of the assembled men, except for Mario. He expresses disgust at the discussion
of gay lovers, spitting in il Gatto’s direction and calling him a “a dirty son of a bitch.”105
Immediately following this encounter, Carlo’s perception of Mario mutates and brings
Alberto back to mind:
[Carlo and Mario] get close to one another, almost wedged in each other, and try
to sleep. Mario stinks atrociously — Carlo forces himself to look at the opening
of their nest and thinks: the wood of thickets, the artillery that upset him, the
delicate presence of Alberto, his tranquil discourses, the peace of those nights,
but why are we here to suffer in this way, where is the harmony in these things?106
Against the discomfort and repulsion Mario’s presence elicits, Alberto’s lost
“delicate presence” symbolizes a now lost commitment to the Resistance; without his
beloved to inspire courage in him, Carlo is now impotent and prone to feelings of despair
in the midst of the Resistance. His only hope for survival is to transform Alberto into a
symbol of hope for life beyond war. At first Carlo articulates these hopes inspired by

104

Il Migliore e l’ultimo, 480.
Il Migliore e l’ultimo, 482. “un sudicio figlio di vacca”. Carlo’s description of Il Gatto reads:
“Il Gatto was in the middle of the town - he was the most beautiful guy Carlo had ever seen. He was
marvelous, of a surprising and unusual beauty: he had amber-colored skin, brown, slightly wavy hair, and a
harmonious body, thin and long hands, thin yet colored lips… He was wearing a green silk shirt, open to
his white chest; thin, orange-colored pants and two strong boots made of yellow leather.” [“Il Gatto stava in
mezzo al paese - era il ragazzo più bello che Carlo avesse visto mai. Era meraviglioso, di una sorprendente
e insolita bellezza: aveva una tenera carnagione ambrata, capelli castani leggermente ondulati, alto ed
armonico corpo, le mani sottili e lunghe, le labbra fini e colorite… Portava una camicetta di seta verde,
aperta sul bianco petto; spessi pantaloni di panno arancione e due forti stivaletti di cuoio giallo.”] (480)
106 Idem, 503. “[Carlo e Mario] si mettono vicinissimi, quasi si incastrano l’uno nell’altro, cercano di
dormire. Mario puzza atrocemente – Carlo si sforza di vedere con gli occhi l’apertura della tana, pensa: il
bosco di scope, l’artiglieria che lo sconvolgeva, la delicata presenza di Alberto, i suoi tranquilli discorsi,
la pace di quelle sere, ma perché noi siamo qui a soffrire in questa maniera, dov’è l’armonia in queste
cose?”
105 Coccioli,
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Alberto in terms of a connubial life together, one that combines their duties as soldiers,
the hopes for a partisan victory, and heteronormative structures of kinship.
He imagined himself and Alberto walking around Florence, armed and daring: the
people are watching us, they comment on our guns, our faces darkened by the
countryside sun, then we retire, make our way home, dine, and we go to bed
together after our end-of-the-day talks, in peace.107
These images of the men in an Italian postwar society that not only accepts their coupling
but admires the men for their wartime actions exceed the limits governing the classical
discussions we have seen. The direction of the musa puerilis here provides a space within
the text which also resist Mario’s negative connotations of same-sex male love, instead
imagining a potential space and time in which such relationships achieved a higher social
value by virtue of the victories of the Resistance.
Carlo’s seduction of Alberto even in his absence continues within the parameters
of seduction and adoration of the beloved as expressed in the musa puerilis, ending in
Carlo’s composing poems in which Alberto serves as both inspiration and intended
interlocutor: “Alberto, doesn’t it seem to you that tonight / there is a new, happy air / that
these broken homes / are not a sad thing? / Usually I feel crushed / now I am happy,
blessed! It seems to him that these verses are the rhythm with which their fate moves, a
minuet with death at the end.”108 Carlo’s poem also reveals Carlo’s belief that he is in
107 Idem,

382. Emphasis from original retained. “Si figurava lui ed Alberto a passeggio a Firenze, armati ed
audaci: la gente ci guarda, commenta le nostre armi, i nostri volti scuriti dal sole della campagna, poi ci
ritiriamo, saliamo su a casa, si cena, e ce ne andiamo a letto insieme, ci addormentiamo in pace dopo aver
fatto i discorsi della fine della giornata, in pace.”
108 Idem, 400. Emphasis from original retained. “Alberto, non ti par che stanotte / ci sia un’aria nuova,
allegra / che queste case rotte / non siano una cosa tetra? / Di solito mi sento schiacciato / ora sono felice,
beato! Gli pare che questi versi siano il ritmo in cui si muove il loro destino, un ritmo di minuetto con la
morte in fondo.” The poetic element within Carlo’s quote is, in fact, taken from “Cantilena del
comandante”, a poem Coccioli wrote and published a year before Il Migliore e l’ultimo in a volume of
writings of partisans: 11 Agosto: Scritti di partigiani, Eds. Carlo Coccioli e Alberto Predieri. Florence:
Edizioni dell’Ufficio Stampa del Comitato Regionale Toscano della A.N.P.I., 1945. 80-81. Print. Coccioli’s
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control of both his and Alberto’s fate, one that will end ultimately in death. As this and
previous citations have indicated, the internal space and psychological state of the
protagonist is made manifest in the perennial present tense of Carlo’s words, which
appear throughout the text in italicized font. This constitutes an intertextual link between
Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo and Uomini e no, Elio Vittorini’s novel recounting the
undertakings of partisan formations in Milan.
Examining the deployment of diversely stylized dialogue in Vittorini's Uomini e
no, both Giovanni Falaschi and Edwina Vittorini indicate that the passages written and
narrated in non-italicized font correspond to a space and time present in the text - that is,
German-occupied Milan in 1944.109 Falaschi further explains the use of italics - reserved
to twenty-two of the novel's one hundred thirty-six chapters - as dedicated to the
moments in which the lyrical nature of the passage corresponds to Vittorini’s own
personal memories. In these passages deemed “explicitly more lyric and suggestive”
(“esplicitamente più liric[i] e soggettiv[i]”), the author's narrative focus shifts from the
Uomini e no's historically and spatially specific present - one fated to become part of
history - to “the personal memory [of the writer]” (“il ricordo personale [dello
scrittore]”).110 This shift in time and space serves to highlight the protagonist’s memories
of a childhood spent in Sicily, the same setting where Conversazione in Sicilia's
co-editor, Alberto Predieri, is not the Alberto from Il Migliore e l’ultimo, rather Coccioli’s lifelong friend
who facilitated Coccioli’s volunteering for the GL partisan brigade.
109 See: Giovanni Falaschi La resistenza armata nella narrativa italiana. Turin: Piccola Biblioteca
Einaudi. 1976. Print.; Edwina Vittorini “Essere uomo, essere scrittore: Notes on a Passage from the First
Edition of Vittorini’s Uomini e no Reprinted in Diario in pubblico.” Italian Studies, Vol 31, 1976, p 82-97.
Print.
110 Falaschi, La resistenza armata, 81. “[Uomini e no] appare costruito in un modo abbastanza complicato.
C’è ad esempio un montaggio dei capitoli assai sapiente… e la più appariscenze è la distinzione fra capitoli
in tondo e in corsivo: ai primi è affidato il momento soprattutto narrativo, ai secondi quello più
esplicitamente lirico e soggettivo e il ricordo personale.”
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protagonist Silvestro engages in a “voyage into the fourth dimension” uniting present and
past. So here, too, there is a slippage, if not a blending of temporal modes, one which
indicates the present moment as resulting from the irretrievable loss of youth. Falaschi
believes this search for lost time is mirrored in the novel via a metaphorical association of
Enne 2’s quest to find and marry Berta, the flighty figure who, not unlike an ultimate
partisan victory over the German occupiers, seems to be only slightly out of Enne 2's
reach. In this regard, I would argue that Il Migliore e l’ultimo, with its deliberate use of
italicized text written in the present tense also represents Carlo’s interior, psychical
processes, while the non-italicized and past tense verbs correspond to moments of the
unfolding narrative. It differs, however, from Vittorini’s search of lost time, because
Carlo’s is precisely a recherche du temps possible – the summation of past, present, and
future potentialities for Carlo and his beloved Alberto. Unlike Vittorini's Enne 2 who
wishes to unite his present (Berta and his desire for her) and past (his youth in Sicily)
through marriage, Carlo's desire to reunite with Alberto and to live openly with him as a
couple after the war's end is remarkable, given Il Migliore e l'ultimo's date of publication
and social attitudes of the time.
CONCLUSION
In Il Migliore e l’ultimo one witnesses the confluence of power, pleasure, and
homoeroticism in the relationship between Carlo and the two men who become his
companions during the early moments of the Resistance. More importantly, the novel
privileges the Italian Resistance as a site in which the protagonist Carlo articulates an
ethos of same-sex male attraction and desire by means of the protagonist’s gaze, the musa
puerilis, fixated on the bodies of the young resistenti and the homoerotic sentiment it
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brings about in him. Il Migliore e l’ultimo’s presentation of same-sex desire in the midst
of partisan warfare is not unlike the way Plato argues in favor of it in both the Phaedrus
and Symposium or as Plutarch does in his account of the homoeroticism upon which the
bellicose Sacred Band of Thebes were organized. The novel presents Carlo’s devotion to
his beloved Marcello and Alberto in the classical mode of pederastic love and devotion
expressed between an active, adult erastes and a passive, youthful eromenos. Building
upon these ancient stories and the centrality of male same-sex eroticism within them,
Coccioli presents Carlo’s love for Marcello and Alberto as the impetus for his heroic
undertakings. His consideration of homoerotic desire does not openly challenge
dominant, homophobic definitions of sexuality and gender. Nonetheless, Carlo Coccioli’s
Il Migliore e l’ultimo invites its reader to engage the discourses of the Italian Resistance
in terms of the voices and experiences withheld from its official accounts.
Il Migliore e l’ultimo accomplishes this by tying Carlo’s participation in the
Resistance and the significance it assumes vis-à-vis classical discourses of same-sex
desire between men. It incorporates an entirely male-centric values of lover and beloved
and the mobilization of such partnerships in arenas of ancient warfare, as described in
Plutarch’s Parallel Lives. This last element is not without its own consequences. First, the
narrator’s preference for representing male characters in relation to Carlo’s attraction to
them contributes to the erasure of female characters or their reduction to objects of his
companions’ sexual desire. I have argued that Il Migliore e l’ultimo’s reliance on
classical discourses of same-sex desire informs the protagonist’s homoerotic vision of
Resistance spaces as well as playing a significant role in his ethical view of sustained
resistance activity, structuring his hopes of living openly his relationship with Alberto. As
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a result, the narrative is devoid of any and all content indicating a political future for Italy
after the war. This case study of how Il Migliore e l’ultimo appeals to the past as an
instrument for articulating the potential for a gay-inclusive, postwar future will become
useful for subsequent chapters. There, I examine contemporary texts in which the return
to Italy’s Resistance past facilitates critiques of how the intersections of sexuality,
gender, and homophobia, and queer resistances affect practices of writing and re-viewing
the Italian Resistance.
In the following chapter, I will discuss how contemporary texts approach the
Italian Resistance retrospectively from a distance of almost 60 years from which
Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo takes place. Despite its claims of re-viewing moments in
Italian history through its decentered narrative, the gender politics of Wu Ming and
Vitaliano Ravagli’s Asce di guerra further contribute to the erasure of women from
representations of the Resistance and partisan figure. In Coccioli’s novel, the homosocial
spaces of war and resistance become sites of homoeroticism and ultimately coalesce into
a vision of Carlo and Alberto’s same-sex partnership in postwar Italy. Asce di guerra
instead presents former partisans who attempt to vindicate their feelings of defeat through
discourses of misogyny and homophobia.
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Chapter 2: Echoes of Patriarchy: The New Italian Epic, Asce di guerra,
and Performing the Partisan
Published at a distance of almost sixty years after Carlo Coccioli’s Il Migliore e
l’ultimo, the tripartite narrative of Wu Ming’s Asce di guerra weaves together the
sociopolitical atmosphere of postwar Italy, the events of the Laotian Civil War, and Italy
at the dawn of the new millennium.111 Like Coccioli’s novel treated in Chapter One, Asce
di guerra advances a gendered representation of the Resistance and partisan, depicting
both as inherently male. Discourses of misogyny and homophobia relegate the few
women and gay male characters of Asce di guerra to ancillary roles that facilitate the
text’s reconstruction of patriarchal masculinity by and through the figure of the Italian
partisan. At least one scholar has observed that the reactionary attitudes regarding
discourses of gender and sexuality circulating throughout Asce di guerra contribute to the
construction of the heterosexual potency of individual male partisans; moreover, the
female characters’ “[confinement] to the domestic sphere of eroticism, motherhood, and
logistical support” in effect “raise suspicions of cultural conformity in an enterprise that
thinks of itself as subversive.”112 Although such comments are astute and indicate a
dynamic upon which I will elaborate further, my aim in this chapter differs from that of
Giuseppina Mecchia, who examines Wu Ming’s role as self-proclaimed public
intellectuals in her study. Instead, I will consider what Asce di guerra’s politics of gender
indicates regarding the treatment of the Italian Resistance and its reconstruction of the
partisan as uniquely male phenomena.
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Vitaliano Ravagli and Wu Ming. Asce di guerra. Turin: Einaudi. 2005. Print.
Mecchia, “Wu Ming: Anonymous Hatchet Throwers at the Dawn of the 21st Century”.
Creative Interventions: The Role of Intellectuals in Contemporary Italy. Eds. Eugenio Bolognaro, Mark
Epstein, and Rita Gagliano. 195-214. Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2009. Print. p
208.
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First appearing in the year 2000, Wu Ming’s Asce di guerra’s tripartite narrative
unfolds between the so-called “red zones” of Emilia-Romagna of the 1950s and present
day and the spaces of the Laotian civil war of the 1960s. Although Asce di guerra
incorporates international events into its tripartite narrative, its primary focus is the
legacy of the Italian Resistance and partisan in postwar Italy. The “narrative object”
(“oggetto narrativo”) emerges from multiple points of view, each corresponding to the
work’s five main protagonists.113 The narrative’s diverse trajectories, along with the
stylistic differences, overlap and intertwine, intersecting in direct and sometimes indirect
manners.114 The first protagonist encountered is Vitaliano Ravagli, whose name remains
unknown until later in the narrative. Born and raised during the years of the fascist
ventennio, Ravagli’s vicinity to militant communists, such as his brother Pietro and his
employer, contributed to his admiration of partisans who took up arms in the Resistance.
The homosocial spaces the young Ravagli frequents serve as sites where comes to idolize
the former partisans and models himself upon the lessons in patriarchal masculinity they
impart upon him. This will bring Ravagli to clandestinely leave Italy in order to partake
in the Laotian civil war, fighting on the side of the North Vietnamese leader Ho Chi
Minh. The second protagonist the reader encounters is Daniele Zani, a young Bolognese
lawyer frustrated by the decadence of Italian society since the end of the boom economico
113 Wu

Ming 1, New Italian Epic: Letteratura, sguardo obliquo, ritorno al futuro. Turin: Einaudi. 2009.
Print. p 12. Instead of calling Asce di guerra a novel I have used the term “narrative object”, which Wu
Ming 1 defines as “books that are equally narrative, essay, and other: poetic prose that is journalism that is
biographical memoir, that is a novel... each one of these objects is one, irreducible, pre-existing categories”
(12). [“libri che sono indifferentemente narrativa, saggistica e altro: prosa poetica che è il giornalismo che è
memoriale che è romanzo… ciascuno di questi oggetti è uno, irriducibile categorie pre-esistenti”.]
114 Ravagli and Wu Ming, Asce di guerra, v. “Asce di guerra is not a novel. It is the first of our books for
which we used the expression ‘narrative object’ (at times adding: ‘unidentified’). [“Asce di guerra non è un
romanzo. È il primo dei nostri libri per cui abbiamo usato l’espressione ‘oggetto narrativo’ (a volte
aggiungendo: ‘non identificato’).]
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and a growing disregard for issues of social justice in Italy. Daniele’s disillusionment
motivates him to reconnect with the memory of his dead grandfather, a former partisan
known as “Soviet”, the moniker he assumed when fighting in the Resistance. As he
attempts to gather more information from those who had fought alongside Soviet in the
Stella Rossa partisan brigades, Daniele connects with former partisans in a local bar
popular amongst members of the disbanded Italian Communist Party. His encounters
with them will eventually lead him to cross paths with Vitaliano Ravagli. The third arc
incorporates the histories of three brothers – members of a cadet branch of the Laotian
royal family – who played significant roles in the genesis of the fight for Laotian
independence from French colonial rule.
Just as each narrative begins in a different spatial and temporal setting, the
literary styles in which the events are recounted also differ. Asce di guerra is structured in
such a way that the reader is generally kept aware of the stylistic heterogeneity
characterizing each narrative trajectory. The chapters titled “I sentieri dell’odio,” are the
autobiographical writings of Ravagli himself. They span a period of almost fifteen years,
beginning with his childhood in Imola and ending with his return from fighting as a
combatant in Laos.115 Daniele Zani’s narrative is a mixture of fiction and non-fiction,
which Wu Ming wrote both before and after meeting with Ravagli and other partisans.
These chapters are devoid of a recurrent titular theme, but tend towards a journalistic
style, given the inclusion of information regarding the time, date, and place in which the
events take place. A few flashbacks notwithstanding, these chapters take place in the year

115 Carlo Lucarelli, another Italian writer and collaborator of Wu Ming’s, introduced Ravagli to the Wu
Ming collective in 1999. Together, they would soon collaborate on the project that would become the text
of Asce di guerra.
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2000. The authors describe the third grouping of chapters titled “Tre fratelli, lo zio Ho e
lo zio Sam”– those concerning undertakings of the Laotian royal brothers – as emerging
from historical reportage of the wars for independence that occurred in French
Indochina. As such, the chapter setting oscillates between Laos and Vietnam and presents
information pertinent to the historical matrix in which Vitaliano Ravagli will eventually
involve himself as a young man.116
For the purposes of this project, however, I will only take into account the
chapters “I sentieri dell’odio” and those carrying a date, time, and location stamp where
Vitaliano Ravagli and Daniele Zani are respectively the main protagonists. The reasoning
for considering only the narrative arcs centered upon these two individuals regards the
content of their stories as well as the gendered and sexual implications of these stories.
These intertwining narratives center upon the protagonists’ indirect experiences regarding
the events of the Italian Resistance. For example, Daniele wishes to uncover hidden
aspects of his grandfather’s life following the laying down of arms at the end of World
War II. Ravagli’s storyline focuses on his interactions with former partisans whose
discontentment with the political situation of postwar Italy influence his own future
contributions to the Laotian resistance to French rule in Indochina.
This chapter will begin where the previous concluded. There, one witnesses in Il
Migliore e l’ultimo the degree to which male homoeroticism and classical pederastic
relationships emerge within spaces of partisan activity as products of Carlo’s gaze. They
then become the symbolic language through which Carlo articulates his experience of
116 Ravagli and Wu Ming, Asce di guerra, v. In the introduction to Asce di guerra, Wu Ming explains this
organizational matrix to the reader: “Asce di guerra è per un terzo l’autobiografia di Vitaliano Ravagli, per
un terzo una miscela di fiction e non-fiction… e per un terzo saggio… sulle guerre d’Indocina, sorta di
reportage epico che rimbalza continuamente tra Laos e Vietnam.”
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armed resistance, which culminates in a vision of himself reunited with his beloved
Alberto after the war. Asce di guerra views the Resistance, instead, retrospectively from
two oscillating and historically situated points of view: postwar decade of the 1950s and
contemporary Italy. Both of Asce di guerra’s viewpoints ground their narratives in
uniquely laudatory representations of the male partisan figure who circulates only within
homosocial spheres and engages in bombastic talk of his sexual potency and physical
dominance over other men. Whereas Il Migliore e l’ultimo’s erasure of women results
from Carlo’s homoerotic gaze, discourses of misogyny and homophobia exert a
significant influence in the degree to which Wu Ming’s female characters function as
sites of exchange amongst the men of Asce di guerra. I go against Wu Ming’s insistence
that works such as the present shift historical representation from the center to the
margins of society by means of the “oblique gaze.” Instead, the assumption of
heterosexual, male points of view belies the radical modes of historical representation
that Wu Ming associates with its application of the oblique gaze. I maintain that Asce di
guerra, rather, contributes to a gendered “culture of memory” of the Resistance “by way
of excluding particular groups of the collective,” primarily women.117
To consider how the men in Asce di guerra use women to facilitate the flow of
desires and exchanges of power (political, sexual) and erases them from the historical
material of its Resistance narrative requires one to consider the narrative as heavily
incorporating spaces and practices structured around homosocial desires. In Between
Men, Eve Sedgwick defines male “homosocial desire” as “the social bonds between” men

117 Sylvia Schraut and Sylvia Paletschek “Remembrance and Gender: Making Gender Visible and
Inscribing Women into Memory Culture” in The Gender of Memory Eds. Sylvia Paletschek and Sylvia
Schraut. p 267-282. New York: Campus Verlag. 2008. p. 267.
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such as “male friendship, mentorship, entitlement, [and] rivalry” that “structure men’s
relations with other men.”118 Homosocial desires are not fixed transhistorically – that is to
say recognizable in as much as they remain unchanged throughout time – but identifiable
in the “historical differentiations in the structure of men’s relations with other men.”119
The included term “desire” does not insinuate that the “homosocial” is necessarily
homosexual in nature. Against such an impulse, Sedgwick further describes the
homosocial sphere, instead, as a continuum, one that comprises both heterosexuality and
homosexuality, male bonding and homophobia. Homosexuality is necessarily part of the
homosocial spectrum in that it identifies a group of persons and sexual desires, but more
importantly for “its potential for giving whoever wields it a structuring definitional
leverage over the whole range of male bonds that shape the social constitution.”120 That is
to say, within the homosocial continuum, homosexuality is seen as contributing to the
regulation of behaviors, delineating between those deemed “acceptable” and those as not.
In this way, homophobia also structures the homosocial, “regulating the behavior of the
many by the specific oppression of the few.”121
Considerations of homosocial desires, Sedgwick argues, indicate how “in any
male-dominated society, there is a special relationship between male homosocial
(including homosexual) desire and the structures for maintaining and transmitting
patriarchal power.”122 By considering how homosocial spheres and practices of male
bonding structure Asce di guerra’s narratives of resistance, we gain a better

118 Eve

Kosofsky Sedgwick, Between Men. New York: Columbia UP, 1985. Print. p 1.
Idem, 2.
120 Idem, 86.
121 Idem, 88.
122 Idem, 25. Emphasis retained from original text.
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understanding of how discourses of gender and sexuality contribute to the gendered
commemoration of the Italian Resistance and partisan. It does so, as I will argue, in a
self-contradictory manner. On the one hand, the men erase female characters in the
various ways they represent the Italian Resistance as both a lived experience and one
constructed by and through characters’ discussions of sexual escapades and the
domination of both women and fascists. On the other, women play a defining role in the
protagonists’ reconstruction of both masculinity and partisan identities in as much as they
serve as conduits of desires circulating amongst the narratives’ all male characters.
IDENTIFYING WU MING AND THE NEW ITALIAN EPIC
Wu Ming is a writing collective based in Bologna, Italy. The group, numbering
five individuals until the exit of Wu Ming 3 in 2008, was itself born of the Luther Blissett
project, the original nom de plume chosen of Roberto Bui, Giovanni Cattabriga, Luca Di
Meo, and Federico Guglielmi who together authored the historical novel Q published in
1999. When Riccardo Pedrini joined the collective in 2000, they changed the group’s
name to Wu Ming. As stated on their website, this name carries a dual valence: the
Mandarin Chinese term can be translated as signifying either “Anonymous” or “Five
people” depending on the placement of syllabic stress.123 The choice of such a name (or
rather, the refusal to name themselves as individuals) is purposefully enigmatic, for it
provides no indication whether Wu Ming wishes to remain an anonymous and multiple
“no one” or if they prefer a collective identity. Without recourse to a clearly defined
123 The

members of Wu Ming do not live their lives in anonymity. They frequently appear as invited guests
on Italian television programs, participate in international conferences concerning literature, and interact
with the public on social media outlets such as Twitter. For further biographical information regarding Wu
Ming as a collective as well as its members, see:
http://www.wumingfoundation.com/english/biography.html#wuming.
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authorial figure present in a text’s paraliterary spaces, it is entirely possible that a reader
may approach Wu Ming’s texts without prior knowledge of the figure of the author, and
therefore may not impart upon the text itself preconceived notions regarding the author’s
(or authors’) situated subjectivity along lines of race, national origin, class, sexuality, or
gender.
Coined by Wu Ming 1 of the eponymous Bolognese writing collective in New
Italian Epic 3.0: Memorandum: 1993-2008, the term New Italian Epic describes a
nebulous group of texts composed in the period 1993-2008.124 In the Memorandum Wu
Ming 1 argues that Italian cultural production has suffered from a prolonged period of
stasis, caused in part by the disappearance of engaged intellectuals in public life. Theirs is
an indictment against the detrimental effects brought about the subordination of
politically engaged art to the demands of globalized markets, Wu Ming 1’s point of
reference remains Italo-centric. The Nineties, with its celebration of the “triumph” of
Western values, figure in the Memorandum as the period in which the culture of
postmodernism became the cultural dominant, conditioning modes of being,
representation, and (re)production devoid of progressive criticism.125 In as much as the
New Italian Epic is partly a response to the culture of late capitalism, it is also born of the
dissolution of long-held ideological “truths” central to discourses of political resistance
that animated the Italian socio-political left such as the collapse of the Soviet Union and
the subsequent “victory” of free-market capitalism and the dissolution of traditional,

124 In

order to avoid confusion with the group of texts Wu Ming 1 calls New Italian Epic and the
publication “New Italian Epic 3.0: Memorandum: 1993-2008”, all future references to the former will
remain “New Italian Epic” (or NIE) and to the latter, “Memorandum”.
125 Wu Ming 1, “New Italian Epic 3.0, Memorandum 1993-2008” in New Italian Epic. Eds. Wu Ming. 561. Turin: Einaudi, 2009. p 6.
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leftist political opposition, the Italian Socialist and Communist parties.126 In the wake of
these developments, the ubiquitous presence of Silvio Berlusconi’s image-based culture
of spectacle, characterized by vapid reality series and dancing veline, were the salve
Italians applied to fresh wounds.
The texts of the “New Italian Epic” share elements like the rejection of detached
irony, the adaptation of epic form in order to represent pivotal moments in Italian and
world history, the employment of marginalized subjectivities as the starting point from
which narration emerges.127 They narrate the contingent and often tense relationship
between individual subjects, the Italian nation, and key moments of both Italian and
global historical development.128 Works such as Carlo Lucarelli’s L’ottava vibrazione,
Wu Ming’s Asce di guerra, and Roberto Saviano’s Gomorra serve as examples of this
nascent group of texts, which, in the words of Wu Ming 1, “share segments of poetry,
shreds of mental maps, and a fierce desire that brought them to the archives, to the
streets, or where archive and street meet.”129 This meeting of “archivi e strada” aims not
to disprove nor to negate official historical narrative, but rather to complicate the
ontological implications brought about though the separation of “official” and
“unofficial” accounts, as well as claims of their mutual exclusivity. In each of these texts,
“official” historical accounts such as histories, government reports, and journalistic style
126 Idem,

p 79-80
p 10; 14; 26.
128 The works indicated are also said to attempt to meet the needs of readers struggling to make sense of a
world whose meaning is constantly mediated by mass-media and image driven culture.
129 Idem p. 11. “condividono segmenti di poetiche, brandelli di mappe mentali e un desiderio feroce che
ogni volta li riporta agli archivi, o per strada, o dove archivi e strada coincidono”. In this regard, Italian
sociologist Alessandro Dal Lago has challenged Wu Ming 1’s positive view of the New Italian Epic and
Roberto Saviano’s Gomorra in his work Eroi di carta Rome: Manifestolibri, 2010. For Wu Ming’s reaction
to Dal Lago’s criticism, see: http://www.carmillaonline.com/2010/06/22/luomo-che-spar-allautore-digomorra/
127 Idem,
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are given equal standing with respect to what might be considered “unofficial” historical
accounts: autobiographical narrative, diary and epistolary writings, private photographs,
and other means of individual testimony.130
As Wu Ming 1 situates the New Italian Epic within as a discursive paradigm
responding to extra-literary stimuli. Employing a highly gendered language and imagery,
he states: “The time in which we write is profoundly informed by the death of founders,
of forefathers, of ‘fathers’ who died leaving us great cats to skin… Many of the books
that I defined ‘New Italian Epic’ deal with the hole left by the death of an ‘Old Man’.”131
Wu Ming 1 mourns the loss of a patriarchal figure whose own vanishing, which Maurizio
Vito states, “represents the first step towards the downfall of the clan, family, or
group”.132 In other words, Wu Ming 1’s death of the “old man” is indicative of a lack of
polyvalent material upon and around which, to echo Benedict Anderson, a given
community – the Italian nation – might imagine itself and reexamine its past.133
Works included in the emergent nebula, such as Wu Ming’s Asce di guerra,
revisit historical events, approaching them in an indirect, decentralized manner. This
destabilizing narrative voice finds its way into New Italian Epic by way of the oblique
130 This

final observation regarding the use of “official” and “unofficial” archival material is extremely
relevant to the NIE grouping, for Wu Ming 1 states that many but most certainly not all of the texts are a
development of and homage to the historical novel, which since Manzoni’s I promessi sposi - and
especially Umberto Eco’s 1983 novel Il nome della rosa - has had a particularly successful reception in
Italy.
131 Idem. p 74. Emphasis added. “Il tempo in cui scriviamo è segnalato nel profondo dalle morti dei
fondatori, dei capostipiti, dei ‘padri’ che scompaiono lasciandoci orrende gatte da pelare… Molti dei libri
che ho definito ‘New Italian Epic’ trattano del buco lasciato dalla morte di un ‘Vecchio.’”
132 Maurizio Vito “A Discursive Construct of XXI Century: The New Italian Epic”. The Italianist, 30
(2010): 391-408. p 404.
133 Wu Ming 1, “Memorandum”, 75-6. In this regard, they go on to list such films as Clint Eastwood’s
Pale Rider (1985), Walter Hill’s Last Man Standing (1996) and John G. Avildsen’s Coyote Moon, as well
as Valerio Evangelisti’s written works Il corpo e il sangue di Eymerich (1996) and Antracite (2003).
Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Naitonalism. New
York: Verso, 1991. (1983).
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gaze

defined as “the adoption of ‘uncommon points of view… motivated and not

reduced to a mere game, [and] it is an unescapable, ethical taking up of sides”.134
Regarding the formal repercussions, the oblique gaze gives way to a world views and
experiences oftentimes at odds with “official” narratives of the moment in question. Asce
di guerra, for example, treats the Italian Resistance primarily through individuals whose
relationship to the event is not direct, but tangential and relational.135 This counterdiscursive narrative practice, then, also resonates with the political stance the New Italian
Epic claim to espouse. “We are poisoned by the use of ‘normal’ points of view,
prescribed and given to use by dominant ideology. It is imperative to purify ourselves” in
both aesthetic (textual) and ethical perspectives by means of the oblique gaze.136
Despite Wu Ming’s insistence on the innovation of the “oblique gaze,” the
concept is not novel nor is it unique to authors collocated within the New Italian Epic.
One can observe this same imperative, albeit under different terminology, in the
scholarship of Linda Hutcheon. Predating Wu Ming’s “Memorandum” by almost twenty
years, Hutcheon finds the decentralization of narrative perspective as one of the primary
characteristics present in historiographic metafiction:
Historical and narrative continuity and closure are contested, but again, from
within… The center no longer completely holds. And, from the de-centered
perspective, the ‘marginal’ and… the ‘ex-centric’ (be it class, race, gender, sexual
orientation, or ethnicity) take on new significance in the light of the implied

134 Wu

Ming 1, “Sentimiento Nuevo” in New Italian Epic. Eds. Wu Ming. 63-100. Turin: Einaudi. p 81.
At times, the narrative voice does not correspond to human beings. The narration of Wu Ming’s book
54 includes the “voice” of a McGuffin Electric Deluxe television stolen from an American military base
and exchanged between various Italians in postwar Italy.
136 Wu Ming, Memorandum, 81. Emphasis of original text retained. “Noi siamo intossicati dall’adozione di
punti di vista ‘normali’, prescritti, messi a fuoco per noi dall’ideologia dei dominanti. È imperativo
depurarsi…” Wu Ming does not define the “dominant ideology” of which they speak.
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recognition that our culture is not the homogenous monolith (that is middle-class,
male, heterosexual, white, Western) we might have assumed.137
Hutcheon’s definition of metahistorical fiction, like the New Italian Epic’s “oblique
gaze”, shifts the focus of representation and of the individual subject itself from the
center to the margin, from the culturally uncontested to those estranged from centers of
power. As such, Hutcheon sees the ex-centric narrative perspective as both antagonistic
and a reaction to the imperatives of the previous, Western and male-centric modernism.
Deconstructive in nature, the ex-centric is indicative of the lack of organic unity of
dominant epistemologies, which, when viewed from the margins of subjectivity (whether
gendered, political, historical, or otherwise), emerge as purveyors of consensus and
marginalization. The ex-centric does not merely analyze difference; rather it attempts to
speak from the space and with the language of marginalized Otherness, exposing
dynamics of power complicit in both the silencing of individual voices and the
universalization of the Self in identity politics.138
Given Hutcheon’s identification of the ex-centric in historiographic metafiction as
tearing down the modernist ideal of the stable (Western, male, middle-class,
heterosexual) self amongst other constructs and discourses, the potential of Wu Ming’s
oblique gaze to problematize assertions of identity politics and question the historically
bound ideological dynamics in which they emerge seems apparent.139 Within the
137

Linda Hutcheon. Poetics of the Postmodern. Routledge: London 1988. p 12
Idem, 57.
139 Concerning the idea of “dominant ideologies”, Wu Ming 1 does not clearly name a specific person or a
group of individuals in his indictment. As “ideology” may be defined as comprising both theory and praxis,
I believe it safe to assume that it applies to individuals and forces - economic, political, and social - that
have contributed to the crystallization of postmodern literary and cultural praxis as ancillary to productionfor-the-sake-of-consumption paradigm. This is not to advocate for a return of the antagonism that motivates
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production from a representation of an unquestioned, already-given “here and now” (whether witnessed
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“Memorandum”, the oblique gaze figures as the most ethical and therefore political of the
New Italian Epic’s textual strategies and is said to enact, at least theoretically, a “return
of the repressed” and place marginalized, ex-centric historical perspective as the point
from which the narrative emerges. Yet the potential of the oblique gaze to demystify,
reveal, and bring to knowledge is only as potent as the degree to which it speaks truth to
the power it wishes to expose. In the text analysis that follows, I identify examples of the
underlying contradiction existing between the imperative Wu Ming places on the New
Italian Epic’s so-called radical commitment to the subversion of “dominant ideologies”
and their failure to denounce patriarchal systems of power.140 What will follow is a
reading of Asce di guerra that will highlight the narrative’s use of the New Italian Epic’s
literary praxis and the degree to which its treatment of the Italian Resistance hinges upon
the representation of women as conduits for the exchange of desires – for power, for
idealized masculinity – between former partisans and other male characters.
ASCE DI GUERRA, HOMOSOCIAL SPACES, AND RESISTANCE
Asce di guerra opens with Daniele Zani, a thirty-year-old Bolognese lawyer
whose latest case has been a complete failure.141 Upon returning home from his failed
attempt to save his friend Said from deportation and separation from his family, an
emotionally and physically exhausted Daniele falls almost immediately into a deep sleep
which will bring about recurrent visions of “[t]he worst atrocities inflicted upon the
necessity to call the “here and now” the present.
140 Indeed, many of Wu Ming’s works are set in “masculine” arenas of warfare and international conquests
and give preference to male protagonists.
141 Although the prologue to Asce di guerra does, in fact, dedicate a few pages to a story that centers upon
the experiences of Vitaliano Ravagli, it begins in medias res; there is no mention of a name, nor is the
reader given any information regarding this character. For this reason, I state that Daniele Zani is the first
character that the text explicitly presents.
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dearest of people.”142 In the dream, Daniele is not himself; his consciousness has invaded
the body of an unknown man who engages in a ferocious battle with a group of fascists.
They submit him to cruel methods of torture, forcing him to witness the violent sexual
assault on a nameless girl, who soon mutates into Daniele/the observer’s daughter. The
lead fascist, a torturer identified as “L’uomo Bestia”, then forces Daniele to swallow a
large snake. The torture scene continues as the “L’uomo Bestia” lowers him into a tank of
serpents, which soon cover every inch of his body:
Hundreds of serpents of every dimension slither, hissing, until covering me. They
look for any access point to enter into me. From above, from below, from behind.
I am about to suffocate… Usually it is at this point that I suddenly open my eyes,
the coldness of sweat on my skin. Fortunately, I have a woman near me, still
sleeping. I hug her tightly and become calm again.143
Acting as what Freud described as “the most important symbol of the male organ”, the
serpent penetrates both the male anus – called into question through the interplay on the
adverbial “da dietro” with the substantive “il di dietro” – and the mouth, providing the
impetus for which the sensation of death causes Daniele to startle awake.144 The
predominant symbolism of Daniele’s dream, in effect, establishes what will become Asce
di guerra’s system of representing its former partisans-cum-protagonists: a system that is
heavily concerned with conserving patriarchal modes of masculinity and heavily steeped
in homophobic and misogynistic sentiments. The threat that anal penetration poses to
masculine identity subsides after Daniele awakens from his dream. It is here that he finds

142 Ravagli

and Wu Ming, Asce di guerra, 26. “[l]e peggiori atrocità inflitte alle persone più care.”
Idem, 27 “Centinaia di serpenti di ogni dimensione strisciano sibilando fino a coprirmi. Cercano
qualsiasi accesso per entrarmi dentro. Da sopra, da sotto, da dietro. Sto per soffocare… Di solito è a questo
punto che spalanco gli occhi di colpo, il freddo del sudore sulla pelle. Per fortuna ho accanto una donna,
ancora addormentata. La abbraccio forte e torno tranquillo.”
144 Sigmund Freud. The Interpretation of Dreams. New York: Avon Books. 2006. Print. p. 392.
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himself in his own bed, lying next to a woman. For both Daniele and the reader, this
woman exists in body alone; she has been completely effaced and cannot have an identity
apart from the anonymous and faceless signifier of “woman.”
The forced anal and oral penetration opens Asce di guerra’s gendered parameters
through the introduction of Daniele’s homosexual panic. Eve Sedgwick identifies
homosexual panic as an effect of power exerted by and through the power dynamics
homosocial continuum.145 Corresponding to either closeted homosexuals or heterosexualidentifying men, the “homosexual panic Daniele experiences result from the significance
of anal penetration. In other words, the homosocial continuum requires the inclusion of
homosexuality in as much as homosexuality assists to delineate the boundaries of
exchange within which homosocial desires circulate without crossing over into
homosexuality. For Daniele and the reader, an active, male penetrator executes the act of
penetration; this insertive action creates a feminized and homosexual Other (Daniele)
within this dyad, much akin to how Daniele himself had failed to acknowledge his bed
partner as anything beyond “una donna”. Daniele’s dream of forced oral and anal
penetration at the hands of a male fascist initiates in him a fear that he may no longer be
capable of occupying the privileged space of a male within the sex/gender system. This
mediation, as the citation of the dream sequence states, takes place through the corporeal
vicinity of the female body. She has no value other than the one her biological sex allows
within this instance of homosexual panic. The anonymous donna only gives meaning to
Daniele in that she becomes an instrument to restore Daniele in light of the the threat of
homosexuality the dream poses to him. This exchange and representation of women as
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instruments of male identity and power sets the stage for how Asce di guerra will treat its
female characters.
In the hours following his nightmare, Daniele fixes his mind upon the postwar
years and his grandfather, a recently deceased former partisan named Soviet. He reflects
upon the state of Italy in the 1950s and Soviet’s resulting disillusionment with postwar
Italian society. If the partisan effort was intended in part to liberate the Italian peninsula
from German and Fascist occupation, then the result, as Daniele claims, did not match
such an intention: “Honest Italietta… who believes herself [to be] allied with the great
Western powers while she becomes their colony.”146 If on the one hand Fascism’s acts of
violence and suppression had transgressed upon the national political body, then on the
other, in the 1950s the country’s political alliances reduced it to “Italietta”, a reduced,
child-like state. She is further described as “Stupid Italietta, with one foot still embedded
in fascism… and another in the air, on the verge of an abyss called ‘modernity’.”147
Negating the Crocean characterization of fascism as an historical aberration, post-war
Italy (and beyond) is described in a liminal state, still having “one foot in fascism” —
that is, the fascists who returned to power following the war’s end and subsequent
amnesties — and one in the promises of modernity guaranteed by the victors of war and
their material cultures of consumption.
Italy itself has been feminized in this passage to a high degree, yet the process by
which this “feminization” takes place is unlike that from the previous dream state.
Daniele’s previous recollection of his female bed partner was indicative of a will to
146 Ravagli

and Wu Ming, Asce di guerra, 32 “L’Italietta onesta… che si crede alleata delle grandi potenze
occidentali mentre ne diviene colonia.”
147 Idem, 32. “Italietta stupida, con un piede ancora nel fascismo… e uno a mezz’aria, sul ciglio di nuovi
baratri chiamati ‘modernità’.”
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correct or cleanse himself of the threat caused by oral and anal penetration. Here, it now
appears that he changes tone: he takes delight in denouncing Italy, positing her as neither
a maternal figure nor object of desire, but attributing to her qualities of uncleanliness as a
desiring, sexually active woman.148 Sandro Bellassai has noted how the sociopolitical
situation of 1950s Italy gave rise to a renewed tendency to employ discourses of
feminization regarding issues of modernity and progress in light of Italy’s newfound
relationship with the United States. In the 1940s and 50s, it was not Italy’s status as a
defeated belligerent power in World War II that contributed to the return to Fascist
language of feminization of Italy. Instead, it was the degree to which Italy became ever
more allied politically and economically with the United States.149 Echoing the language
of Daniele’s invective, historian Paul Ginsborg notes that following the country’s
entrance into the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in 1949, Italy’s favorable
reception of American directives resulted the country being called “America’s most
faithful ally.”150 Between the years 1948 and 1952 over $1.4 billion worth of aid, 80
percent of which came in the form of goods, reached Italian soil through the European
Recovery Program (ERP).151 In this regard, Bellassai notes that with the arrival of such
148

Stephen Rohdewald “Mother Bulgaria, Mother Russia and their Sisters: Female Allegories between
Nation and Religion as Histoire Croisée?” in The Gender of Memory. eds. Sylvia Paletschek and Sylvia
Schraut. 91-124. New York: Campus Verlag. 2008. p. 93. The allegorical representation of a country,
territory, or homeland is by and large gendered female. Stefan Rohdewald has emphasized that these
allegorical images, France’s Marianne and the United Kingdom’s Britannia, circulated as positive
representations of their respective countries: Marianne commemorated the egalitarian ideals of the French
Revolution, and Britannia, associated with the reign of Queen Victoria, represents the golden age of the
United Kingdom’s imperial conquests. These two allegorical images are indicative of the binary valences
prescribed to women in patriarchal economies – Britannia as the stern yet loving mother, while Marianne’s
exposed breast points to her sexuality and makes her an object of the universal male gaze attributed to the
political subject.
149 Sandro Bellassai, Mascolinità contemporanea. Rome: Carocci Editori. 2004. Print. p 106.
150 Paul Ginsborg, A History of Contemporary Italy: Society and Politics 1943-1988. New York: Penguin
Books. 1990. Print. p 158
151 Idem, 159.
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goods also saw a rise in the representation of the United States and its consumer culture
as posing a direct, feminizing threat to traditional Italian ways of life, which included
references to a modern woman who dominates her husband: “It was once again the old
notion of modernity (in this case the stars and stripes) that feminizes, emasculates, and
announces... the end of the species. The description of such scenarios... of moral decay
included explicit references to the ‘New Woman’” and suspicion in regard to
technological advances such as the television.152 The text also effectively updates Dante
Alighieri’s gendered image of Italy offered in Purgatory VI, where he likewise rages
against the dismal state of both Italian and Florentine politics. He compares Italy’s lack
of unity, fragmented political loyalties to other countries, and the failure to keep peace
amongst the people comprising the Italian peninsula to a female prostitute: “Ahi, slavish
Italy, dwelling of grief, ship without / a pilot in a great storm, not a ruler of provinces /
but a whore!”153 Like Dante before him, Daniele does not clearly identify a resolution to
this betrayal, only the (female) individual upon whom his indictment falls.
In the moments after this reflection it is Soviet whom Daniele wants to consult.
He wishes to talk to his grandfather and ask him how the situation of Italy has become so
dire, especially when the repercussions felt at present are the result of choices made in an
era characterized by hope for the future.154 The decision to search out knowledge of the
152

Bellassai, Mascolinità Contemporanea, 106. Emphasis from original text retained. “Era ancora una
volta l’antico tema della modernità (nella fattispecie a stella a strisce) che femminilizza, devirilizza,
annuncia... la prossima estinzione della specie. La descrizione di tali scenari... di sfacelo morale includeva
riferimenti espliciti tanto alla Nuova donna...”
153 Dante Alighieri. Purgatory. New York: Oxford UP. 2003 Ed. and trans. Robert M. Durling. Print. p. 96,
VI. 76-78. “Ahi serva Italia, di dolore ostello / nave sanza nocchiere in gran tempesta / non donna di
provincie, ma bordello”. It is also interesting that Dante’s indictment against Italy (and by proxy, against
active female sexuality) is caused by an expression of affinity between Virgil and Sordello, two male
figures who embrace each other at their first meeting.
154 Paul Ginsborg. A History of Contemporary Italy, p. 51-2. Discussing Italians’ taking up of arms against
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Resistance leads Daniele to encounter various former partisans who help him understand
certain aspects of Soviet’s past that had previously been unclear to Daniele. They
ultimately introduce him to a former partisan who goes by the battle name “Gap”.155
“Gap” is none other than Vitaliano Ravagli, a militant communist who fled Italy in the
1950s to avoid mandatory military service and, instead, clandestinely enlisted in the
communist resistance forces fighting for Laotian independence from France.156 He has
authored I sentieri dell’odio and Il prato degli uomini spenti, two novels inspired by his
own experiences in the Laotian and Vietnamese resistance forces.
In 1936 Ravagli’s father moved the entire family from a country farmhouse to the
town of Imola. It was there that the Fascist podestà afforded the Ravagli family, already
numbering close to ten, living quarters in i Forni, a converted bakery used to lodge

soldiers from Nazi Germany and Mussolini’s Italian Social Republic (RSI), Ginsburg states the formative
steps of the Resistance movement were born not only from a desire to enact political change, but also from
“a new Italy, founded on the principles of democracy and social justice” and to improve workers’ material
conditions. According to Ginsburg, “The rural poor, goaded beyond restraint by the hardships of the war
years, demanded an end to their centuries-old oppression and the reform of the whole system of land tenure
and agrarian contracts… the material conditions of the workers, their cold and hunger, but also their abject
housing, their exploitation… thousands of Italians joined the Resistance not just to liberate their country,
but to transform it.”
155 “Gap” refers to the name Vitaliano Ravagli chose when adhering to the Partisan brigades. It is also the
abbreviated name for the Gruppi d’Azione Patriottica, groups of Italian partisans active in the Italian
Communist Party.
156 The narrative structure of Asce di guerra does not follow the linear progression common to the novel;
rather, the plot of this “narrative object” is motivated by continuous use of flashback, flash forward, and
changes of geographical space within the text. Both Daniele and Vitaliano Ravagli occupy the privileged
space of the narrating subject with respect the chapters in which they are the main protagonists. As a result,
the reader is not in a position to benefit from irony and is aware only of that which the characters
themselves are. At this point in the narrative, the reader has followed Daniele as he searched for former
partisans who knew his grandfather Soviet and who shared the same sentiments as he regarding the
“Resistenza tradita”. More than halfway through Asce di guerra, in a moment where fiction intersects with
non-fiction, Daniele Zani meets “Gap” during a scheduled meeting with Mirco, Tèo, è Fator, and other
partisans. Daniele uncovers Gap’s identity only by happenstance: when he asks Gap where he had fought
during the Resistance, Gap matter-of-factly informs Daniele that he had fought, not in Italy, but with
communist forces in Laos. Thus in a very non-linear and oblique manner both Daniele and the reader come
to simultaneously discover Gap’s identity.
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families and individuals who could not afford independent housing. Quite early in his
narrative arch it becomes evident that Ravagli’s perception of the valence of the others
living in i Forni is linked to their sexual activity and the degree to which each person
serves as either articulator or object of heterosexual male desire. This includes a
homosexual couple, to whom Ravagli refers as “a couple of faggots” (“una coppia di
‘busoni’”). One of these men performs housework for the Ravagli family and is
frequently addressed as the family’s “donna di servizio” due to the domestic labor he
performs. While recalling an elderly woman called “La bionda” who had lived in the
American West for many years before returning to Italy, Ravagli acknowledges her value
only in relation to the extent which she had been involved in a sexual relationship with
the infamous American outlaw Buffalo Bill. Ravagli’s treatment of her, one of marvel
and wonder, occurs on more positive terms as does his treatment of the homosexual
couple; for Ravagli, she is worthy only because she bridges the temporal and spatial
distance separating himself and the mythical legend of Buffalo Bill.157
If the perceived threat of anal penetration had resulted in Daniele’s experience of
homosexual panic and the reduction of the donna to a restorative instrument, for Ravagli
it is precisely the act of recounting his active sexuality that serves a constitutive function
in his self-presentation and remembrance within Asce di guerra. The close proximity of
the living quarters in “i Forni” meant that its inhabitants found themselves surrounded by
each other and animals. Such was it that a female cat of extremely large proportions and
belonging to the most economically well-off of the families who shared this communal

157 Ravagli and Wu Ming, Asce di guerra p 44-6. It should also be said regarding the valences of the
images offered – those of the homosexual and of the unmarried, childless woman – circulated widely in
Italian fascist society, which viewed them as social diseases that could potentially kill the Fascist state.
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housing was allowed to roam freely and soon became an object of Ravagli’s sexual
curiosity. In a manifestation of childhood sexuality, Ravagli claims to have repeatedly
engaged in sexual activity with the feral feline.158 The gattona cannot refuse Ravagli’s
sexual advances, and his narration of the event even goes so far as to attribute delight to
the violated animal. The cat, much like the unidentifiable woman in Daniele’s bed, is
present only in her biological sex, which serves only to augment Ravagli’s own sense of
sexual potency and a sense of dominance over the Tiribilli family, one of the most
economically advantaged of the impoverished families living in “i Forni”.
On the one hand, Ravagli's recollection of the body of the female cat and the
sexual pleasure he claims to have received from it mirrors the sentiment of amazement
present in his reminiscence of the alleged sexual relationship of La bionda and Buffalo
Bill; on the other, it also anticipates his future relationship with one of the town’s
prostitutes. Furthermore, we might also consider Ravagli’s childhood recollections as
establishing a patriarchal gendered economy of signification-through-sexual-act as
intrinsically tied to an economy of sexual labor in which both the men and women of the
narration are implicated. The value of the women as both individual subjects and
narrative personages rises and falls in direct relation to their sexualized value – whether
established through individual sex acts or their desirability – in relation to Ravagli. In this
same way, as the articulator of his remembrances he did not gender the homosexual
158

Idem, p. 48 “And in fact it so happened that I used to screw their cat… [I] had seen a cat mount it
before and decided that I would try it, too. I brought it to my hiding spot on the top floor, and began to rub
myself against it. She meowed with pleasure and I also found a certain delight in it. From that time on, in
fact, the scene repeated itself often. The Tiribilli’s big cat was always very happy to see me.” [“E infatti
succedeva che io mi chiavavo la loro gatta. …[A]vevo visto un gatto che la montava e avevo deciso di
provarci anche io. L’avevo portata nel mio nascondiglio, all’ultimo piano, e avevo cominciato a
struffarmela lì contro. Lei miagolava ch’era un piacere e anch’io ci provavo un certo gusto. Da quella volta,
infatti, la scena si ripeté spesso. La gattona dei Tiribilli mi faceva sempre un sacco di feste.”]
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couple as “men”, rather as an epithet referring to their own homosexual acts (“una coppia
di busoni”) that even go so far to influence the labor they perform (“donna di servizio”)
within the society of outcasts living in i Forni.
Beyond the inhabitants of i Forni, Vitaliano Ravagli primarily engages with a cast
of male figures, including his brother Pietro whose boastings of sexual prowess and
steadfast antifascism inform Ravagli’s view of himself, of politics, and of sex. When the
family was forced to flee Imola due to heavy air raids, Pietro Ravagli secured himself a
position working in the local German-run todt. Charged with assembling bombs that
would be used against formations of Italian partisans, Pietro gains access to privileged
information that he and the young Vitaliano would then pass on to local partisan groups.
When not communicating information to antifascist battalions in the local area, Vitaliano
recalls that Pietro spends the majority of his earnings and energies courting a local
prostitute. Motivated by his desire to emulate a mode of masculinity modeled upon
Pietro, Vitaliano describes his first sexual experience at the age of thirteen with “la
Marisona”, another local prostitute almost three times his own age: “And so at thirteen
years of age I had my first sexual experience with a woman twenty years older than me. I
hadn’t been able to live a child’s life of jokes and fairytales, but the new season [of my
life] seemed even more interesting.”159 Following his romantic encounter, Ravagli returns
to his place of employment, where the men gathered there attribute his disheveled
appearance and exhaustion to excessive masturbation.160 Shaking off the men’s
159 Idem,

152 “Così a tredici anni, ebbi la prima esperienza sessuale con una donna di vent’anni più
vecchia. Non avevo potuto vivere il mondo dei giochi e delle favole, ma la nuova stagione [della mia vita]
mi pareva ancora più interessante.”
160 Idem, 153. “… the manager said to another worker – Look over there, he can’t even stand up for all the
jacking off he does.” [“…il capofficina disse a un altro operaio: - Guarda lì, non si regge in piedi a forza di
farsi delle seghe.”]
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assumption Ravagli retorts, “Dear Marchetti, I don’t think in all your life you’ve done
what I did last night.”161
It is telling that when Ravagli enters the work studio – a space charged with
hierarchical relations between master and apprentice, adult and child, employer and
employee – and his recently begot masculinity is challenged, he must retort by placing
himself in a position of superiority over his co-worker who, for his part, sees his sexual
potency reduced to an object of ridicule.162 This statement illustrates the extent to which
Ravagli feels the need to defend his newly acquired adult manhood from his co-worker’s
accusation of juvenile behavior. Ravagli therefore creates a hierarchical economy of
masculinity (“tu in tutta la vita non hai fatto… quel che ho fatto io stanotte”) within the
homosocial environment of his workspace. His definition of masculinity and
heterosexuality identity increases with the type of penetrative sexual act performed with
Marisona. Furthermore, Marisona becomes a site through which the young Ravagli
begins to establish a hierarchy of dominance over other men. One the one hand, as he
controls access to her body and her sexual labor, he also dictates when and where other
men can exercise their heterosexuality. On the other, the effect of dominance is achieved
by and through Ravagli’s controlling the other men’s access to sexual pleasure through a
communal partner.

161 Idem,

153. “Caro Marchetti, credo che tu in tutta la vita non hai fatto di sicuro quel che ho fatto io
stanotte.”
162 Within this exchange, the value of Ravagli’s masculinity is raised because, barely a teenager, his sexual
experience already exceeds that of “caro Marchetti”, who in all his years hasn’t performed the same
penetrative act with a woman.
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This will prove true when, a few years later, Ravagli decides to help his friends in
their acquisition of masculine identity. He does so by recruiting “la Marisona” to have
sex with all five adolescents at once:
[La Marisona] arrived wrapped up in her fur. She opened it up in front of us and
underneath was nude. My friends, also naked and lying on mattresses, greeted his
jests with shouts of approval. La Marisona got busy with her mouth… After that
experience, always for the pleasure of sharing, I taught Giorgio how to make
women come…163
Giuseppina Mecchia reads the scene of the orgy as Ravagli’s way of gaining respect from
his friends. While she is correct in assuming so, I would take her observation one step
further and assert that Ravagli is not so much gaining his friend’s respect, as he is
attempting to take an active role in inducting them into male adulthood, which Ravagli
himself has equated with active male heterosexuality via his time spent in the workshop
as well as his own sexual activity with “la Marisona”.164 Her presence is of great
importance when considering the homosocial elements of the scene and to Ravagli’s
narration in general. She is represented entirely in her objectivity and exists only as an
instrument of male heterosexual satisfaction. Although it is true that she is an active
participant in the “education” scene, it is also true that Vitaliano Ravagli is the central
motor of action. It is by his will that the scene takes place and that his friend learns to
“make women come” and not, as it were, by an exercise of active female sexual desire.
Within Ravagli’s recollection la Marisona is reduced to object: it is only through her
sexed body and gendered being that she keeps at bay any possible manifestations of
163

Idem, p 153-4 “[La Marisona] arrivò avvolta nella pelliccia. Ce la spalancò di fronte e sotto era nuda. I
miei amici, nudi anche loro, sdraiati sui materassi, accolsero il gesto con grida d’apprezzamento. La
Marisona cominciò a darsi da fare con la bocca… Dopo quell’esperienza, sempre per il piacere di
condividere, istruii a Giorgio su come far godere le donne…”
164 Mecchia, “Hatchet Throwers”, p 208.
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homosexual panic. We have seen how this threat was felt earlier in Daniele’s dream
sequence where the vicinity of Daniele to the body of the anonymous woman mediates
the same threat of homosexuality. The body of “la Marisona” emphasizes Ravagli’s role
of instigator in the other boys’ sexual initiation, for he grants them access to la
Marisona’s body. In other words, she is a foil to his homoerotic desire to introduce his
friends to adult male subjectivity vis-à-vis penetrative heterosexual actions; without her,
the perceived danger of homosexuality might loom heavily, threatening to annihilate his
identity, just as had occurred in Daniele’s dream of sexual torture. At the same time,
Ravagli’s description of this orgy also invites the reader to occupy the role of the voyeur,
just as Ravagli had watched the scene unfold.
If Ravagli instigates the other boys’ sexual awakening and takes pleasure
witnessing it, in the workshop of Pirí Bèrba, a carpenter and former partisan, Ravagli
becomes the observer of the interactions between partisans who frequent the space.
Where an economy of labor – sexual and otherwise – influences the politics of
signification in the domestic yet abject space “i Forni”, within Pirí Bèrba’s workspace the
(male) individuals’ verbal declarations of partisan undertakings and antifascist politics
articulate a similar dynamic. His description of Pirí, informed by the same logic
underpinning Ravagli’s response to “caro Marchetti”, establishes an idealized
hagiography of the Italian partisan, who, in turn pass along their own imagery of
masculinity:
Pirí Bèrba was a strong and hairy man, he had hair everywhere. He was a
communist of the first hour, of great altruism. He had participated in the
Resistance and ran many dangers. He taught me how to do my first works of
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carpentry, and in his shop I came into contact with those who had not resigned
themselves to the postwar political compromise.165
In fact, men described in terms of both physicality and political belief strikingly
similar to Pirí Bèrba populate the workshop, which also doubles as the men’s communal
social space. Ravagli’s representation of the characteristics, voices, and bodies of the expartisans who gather there and exchange stories reflect images of the Italian partisan
already in circulation, albeit on a local and individual level, in the immediate postwar
years. Giovanni Falaschi observes that the “hero of the [partisan narrative] is anonymous
because all he has is his battle name, he does not belong to a dynasty but comes from the
people: he is poor, and in him listeners recognize themselves… The undertakings of
partisans often have women and children as their spectators.”166 Beyond identifying the
partisan in his anonymity and economic class, Falaschi also unequivocally sees the
partisan as always male. Described only in their passive roles as “spectators to partisans’
endeavors” women and children are completely excluded from Falaschi’s hagiographical
consideration of the Italian partisan. This portrayal is reflected in Asce di guerra where
the representation of partisan continues to be articulated in strictly gendered terms. For
the men involved, the partisan can only be a robust male figure who interacts with other
men like him; he talks of the continued need for proletarian revolution in a political
climate characterized by bourgeois conformity; he equates his masculinity to quasi-
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Asce di guerra. p. 141. “Pirí Bèrba era un uomo possente e villoso, aveva peli ovunque. Era un
comunista della prima ora, di grande altruismo. Aveva partecipato alla Resistenza e corso molti pericoli. Mi
insegnò a fare i primi lavori di falegnameria, e nella sua bottega venni a contatto con quelli che non si erano
rassegnati al compromesso politico del dopoguerra.”
166 Giovanni Falaschi, La Resistenza armata nella narrativa italiana. Turin: Einaudi. 1976, Print. p. 61-2
Falaschi identified a number of qualities common to the depictions of Italian partisans: “L’eroe della
[narrativa partigiana] è anonimo perché ha solo il nome fittizio di battaglia, non appartiene ad una casata
ma viene dal popolo: è povero, e in lui gli ascoltatori si possono riconoscere… Le imprese del partigiano
hanno spesso come spettatori donne e bambini”.
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violent acts of heterosexual potency. In such a way, the carpenter’s workshop becomes a
repository for the men’s tales that provide Ravagli a singly gendered space in which to
gain an education in sex and the politics of the Resistance.
The men, Ravagli included, pass most days recounting experiences in partisan
brigades, lamenting the “Resistenza tradita”, and denouncing Togliatti’s acceptance of
parliamentary democracy considered a betrayal to the aims of the Resistance cause and
its supporters.167 The specter of Togliatti looms large in the anger and betrayal Pirí Bèrba
and the other former partisans express. Scholars have demonstrated how the process of
de-fascistization (defascistazione) weighed negatively upon former partisans. Ruth BenGhiat discusses how, in the years following the establishment of Italy’s postwar
democratic system of government, two predominant modes of explaining Italy’s fascist
past led to different attitudes toward its political future. On the one hand, Benedetto
Croce’s interpretation of the years of fascist rule as a parenthesis in Italian history
“ultimately facilitated Italians’ reconceptualization of fascism as an aberrant and foreign
experience.”168 On the other, Palmiro Togliatti and the Italian Communist Party’s
identification of fascism as a bourgeois phenomenon with a large mass base thoroughly
situated the regime within Italian economic, political, and social history. The approval of
the so-called Togliatti Amnesty proposed by then Minister of Justice and leader of the
Italian Communist Party Palmiro Togliatti had emerged as a compromise between Italy’s
two most powerful political parties of the day. The Christian Democrats preferred a wide
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For a brief but informative discussion of the political crises of the Italian Communist Party and Palmiro
Togliatti’s acceptance of bourgeois democracy, see Ginsborg, A History of Contemporary Italy, pp. 207209.
168 Ruth Ben-Ghiat, “Liberation: Italian Cinema and the Fascist Past, 1945-50” in Italian Fascism. Eds. R.
J. B. Bosworth and Patrizia Dogliani. 83-101. Macmillan Press: Wiltshire, UK, 1999. p 89.
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reaching amnesty, while the Communist Party, with its rank and file members and former
partisans, favored the justice for criminal actions committed under the banner of the
regime. The Togliatti Amnesty, instead, named both fascists and partisans as perpetrators
of crimes and established July 31, 1945 as the chronological limit after which
insurrectionary or post-insurrectionary violence could be tried in court. The amnesty
placed the actions of fascists and partisans within the same judicial purview. In the period
of time following Togliatti’s amnesty, the Italian judiciary and its staff of many former
fascists began to investigate episodes of partisan activity as political crimes (reati
politici) as well as common crimes (reati comuni).169 The overall affect of these trials as
they continued during the 1950s was that the Resistance and actions of partisans were
judged, not by historians, but by judges who either condemned or absolved them.
Historian Philip Cooke points out that these trials were one of the contributing factors to
a growing sense of a “betrayed Resistance” amongst former partisans and especially
those affiliated with the PCI.170
In light of the men’s focus on their involvement in partisan undertakings and
anger over political compromises that places the validity of the Resistance into question,
the conversations tend to devolve into thinly veiled metaphors of penile comparison,
discussing both the size and efficacy of their pistols used to subdue fascists and cuckold
other men. Associating the political aims of international communism (revolution) with a
language of sexual dominance, one worker remarks, “What that little pistol you can’t
make much of a revolution!” to which another replies, “I might be a small guy but I’ve

169 Behan,
170

The Italian Resistance, 114.
Philip Cooke, The Legacy of the Italian Resistance. London: Palgrave Macmillan. 2011. Print. p 23.
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made a cuckold out of a ton of imbeciles bigger than me!”171 The “little pistol” clearly
refers to the size of the interlocutor’s penis; however, the implications of this double
entendre situate the imagery of sexual impotence within the previously mentioned
repercussions of the postwar amnesty Ravagli mentioned.
If their revolution was one that aimed to defeat fascism and bring about radical
political change, the compromises during the period of defascistazione brought about
their own disillusion and political impotence. In this way, when the interlocutor responds,
he does so through a language of cuckoldry. Eve Sedgwick defines cuckoldry as “by
definition a sexual act, performed on a man, by another man, [which] emphasizes
heterosexual love chiefly as a strategy of homosocial desire” in a heterosexual, triangular
relationship.172 The exchange of desire (for power, for mastery) animating this rapport
does not come to bear on the woman, for she gains value only when she becomes the
channel of exchange between the men who, themselves, “risk the possibility of becoming
feminized and objectified.”173 By employing the language of Sedgwick, the men of Pirí
Bèrba’s workshop see themselves as representative of a Resistance that saw itself in a
battle of dominance and mastery with fascist forces over the Italian national body. Italy,
representative of the body of the woman in triangular relationships, gains value only in as
much as she/Italy emerges as the site of exchange of desires. Their conversation in the
workshop, then, not only calls into question the exercise of power they claim to have
achieved over other men through cuckoldry and sexual possession of women, but feelings

171 Asce

di guerra, p 142-143. “Con quella pistolina lì fai poca rivoluzione!” ... “Io sono piccolino ma ho
cornificato un mucchio di imbecilli più grandi di me!”
172 Sedgwick, Between Men, 50.
173 Idem, 51.
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of betrayal and impotence resulting from the poca rivoluzione partly resulting from
Togliatti’s amnesty and embrace of parliamentary style democracy.
In light of the men’s feelings of inadequacy and political disenchantment, they
instruct the young Ravagli to get a “weapon” of his own and teach himself how to
properly use it. Ravagli, however, will soon fall into the same situation in which the men
find themselves. He continues his sexual escapades with “La Marisona” initiates a type of
sentimental education, for she considers Ravagli a mix between pupil and child. She
feeds and clothes him, while instructing him as to how to project the best image of
himself in relation to women: “You have to concentrate on the prettiest ones… Men are
afraid of not being enough and of being rejected, but… if you can hit it big with all that
I’ve taught you, that woman won’t be able to go without, she’ll spread the word… and all
the women will be at your feet.”174 La Marisona, in effect, places Ravagli at the center of
an exchange of desire and power similar to that which Ravagli himself had enacted when
inducting his friends into sexual maturity by offering them access to La Marisona’s body.
Within a few months, Ravagli effectively becomes the object of the townswomen’s
desires, as they pass him from one to another as an instrument of their sexual pleasure. “I
realized that even a job as pleasing as this had its counterpoints. Men hated me, women
used me… I did not have a real life… In certain moments I disgusted myself, thought I
had sold myself, lost all interest for anything that wasn’t pussy.”175 The idea that he has

174 Ravagli

and Wu Ming, Asce di guerra, 232. “Devi concentrarti sulle più belle… Gli uomini hanno
paura di non essere all’altezza e di venir rifiutati, ma… se riesci a sfondare con una, con tutto quello che ti
ho insegnato, quella non potrà più fare a meno, spargerà la voce…e saranno tutte ai tuoi piedi”.
175 Idem. 233. “Mi resi conto che anche un’occupazione così piacevole aveva il rovescio della medaglia.
Gli uomini mi disprezzavano, le donne mi usavano… Non avevo una vita vera… In certi momenti mi
facevo schifo da solo, pensavo di essermi venduto, di aver perso interesse per qualsiasi cosa che non fosse
la figa”
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all but prostituted himself troubles Ravagli. He experiences of abjectness results from the
same force of erasure that he had applied to La Marisona, la gattona, and even La Bionda
in as much as Ravagli himself had treated them as means for his own increased power
and status. His equating being the object of female sexual desire with the loss of a “real”
existence (“Non avevo una vita vera”) also serves as one of the primary factors for which
Ravagli embarks on his own undertaking as a partisan fighter, albeit against the French
Colonial forces and their international allies in the Vietnamese and Laotian wars for
independence.
A FAILED PERFORMANCE
Ravagli’s reflections match his adult friends’ feelings of weakness and disgust
over the Italian political climate. In light of them, he leaves Italy for the fields of Laos
where another people are fighting the occupying French army for control of their country.
There in Laos, Ravagli will assume a partisan’s identity, which he formed interacting
with his brother Pietro and fellow workers. In “Prologue 1” Vitaliano Ravagli had first
narrated his departure, albeit anonymously, at this point in the narrative.176 He is in an
undisclosed location departing for an unknown destination. Immediately following
departure Vitaliano does not nostalgically recall images and memories of his family or
hometown, but rather of Italian partisans both past and present:
Imola is far away, another world… The heroes that I always desired to
imitate seem closer. The country is the same, far away as Mars, but the spirit is
the same. Guys my age had taken up arms and fought as partisans.

176 The

plot concerning Vitaliano frequently oscillates between different temporal and spatial settings
through the use of flashback and flash forward.
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Teo, the major responsible for this adventure, resisted with few others
against a German battalion, with so many partisans paralyzed with fear and
incapable of acting.
Geppi fled from the brigate nere thanks to a small flock he was
shepherding hear Cuffiano. Pietro, my brother, shit himself and said he shot more
or less ten times, but he had been there, up there, in the winter of ’44.177
Ravagli is off to fight in a war where he will imitate the role of a mythical image
of the partisan, which he models upon the men such as his brother Pietro and the former
partisans of Toni e falegnèm’s workspace. Here, significantly, the description of Pietro
widely differs from what Ravagli had previously provided. Just as Ravagli's selfconstructed image of a juvenile dongiovanni had disintegrated, he no longer presents
Pietro as mythical partisan figure Ravagli had thought him to be at the beginning of the
novel. He acquires a more human aspect as he succumbed to fear and — echoing
previous discussions of the workshop’s male frequenters — may or may not have even
fired his weapon.178
After arriving in Laos, Ravagli’s once idealized understanding of the Resistance
disintegrates as he realizes the job for which he had volunteered is not analogous to the
images and stories Toni e falegném and the others put forth. No longer a childlike passive
observer, as Falaschi’s previous comment indicates, Ravagli has become an active
participant in an international theater of war:

177 Wu

Ming, Ace di guerra, 5-6. “Imola è lontana, un altro mondo… Gli eroi che ho sempre desiderato
imitare sembrano più vicini. Il paese è lo stesso, lontano come Marte, ma lo spirito è lo stesso. Ragazzi che
alla mia età hanno imbracciato le armi e combattuto da partigiani. Teo, il maggior responsabile di questa
avventura, ha resistito con pochi altri contro un battaglione di tedeschi, con tanti compagni paralizzati dal
terrore, incapaci di reagire. Geppi è sfuggito alla Brigate nere grazie al piccolo gregge che pascolavo dalla
parte di Cuffiano. Pietro, mio fratello, se l’è fatta sotto e dice di aver sparato sì e no dieci volte, ma c’è stato
anche lui, lassù, nell’inverno del ’44.”
178 The repeated use of coded language within this scene is also indicative of the presumption that Pietro’s
reputation for being a womanizer might also be a falsity.
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A few seconds still, then all the questions will be answered. Before my
eyes pass friends left at home, parents, and siblings. I imagine what Cito must
have felt, at Ca’ di Guzzo, when he jumped out shooting like a crazy person, to
save his life. Not even in a hundred years could I find that king of courage.
My hands tremble. Commandant Li realizes it. He knows that we are
about to start shooting… I’ve lost the awareness of time, but when I get back up
at least eight hours have passed since when I first pulled the trigger. Around me, a
carpet of cartridge cases…
When we returned to the camp I realize that I am wet and fetid. It isn’t the
diarrhea from the past days, but fear: I shit all over myself during the battle.”179
His performance as a Laotian partisan takes on further meaning the as he rejects the
homosocial imagery of “little pistols,” cuckoldry, and failed revolutions, and describes
the horrors of war and the terror he experiences. Ravagli’s losing control of his bowels
during his first battle is equated to his inexperience, yet following the skirmish, Ravagli
chooses to continue defecating in his own clothes, itself motivated by the possibility that
a serpent might bite him in a moment of vulnerability: “A snake bite in the private parts
isn’t a dignified end. Fortunately, there are many streams and I get by, whether moving or
not… I defecate in my pants, then the stream takes care of it.”180 Here, in effect, he
mimics the actions of Budrio, a fellow Italian who claims to have not washed himself for
over three years in order to fight off the threat of infectious diseases. Ravagli's
preoccupation over the possibility of a serpent biting him in an intimate area expresses
179 Idem,

280-3. “Pochi attimi ancora, poi gli interrogativi avranno risposta. Mi passano davanti agli occhi
gli amici lasciati a casa, i genitori e i fratelli. Immagino cosa ha provato Cito, a Ca’ di Guzzo, quando è
saltato fuori sparando all’impazzata gli ultimi colpi, per salvarsi la vita. Nemmeno in cent’anni troverei
quel coraggio. Le mani tremano. Il comandante Li se ne accorge, sa che sono al battesimo del fuoco… Ho
perso la nozione del tempo, ma quando mi rialzo sono trascorse almeno otto ore da che ho premuto il
grilletto. Intorno a me un tappeto di bossoli… Una volta rientrati al campo mi accorgo di essere fetido e
bagnato. Non è la diarrea dei giorni scorsi, è stata la paura: mi sono cagato addosso durante il
combattimento.”
180 Idem, 292. “Il morso di un serpente nelle parti intime non è una fine granché dignitosa. Per fortuna i
correnti non mancano e così mi arrangio, che si sia fermi o in movimento… la faccio nei pantaloni, poi ci
pensa la corrente”.
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the same trauma, only here expressed in coded language, Daniele had felt in the dream
where the “L’uomo bestia” forced snakes into his anal and oral cavities.
Whereas Daniele relied on the physical presence of the woman to counter threats
of homosexuality, Ravagli here uses this relationship with Budrio — one characterized
by both admiration and disgust — to reestablish the interpersonal, and quite gendered
parameters of Toni e falegném’s workshop in Imola. Ravagli states:
Budrio keeps recounting stories of his ‘great pussy’, the woman he allegedly left
at home. I translate his stories into the best English I can muster and almost
everyone bellies over in laughter when [Budrio] prides himself on clamorous
erotic feats. They are our only minutes of relief. I decided to stay close to him
because he reminds me of my brothers… But in battle he has demonstrated much
sangfroid: it seems that he is never afraid of dying. Maybe he really did come here
to find a dignified death.181
Ravagli’s admiration for Budrio is predicated on the fact that the latter represents
what the former is not, namely a soldier who displays sangfroid in the face of death.
Unlike the conversations in Imola, there is no talk of cuckolding another man, yet his
words create the effect here as they did previously. Budrio’s importance to the narrative
increases in as much as the act of recounting his sexual escapades with his girlfriend, who
for her part falls victim to metonymic representational practices. She emerges as a
narrated object as a product of the stories Budrio tells and Ravagli translates. Like the
entire cast of women who came before her, Budrio’s girlfriend has no subjectivity; she

181 Idem, 286. “Budrio continua a favoleggiare della sua ‘gran figa’, quella che avrebbe lasciato a casa. Io
traduco i suoi racconti nel mio inglese approssimato e tutti quanti ridono a crepapelle quando si vanta di
clamorose imprese erotiche. Sono gli unici minuti di quiete. Ho deciso di restare vicino a lui perché mi
ricorda i miei fratelli… Però in combattimento ha dimostrato molto sangue freddo: sembra che non abbia
paura di morire. Forse è davvero venuto quaggiù per trovare una morte dignitosa”.
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circulates, quite literally, as a metaphorical vulva that the men pass around thanks to
Ravagli’s translations.182
If Vitaliano Ravagli’s time spent in Laos fractures his idealization of the partisan
figure, it will soon collapse totally. Having only just survived an attack in which child
soldiers had ambushed his platoon, Ravagli and his comrades come upon a small village
that loyalist forces had invaded. Sexual crimes of normally unspeakable proportions are
laid bare in all of their horror:
I breathe fear, as if something malign were settling in the woods. In the small
clearing three miserable shacks rise up. They are drunk. They taking turns raping
her. I count twelve of them. She’s a young woman. Upset, she incites them to
penetrate her one after another. On the ground lie three girls. Dead. Not more than
ten or twelve years old. Between their spread legs lies a blood red rose. Their
genitals have been sliced open with knives to facilitate the rape… I pull the
trigger and all of our guns sound in unison. They all fall. But no one had shot to
kill. Someone has pity on the crazed mother and gifts her a swift death… I gather
the little girls’ bodies and drag them in front of the enemy soldiers for them to
see.183
The use of parataxis, frequent throughout Asce di guerra, eloquently communicates the
immediacy of terror and disgust Ravagli must have felt at witnessing such a sight.
Ravagli’s recollection also serves to further continue Daniele’s original dream that had
set the plot of Asce di guerra into motion. The politics behind this episode also serve to
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Wu Ming, Asce di guerra, 318. Shortly after the scene of the sexual stories, Budrio must return to Italy
due to a debilitating lung disease. As fellow troops remove him from the camp, the last words Ravagli and
Budrio exchange are “Eh, pussy!” [“Eh, la figa!”].
183 Idem. 321. “Respiro paura, come se qualcosa di maligno si annidasse nella boscaglia. Nella piccola
radura sorgono tre capanne miserabili. Sono ubriachi. La stanno violentando a turno. Ne conto dodici. È
una donna giovane. Stravolta, li incita a penetrarla uno dopo l’altro. A terra giacciono tre figlie. Morte. Non
più di dieci o dodici anni. Tra le gambe spalancate, una rosa rossa di sangue. I genitali sono stati squarciati
dai coltelli per facilitare lo stupro…. Premo il grilletto e tutte le nostre armi fanno fuoco all’unisono.
Cadono tutti. Ma nessuno ha sparato per uccidere. Qualcuno ha un moto di pietà per la madre impazzita e le
dona una morte rapida. … Raccolgo i cadaveri delle bambine e glieli trascino davanti agli occhi [del
soldato nemico].”
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ascribe sexual sadism and perversion to the opposition forces. This is in no way to
downplay or negate such actions; on Ravagli’s part there is no self-awareness of his past
and future sexual objectification of women whether physical or verbal.184 Furthermore
this episode marks a turning point in Asce di guerra: it is the last mention of explicit
sexual activity and, most importantly, spurs Ravagli to renounce fighting in the Laotian
independence movement and to return to Italy.
I had seen those raped little girls and smelled the stench of burned flesh… Then, I
realized that for me, too, human life had no longer any value. And this went
against every principle for which I had fought. I was a communist, I could kill
enemies, but not be like them. This awareness frightened me to death. I was a
communist. Not an assassin.185
CONCLUSION
Throughout this chapter I have argued that, against claims of radically re-viewing
history from the margins through the implementation of oblique gaze, Asce di guerra
erases women from commemorations and representations of the Italian Resistance
through its microcosmic re-presentation of 1950s Italian society. In this regard, I also
discussed Wu Ming’s “Memorandum” on the New Italian Epic, pausing to associate their
“fusion of ethics and style” to Linda Hutcheon’s foundational writings on postmodern
historiographic metafiction. The narrative, instead, leaves its female characters in the

184 Idem

297. Daniele Zani is hesitant to introduce his girlfriend Manuela to Ravagli, stating that she would
need some reconditioning before meeting him: “He hasn’t introduced me to him yet because [Daniele]
thinks I’m too politically correct. First I need a period of reconditioning.” [“Non me l’ha ancora fatto
incontrare perché [Daniele] dice che io sono ancora troppo politically correct, prima ci vuole un periodo di
‘ricondizionamento’”.]
185 Idem. 323“Avevo visto quelle bambine violentate e sentito l’odore della carne bruciata… Allora mi ero
accorto che anche per me la vita umana non aveva più valore. E questo andava contro ogni principio per cui
mi ero battuto. Ero comunista, potevo uccidere i nemici, non essere come loro. Questa consapevolezza mi
aveva spaventato a morte. Ero comunista. Non un assassino.”
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service of men and the desires they fulfill: women are either sexual objects passed around
both physically and verbally within homosocial communities or passive victims of war.
At the same time, homosexuality is ultimately repudiated from the communities and text
itself, having been confined to either a feminized, domestic sphere and associated with
fascism in the scene of Daniele Zani’s sexualized torture at the hands of L’uomo bestia.
The importance Wu Ming and Asce di guerra place upon Vitaliano Ravagli’s
autobiographical recollections displays a conflict arising between the misogynistic values
Ravagli and the former partisans express and actual trends in the commemorations of
Italian Resistance culture in the 1950s. The decade of the ‘50s saw two trends within
cultural production that contributed to changing representational and commemorative
practices vis-à-vis the discourses of the Resistance and the partisan figure. On the one
hand, the publication of the Letters of Partisans Condemned to Death, the literal last
words partisans wrote before their executions carried out by German and fellow Italians,
contributed to the decade’s “koiné... of the virtues of the Resistance” predicated upon the
letter writers’ recurrent invocation of their impending death.186 On the other, one
witnessed the emergence of the discourse of the partigiana independent from the
domestic associations established by the traditionalist view that women had assisted the
partisan cause primarily as staffette. In 1954 the local ANPI chapter in Turin published
what at least one historian has called “the first serious consideration of the issue of
women’s participation in the Resistance.”187 The study lists details regarding the fate of
222 Piedmontese partigiane, 99 of whom were killed, 185 deported, and 38 wounded. In
1956 Ada Gobetti, who had written the introduction to the previously mentioned study,
186 Cooke,
187 Idem,

The Legacy of the Italian Resistance, 42.
72.
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published A Partisan’s Diary, detailing her experiences as an active partisan in the
Piedmontese Resistance. Together with Renata Viganò’s fictional Agnes Goes to Die,
Gobetti’s memoir brought about questions of a gendered Resistance. During the same
years, the Resistance Institute for Venice assembled a commission charged with the
creation of a monument, the first of its kind in the region, specifically setting aside and
memorializing the women partisans of the area.188
Ultimately, Asce di guerra fails to address the politics of gender influencing its
representation of both partisan and Resistance. Instead, the “fusion of ethics and style”
that the oblique gaze supposedly espouses reveals both Asce di guerra and its
historiographic metafiction of the Resistance as dependent on codes and languages of
representation matching a White, heterosexual, male worldview. A move further into the
margins of narrative potentialities and cultures of resistance might then prove to be
hatchets of war waiting to be uncovered.
In the following chapter I analyze Bert D’Arragon’s La libellula, another
historiographic metafiction of the Resistance. Its formal structure is akin to that of Asce
di guerra and other works of the New Italian Epic. The narrative combines historical
documents, protagonists from Italian history who shaped the outcome of the Second
World War, archival inquests, and genealogical research that intertwines with discourses
of the nation. I will read La libellula as a foil to Asce di guerra’s homophobic and
misogynistic tones, which arise concomitantly with Vitaliano Ravagli’s representation of
former partisans. La libellula, instead, revises Asce di guerra’s gendered codes, placing
women and gay men at the center of the development of a resistance cell. The evolution

188 John

Foot, Italy’s Divided Memory. London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009. Print. p 168.
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of the protagonists’ commitment to armed resistance takes shape through violent
persecution they experience as sexual minorities and strategies of survival in an
environment, both political and social, in which non-heterosexual sexualities coalesced
with discourses of subversion and dissent. Against the rampant misogyny and
homophobia present in Asce di guerra’s partisans and Resistance, La libellula seeks to
posit a queer historiography of the Italian Resistance which has by and large been
ignored.
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Chapter 3: Narrating a Gay Resistance in Bert D’Arragon’s La libellula
When published in 2009, Bert D’Arragon’s La Libellula was then the first novel
to situate an openly gay couple, Pietro and Giovanni, at the center of its representation of
the Italian Resistance.189 La libellula follows the protagonists, Pietro Zorzelli and
Giovanni Balzoni, from their experience of persecution at the hands of fascists due to
their homosexual relationship to their acts of armed resistance as members of the fictional
“Libellula”. As the narrative retraces the development of Pietro and Giovanni’s resistance
to fascism, it also depicts the evolution of the fictional Libellula from a Giustizia e
Libertà-affiliated group of antifascist intellectuals active in the early years of Mussolini’s
fascist regime to a cell of partisans active in the Italian Resistance. Unlike the one-sided,
all-male perspectives characterizing Il Migliore e l’ultimo and Asce di guerra’s
representation of the Resistance, La libellula offers up multiple viewpoints of the Italian
Resistance through its diverse cast of partisans. Woman and men, heterosexuals and
homosexuals, aristocrats and working class folk all lend their voices to a metahistorical
narrative that addresses instances of silence in Resistance historiography, that is, the lack
of information regarding gay partisans and their actions. The significance of a work such
as La libellula is not to be found in an acritical identification of it as historical document,
which it is most certainly not. Rather, it would be fruitful also to consider La libellula for
the manner in which it self-consciously presents itself, much like the study of a queer
Resistance, as a text under construction.
In previous chapters, I have shown that one observes how discourses of sexuality
reflect the manner in which the narrative treats the Resistance vis-à-vis a sense of history.
189

Bert d’Arragon, La Libellula, una storia di persone nella resistenza. Pistoia: Istituto storico della
Resistenza nella provincia di Pistoia Editore, 2009. Print.
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In my first chapter, I have discussed how Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo presents
Carlo’s new awareness of the Resistance as resulting initially from his desertion from the
Italian army and subsequent escape from Turin in the aftermath of the armistice
declaration of September 8, 1943. His commitment to it, though, arises and changes in
relation to his growing homoerotic desire for Marcello and Alberto, and then his quest to
reunite with the latter. The relative novelty that the Resistance represents for Carlo
permits him to negotiate a personal definition of what armed resistance signifies to him.
In my second, I demonstrated that in Wu Ming’s Asce di guerra, Vitaliano Ravagli
derives his idea of resistance in the postwar years from former partisans disgruntled over
the failure of the Resistance, itself more or less a fait accompli, to radically transform
Italian politics and society. Ravagli incorporates the men’s values – the idea of “betrayed
Resistance” and the language of patriarchal masculinity and misogyny – throughout the
narrative, culminating in his volunteering for the Laotian resistance to French colonialist
forces.
La libellula differs from both Il Migliore e l’ultimo and Asce di guerra, all the
while remaining a Resistance narrative. Its decentered narrative treats “official,”
historical information as secondary to its plot. Despite the inclusion of resistenza in its
title (“una storia di persone nella resistenza”), La libellula presents scenes of armed
resistance, guerrilla warfare, and discussions regarding the use of violence only in its last
100 of its approximately 400 pages. Instead, much of the plot is concerned with two
elements important to the narrative’s focus on the Resistance. On the one hand, it is also
concerned with the protagonists’ experiences of homophobic persecution at the hands of
fascists, which informs the duo’s emergent antifascism and their resulting involvement in
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the Libellula organization. On the other, then, it focuses on the growth of the Libellula
from a group of antifascist intellectuals to a resistance cell engaging in acts of sabotage
against both German and Italian forces.
La libellula is a metahistorical narrative that also speaks to issues of
representation in Resistance historiography. Mixing historical fact and literary fiction, the
narrative incorporates the spaces of the archive, speeches, radio broadcasts, newspaper
articles, and persons important to the historical development of the Resistance; to these it
mixes micro-historical, albeit fictional, documents such as letters, diaries, and interviews
that attribute an aura of rigorous documentation to La libellula’s fictional narrative.
“Book One” introduces questions regarding the constructedness of received knowledge of
the Resistance and its impact on the possibilities of representation. The novel opens in
contemporary Italy where Professor Ilvo Calani and Sergio Zorzelli, the grandson of La
libellula’s protagonist Pietro, discuss the Zorzelli family’s history: although Pietro had
carried out an active role in the development of a resistance cell, Professor Calani’s study
of his efforts has been rejected, as he states, on the grounds of Pietro’s presumed
homosexuality. The majority of “Book One,” then, narrates the homophobic persecution
Pietro experiences together with his partner Giovanni Balzoni during the rise to power of
fascism. They flee their hometown and find refuge in a brothel whose spaces and
prostitutes foster an atmosphere of resistance to fascist rhetoric of male chauvinism,
which I will make clear in a comparison to Vitaliano Brancati’s Il bell’Antonio. Giovanni
and Pietro eventually find themselves involved in the Libellula group at its headquarters
in Rome. “Book Two,” then, switches focuses to Giovanni, narrating the development of
his commitment to the resistance, characters’ debates over the use of violence, and the
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evolution within Giovanni of what Resistance historian Guido Quazza calls “la coscienza
di ribelle”, one’s own awareness of being a rebel or partisan.190 It does so through Calani
and Sergio Zorzelli’s archival research, whose findings then drive the plot’s forward
motion. Their findings not only become incorporated formally into the text's overall
composition (presented as historical documents independent from the narrative), but
oftentimes they become part of the narrative itself, serving to foreground La libellula’s
fictive representation of actions individual characters take as partisans.
For the most part, La libellula decentralizes discussions of political ideology in
the representations of its characters’ adherence to resistance cells working to liberate Italy
from fascism and establish a democratic government. This is not to say, however, that
talks of the politics of the Resistance do not appear; for in retracing the rise of fascism
and their opposition to it, characters most certainly mention the politics and political
figures of the day. Rather, part of what separates La libellula from other resistance novels
is that the characters often introduce or pair their political discussions with concerns
regarding homosexuality and its violent repression, and the desire to establish an
egalitarian society for all individuals regardless of sexuality. In other words, Pietro and
Giovanni’s quest for survival during the years of the fascist regime and the hopes they
and other characters express become La libellula’s queer politics of resistance. In this
regard, La libellula self-consciously presents itself in conflict with the tacit exclusion of
homosexuality and same-sex desire within studies of Italian Resistance literature, despite

190 Guido

Quazza, “La Guerra partigiana: proposte di ricerca” in L’Italia nella seconda Guerra mondiale e
nella resistenza” Eds. Francesca Ferratini Tosi, Gaetano Grassi, Massimo Legnani. 453-508. Milan: Angeli
Libri, 1988. Print. p 481.
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the presence of a novel like Carlo Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo discussed in Chapter
1.
Before proceeding further, I want to take pause to reiterate that I do not consider
the personal narratives that La libellula presents as necessarily factual or historically
accurate. Rather, what interests me for the purposes of this study is the dynamic emerging
from La libellula’s employment of Resistance history to foreground its fictionalized
inquiry into gay male’s participation in Italian Resistance and public calls for the study of
gay partisans, such as the one Italy’s ANPI has recently made. In the absence of
historically based knowledge on the subject, I maintain that a text such as La libellula
employs strategies of historiographic metafiction within its fictional documentation of the
presence of gay males and their experiences as partisan fighters within the development
Italian Resistance, indicating that fiction may be the starting point from which to begin.
By putting the history of the Resistance in dialogue with Pietro and Giovanni’s resistance
to persecution, La libellula effectively identifies the same desires – of renewal, of
freedom – as underpinning the protagonists’ queer politics of resistance and the
phenomenon that was the Italian Resistance.
At the time of its release, La libellula’s narrative combining homosexuality with
the Resistance’s fight for national liberation caught the attention of official associations
dedicated to the study of Resistance history and culture. Roberto Barontini, the President
of the Istituto Storico della Resistenza e della Società Contemporanea and an ex-partisan
himself, identified La libellula’s representation of Pietro and Giovanni’s struggle for
survival as containing values similar to those of the Resistance, calling the novel “a hymn
for liberty… [and] love, a song of the founding values of the struggle for justice and
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democracy in both the climate and the épopée of the Resistance.”191 Albeit directed
toward a work of fiction, Barontini’s statement reflects other calls for a revision of
Resistance historiography to include gay and lesbian partisans as well as the Resistance
narratives, whether known, like Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo, or remaining to be
discovered. Citing an ever growing corpus of studies of women’s participation in the
Resistance, for example, the Associazione nazionale partigiani d’Italia (ANPI) recently
appealed to international audiences on their public social media pages, encouraging
scholars to document the contributions gay and lesbian partisans made to the cause of
national liberation.192 Within La libellula’s pages, Pietro and Giovanni’s experiences of
persecution as homosexual men in Fascist Italy become the primary mode through which
their adherence to antifascist resistance takes shape in the past. The novel also posits their
avowed homosexuality as the primary motor for their exclusion from Resistance
historiography. In light of this recurrent theme, La libellula has brought about
conversations facilitated by the aforementioned ANPI as well as Italy’s leading LGBT
rights group Arcigay regarding the commemoration of gays and lesbians as both victims
of fascist politics and their actions in resisting such repression.193
191

d’Arragon, La Libellula, p 5. “In questa ottica possiamo sinceramente dire che questo libro è un inno
alla libertà, è un inno all’amore, è un inno ai valori fondanti della lotta per la giustizia e la democrazia nel
clima e nell’epopea della Resistenza.” (This as well as all future in-text translations are my own.)
192 The Associazione Nazionale partigiani d’Italia’s Facebook page, Accessed September 20, 2015,
https://www.facebook.com/51135152902/photos/a.394984562902.170741.51135152902/10152357501862
903/. The ANPI grounded their call for such studies in Carlo Coccioli, a former partisan. In Chapter 1, I
examined Il Migliore e l’ultimo, Coccioli’s semi-autobiographical novel which presents Coccioli’s love and
devotion to a younger male partisan within classical representations of homosexuality.
193 Bert d’Arragon, “Agenda ed eventi”, La libellula (website). Accessed September 15, 2015.
https://lalibellula.wordpress.com/agenda-ed-eventi/. In his schedule, presentations and discussions of La
libellula oftentimes coincide, on the one hand, with remembrances of the “omocausto”, or systematic
arrests, deportations, and exterminations of homosexual men during World War Two, such as the event
dated January, 23, 2013; on the other, there are also presentations of the book in which ANPI officials
participated, discussing the nature of archival research contributing to La libellula’s incorporation of
Resistance history into its fictional storyline (see events dated “October 23, 2010” and “April 16, 2010”).
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La libellula's "Book One" recounts the story of Pietro Zorzelli and Giovanni
Balzoni's growing antifascist sentiments as well as their experiences of persecution at the
hands of individuals and the fascist state taking issue with their homosexuality. For the
most part, the text presented this information as Professor Calani's thesis project
examining personages of the local Resistance efforts and both Pietro and Giovanni's role
in the growth of the Libellula group. As I indicated, La libellula conspicuously presents
itself as a mixture of fictive narration and historical documentation through diverse
means. For example, the characters comprising the Libellula group are all fictitious, as is
Pietro’s autobiografia romanzata. The nonfiction aspects result from the historical
personages, political parties, and events that appear throughout the novel’s temporal
development from 1922 to 1944: Field Marshall Pietro Badoglio, Carlo Rosselli and the
Giustizia e libertà movement he founded, Giacomo Matteotti, the invasion of Ethiopia,
the fall of Addis Ababa, and the armistice declaration of September 8, 1943. In effect, the
equitable presentation of fiction and documentation is a mise-en-abîme of the novel’s
overall structure, one which at once both comments on the possibilities fiction writing
may open up for future archival inquest and, thus, the agency the historical novel may
attribute through representation to individuals or groups who have been written out of or
become marginalized within historical writing.
La libellula’s opening narrative presents the theme of homosexuality and attitudes
contributing to its exclusion from contemporary studies of the Resistance as the impetus
for the telling of Pietro and Giovanni’s story. Mirroring the novel’s overall politics of
moving the discourse of the Resistance from center to the margins, seventeen year-old
Sergio Zorzelli has recently moved from Rome to the provincial town of Montepulciano.
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Shortly after arriving, Pietro makes the acquaintance of Professor Calani, a local historian
and university instructor, who delivers information that shocks the Roman youth:
Sergio’s paternal grandfather, Pietro Zorzelli, had carried out a primary role in the
development of a cell of antifascists from a group of individuals united in their opposition
to fascism to a band of partisans who engaged their enemies in acts of sabotage and in
battle. The subject of his tesi di laurea project, Prof. Calani bases his study of local
Resistance micro-histories on the life of Pietro Zorzelli, combining autobiographical
writings, diary entries, and information uncovered at local archives. Since its inception,
Calani’s project has encountered tones of disapproval regarding its content: a discussion
of the participation of homosexual men in local Resistance efforts. Having been
prompted by Pietro’s curiosity as to why the story of gay partisans has not yet undergone
publication, Prof. Calani’s exasperated response bluntly states: “You know, at times
people have their prejudices against others who are different. And your grandfather was a
partisan – and homosexual.”194 Calani’s confession, succinct as it may be, points to a
prejudice regarding, not so much the potential value of his research, but rather the quality
of Pietro’s character. Fellow historians thwart Prof. Calani’s project simply for the fact
that Pietro Zorzelli, before having married his wife Antonella, had been involved in a
homosexual relationship with Giovanni Balzoni. The refusal to publish Prof. Calani’s
study indicates the presence of homophobic sentiments and ideologies within an academy
that constructs a mutually exclusive binary opposition wherein homosexuality
undermines one’s involvement in the Italian Resistance, as if these two aspects were
unequivocally and naturally mutually exclusive.
194 D’Arragon

La libellula, 16. “Sa, a volte la gente ha dei pregiudizi contro persone che sono diverse. E
Suo nonno era partigiano – e omosessuale.”
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Without taking Prof. Calani’s statement as the denouncement of a real life event,
it is important to point out that the rejection of Calani’s own project stems from its
apparent potential to problematize not only received epistemological “truths” of the
Resistance, but more importantly the gendered representation of the genealogy of both
the Resistance and partisan figure. Giovanni Falaschi’s La resistenza armata nella
narrativa italiana, published in 1976, was the first critical work to exclusively consider
the literary representation of the Resistance and partisans in Italian literature.195 In
attempting to establish what he calls “authentic partisan literature,” Falaschi predicates
his typology first and foremost upon its linguistic expression, which must demonstrate
the emergence of a new type of literary language as a means of expression of a new type
of human experience (“la nascita di un linguaggio nuovo, espressione di una nuova
esperienza umana”).196 Falaschi’s proposal of a “new, expressive language” of the
Resistance novel results, as Elvio Guagnini has stated, from the co-mingling of diverse
genres and styles of writings within texts typically associated with the institutional
archive (government reports and announcements, communiqués, and journalistic
reportage) and the individual (letters, diary entries, interviews), all of which La libellula
incorporates structurally into its formal composition and within its characters’
experiences in the narrative.197 Falaschi maintains that “authentic partisan literature” must
also stem from the writer’s own direct experience(s) of victorious armed combat in
partisan brigades while excluding representations of the experience of defeat such as the
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horrors of war, racial persecution, deportation, and experiences in concentration camps
(“gli orrori della guerra, le persecuzioni razziali, la deportazione, i campi di
sterminio”).198 His study also effectively genders representations of the Resistance and
partisans as a male affair, having dismissed Renata Viganò’s L’Agnese va a morire as
rather an exponent of the nascent cultural politics of the Italian Communist Party.199 In its
stead, he highlights works by Italo Calvino (Il sentiero dei nidi di ragno), Elio Vittorini
(Uomini e no), and Beppe Fenoglio (Una questione privata), all of whom had also fought
as partisans, as representative of his “authentic” partisan literature.
Although published almost 40 years ago, Falaschi’s study continues to influence
studies regarding the limited optic through which contemporary scholars consider literary
representations of the male partisan figure. Responding directly to Falaschi’s
consideration of victorious partisans in his study of “authentic partisan literature”, Ezio
Sinigaglia introduces the theme of the antihero into his study of representations of the
male partisan in order to reflect, as various scholars discuss in depth, the crisis of
traditional male identity in the postwar years.200 Sinigaglia, too, cites the partisan Milton
of Beppe Fenoglio’s Una questione privata as one of the primary literary examples of the
Italian partisan as indicative of a weakened or antiheroic male.201 Milton’s return to the
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villa in Alba where he used to encounter his beloved Fulvia precipitates the revelation of
information that will change the course of his actions as a partisan. For when the villa’s
gardener informs Milton that his friend Giorgio Clerici and Fulvia became romantically
involved while Milton was away fighting in the hills, the Resistance for Milton becomes,
as the novel suggests, a private affair in which Milton will seek out his friend and, now,
rival for Fulvia’s affections.202 Upon learning that Giorgio has not returned to his
encampment from an excursion, Milton launches into a bittersweet reverie in which he
remembers not only the affection Giorgio expressed in his regard, but also the physical
intimacy the two often enjoyed in each other’s company.203 When discussing the
threesome Milton-Fulvia-Giorgio in Una questione privata, Sinigaglia only briefly notes
the triangulated desire orienting the grouping. Interestingly enough, however, he does not
explore the homoerotic possibilities theorists such as Eve Sedgwick have offered when
considering such tripartite relationships.204 In fact, when discussing the scene in which
Milton reminisces about the times he and Giorgio had slept alongside one another, indeed
pressed up against one another, Sinigaglia rejects any attempt at reading the homoerotic
qualities of this specific scene as “goffo”, or awkward. Instead, Sinigaglia claims that

Turin: UTET Editori, 2007. Print. p 39.
202 Sinigaglia, “Quel gusto aspro”, p 48.
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Milton’s homoerotic appreciation of Giorgio reflects Milton’s supposed “appreciation of
the superficial”.205 While important to highlight that Sinigaglia does not pronounce
homoeroticism tout court as “awkward”, his likening of Milton’s admiring Giorgio’s
nude body to superficiality does come across as suspect. It indicates an a priori silencing
of discussions regarding homosexuality and homoeroticism within studies of Resistance
literature and representations of the male partisan figure, a dynamic La libellula’s
presentation of Prof. Calani’s study both indicates and, then, employs as the primary
motor for its plot.
Pietro’s autobiografia romanzata, and indeed the entirely of La libellula, serve as
an antidote to the effects, whether intentional or not, of such comments and other
exclusionary tactics. Its blending of fiction and history, but witnessed from “official” and
personal points of view, align it with historiographic metafiction. Linda Hutcheon defines
historiographical metafiction as “confront[ing] the paradoxes of fictive/historical
representation, the particular/the general, the present/the past”206 and “often enact[ing] the
problematic nature of the relation of writing history to narrativization and, thus, to
fictionalization, thereby raising the same questions about the cognitive status of historical
knowledge”.207 As a literary pursuit, historiographical metafiction calls into question the
presence of ideologically motivated judgments within literary representations as
presenting “constructed meaning as something inherent in that which is being
represented”208. In this sense, Hutcheon’s historiographic metafiction gives the lie to the
apparent naturalness and stability of historical narrative attributed a posteriori through
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the politics of representation, which oftentimes presents reality through a white, Western,
heterosexual, male worldview. This type of postmodern literary pursuit takes advantage
of historical narration and the historical novel to point to the constructedness of historical
accounts and the knowledge they effect, “openly assert[ing] that there are only truths in
the plural... and there is rarely falseness per se, just others’ truths”.209 In this regard,
historiographical metafiction “elevates the private experience to public consciousness”,
“renders inextricable the public and historical, and the private and biographical”,
“reinstates the historical" into the narrative whereby challenging institutional assumptions
of art’s absolute separateness from objective disciplines, and “questions what counts as
history and what counts as literature”.210
As the opening frame narrative dissolves, the narration flashes back to fascist
Italy. Pietro Zorzelli must flee from his hometown of Montepulciano after a local group
of squadristi discover his sexual relationship with Giovanni Balzoni, a local shepherd. At
the time when the men’s liaison was uncovered, Pietro was engaged to the beautiful yet
sexually reserved Marietta.

He states that a feigned performance of “authentic”

heterosexuality could have permitted him a reprieve from such a socially established
transgression: “When they caught us, I could have pretended that for me it had all been
just a release of no import, caused by Maria’s iron clad morals, with that effeminate guy.
I could have gone back to her and left Giovanni to his destiny as a faggot and pervert.”211
Pietro’s considering leaving Giovanni to be violently attacked as “a faggot and pervert”
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(“finocchio e pervertito”) while he himself would have remained unaffected, reflects
what historian Lorenzo Benadusi considers part of the fascist regime’s political
mobilization of sexual desire, which they promoted as both naturally and necessarily
heterosexual in nature. This brand of sexual politics is predicated on the violent
repression of homosexuality, especially at the expense of males engaging in passive,
receptive sexual acts; individuals of the time labeled such men “passive sodomites” and
deviant “degenerate human forms [to be] recognized and branded with disgrace”.212
Pietro, however, does not leave Giovanni to deal with the repercussions alone. His
primary act of resistance to fascism lies in his rejection of the social and political
privilege a feigned performance of heterosexuality would have attributed to him, and in
assuming the identity of sexual deviant – a “faggot and pervert” – repressive, sexual
politics attributes to individuals like him. In this way, Pietro and Giovanni’s choice to
flee the homophobic violence that Pietro’s choice to align himself with discourses of
sexual deviancy becomes the primary motor through which their successive acts of
resistance emerge.
Pietro and Giovanni’s refusal to deny their sexuality brings about in Pietro an
observation indicating the arbitrariness of the social codes governing sexuality:
We were shameless, freaks, and unnatural, all the while others experimented with
each other as youths often do before getting married! For the [fascist] regime
homosexuals did not exist on Italian soil; as long as no one countered this lie, one
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could do as one pleased. But whoever revealed this great lie as such, just as
[Giovanni and I] did through our mere existence, had to be suppressed.213
Giovanni and Pietro’s flight from Montepulciano resulting from the discovery of their
relationship is a necessary action the couple must make, given the immediate threat of
violence. But we might also read it in light of a “coming out” of sorts. By this I do not
mean the process by which a political gay identity has developed and circulated amongst
gay and lesbian-identified persons in contemporary Western societies. What I am getting
at here is an idea that shifts the focus from a post-Stonewall valence of “coming out” as a
performative utterance intent upon liberating the gay individual from oppression and
silence to one that exposes the individual to further discourses of oppression, silence, and
refusal to acknowledge the existence of homosexuality.214 The homophobic violence and
threat of death that both Pietro and Giovanni flee are the corollary to Pietro’s
denouncement of the same hypocrisy that permits homosexuality only if it remains
hidden to knowledge. Pietro specifically exposes a web of power, silence, and resistance,
and the tacit recognition of their same-sex relationship brings us closer to David Halperin
who considers “coming out [as] an act of freedom, then, not in the sense of liberation but
213
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in the sense of resistance.”215 In refusing to deny both their relationship and the existence
of homosexuality, Pietro and Giovanni lay bare the paradox of fascists’ consideration of
homosexuality: it is both non-existent and yet so very real as to be seen as a direct threat
to the moral and political fabric of society. From a legal point of view, the fascist regime
passed no legal restrictions against homosexuality, for such a law would have codified in
national law the existence of homosexuality, something which the regime denied.216 In
such a way we might consider the couple’s admission of their same-sex relationship as a
direct act of resistance to the regime’s “factory of consent… forcing non-fascists” and
others into a matrix of “silence and obedience… through violence or the threat
thereof.”217 It is this, Pietro and Giovanni’s primary act of resistance, that will set into
motion their actions as homosexuals and partisans.
Although their fleeing lays bare the contradiction at the heart of the social and
political attitudes expressed toward homosexuality and same-sex couples, Pietro’s own
definitions of his relationship with Giovanni also highlight the position of privilege he
could choose to occupy despite being branded a “deviant” and enemy of society.
Immediately following their escape, Pietro and Giovanni travel through the Tuscan
countryside looking for a place to start anew. Stopping in small towns during their
journey, the couple does not face the same violent reaction; however, Pietro’s testimony
throughout his autobiografia romanzata indicates that he espouses the same homophobic
logic that had almost ended their lives. This is to say, although Pietro confides in his
fictionalized memoirs that he often found himself taking a passive role in sexual relations
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with Giovanni, he still reads their relationship in line with traditional gender roles: “I was
and remained a man as before, while [Giovanni] threw himself upon me like a girl… he
who was always suspected of being a half-woman, while I had never even thought of
being with someone like that”.218 Pietro’s resistance to accept an identity outside of the
“man [he] remained as before” while likening his partner to a young girl incapable of
moderating her sexual desire proves interesting, for it echoes what scholar Earl Jackson,
Jr. considers the “dual antagonism” that representations of gay male subjectivity often
identify.
Interested in “the ways in which gay men assume representational agency to
articulate deliberately ‘deviant’ or contestatory subjectivities,” Earl Jackson, Jr. considers
the role deviance plays in literary representations of gay identity and homosexuality
written by gay men.219 He proposes that a “truly subversive gay representational practice”
within fiction writing would contest the “dual antagonism” within gay male-centered
narratives that denounce “not only the gay [male] subject’s experience of heterosexist
persecution, but also his experience of patriarchal privilege.”220 In this way, Jackson Jr.
identifies that a truly politically engaged representation of male, gay identity within
fiction writing does not stop at depicting the antagonistic treatment of gay men within
heteronormative society, but highlights, also, the privileges and status patriarchy
attributes to males a priori of their sexual identity or sexuality. Ultimately, Jackson Jr.
maintains that the grounding of narrative practices within the experience of deviance
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amount to a “gay male cultural resistance to the heteropatriarchal fixing of male
homosexual

difference

from

heterosexuality

in

structurally

paralleled

binary

oppositions”.221 Taking up Linda Hutcheon’s vocabulary, Pietro fits into the mold of the
“ex-centric” narrative subject for his self-representation in the autobiografia romanzata
recounts the persecution he endured for his sexuality. His treatment of Giovanni
indicates, however, the freedoms he alone enjoyed as an individual who could, and often
did, fit within prescriptive conventions of idealized male behavior contributing to the
spectacle of virility so dear to the fascist political machine.
The appearance of heterosexual male privilege La libellula attributes to Pietro,
despite his same-sex love affair, becomes extended, also, to Giovanni. As they continue
on their southerly journey, Pietro and Giovanni almost drown while crossing a river, and
a group of prostitutes takes pity on the two. They decide to take care of them, citing that
the presence of two men in their house, even if clearly fugitives, would not raise
suspicion. There, Pietro and Giovanni not only become restored to health, but they
interact with the prostitutes, assisting them with housework and gossiping about the local
fascist officials who frequent the women. Their care for Pietro and Giovanni, in effect,
shifts the significance from the brothel as a site of economic exchange steeped in the
sexual labor the women perform to one mirroring a community of equals who assist each
other uniquely for the mutual affection they feel for one another. The presence of
Giovanni and Pietro and the affectionate relationship they develop with the prostitutes
demonstrates an attitude toward fascism’s culture of virility and male sexual potency that
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reflects observations present in Vitaliano Brancati’s Il bell’Antonio, which also lampoons
the culture of gallismo.
Returning to his native Catania following a long period spent in Rome, the
tragically beautiful Antonio Magnano accepts an invitation from his friend Edoardo
Lentini to pass the evening at the Pensione Eros, a local house of prostitution, to celebrate
his installation as the local secretary of national fascist party, or PNF. With all the men
gathered together in the presence of the house’s women, the national undersecretary of
the department expresses an interest in Antonio’s history with women, given the latter’s
good looks and reputation. Antonio feigns minimal interest in the women who offer
themselves to him and the other men; the undersecretary notices this and begins to
engage in juvenile behavior such as boasting of his potency and offering his ample body
hair as proof of his virility. After a violent moment where the undersecretary violently
assaults a prostitute who jokingly challenges his authority, Antonio transforms the
symbol of the undersecretary’s power, his fez, into a plaything: “At [the undersecretary’s]
words, Antonio removed himself from the woman’s arm and... grabbed the fez from the
federal undersecretary’s head; then, something unheard of, he began tossing it back and
forth, tossing it slowly, looking the opening of the half open window, as if he wanted to
throw it out into the street.”222 The symbol of the power of the undersecretary and
fascism, his fez, becomes a plaything that Antonio throws back and forth, almost
throwing it onto the street below. In this interaction the space of the brothel becomes a
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space of resistance to fascist politics of gallismo – sexuality, virility, and male sexual
superiority – the regime espoused.
When it comes to La libellula, the sexual dynamics within the house of
prostitution ironically bring about Pietro’s observations that further indicate his position
of privilege. Because he had previously worked as a baker, Pietro is soon able to find a
job in town, leaving Giovanni to pass the day with the prostitutes who, in turn, teach him
how to read, write, and play the piano. When Adolfo, a mutual friend who will become
Giovanni’s fellow partisan, suggests that Giovanni might prove to be a skilled blacksmith
due to his compact yet solid build, Pietro falls into a nightmarish reverie: “The idea that
Giovanni, with his nice yet soft body could become a muscle-bound hunk who, in the
heat of the fire, work with one-hundred-pound hammers, move two anvils at a time, and
would have broken all the glasses when taking tea in the salon, terrified me a lot.”223 It is
here that Pietro’s words become suspect, as they illustrate my previous citation of Earl
Jackson Jr.’s idea of the “dual antagonism” in representing gay males as both both
individuals endowed with male privilege and objects of persecution. On the one hand, the
mixture of horror and repulsion he feels upon the reversal of the traditional, binary
gender roles he had previously assigned to Giovanni and himself indicates his deep
seeded fear of identifying himself with femininity and women. On the other, it is also
indicative of the same “homosexual panic” that Daniele Zani and Vitaliano Ravagli
experienced in Asce di guerra, and notably absent in Il bell’Antonio’s fascists as they
prepare to share the brothel’s whores. By definition, homosexual panic refers to the
223 D’Arragon La libellula. p 60. “L’idea che Giovanni da ragazzo con un bel fisico forte ma dolce potesse
diventare un fustone tutto muscoli che al calore del fuoco batteva con martelli da cento chili, spostava le
incudini due alla volta e prendendo il tè nel salotto avrebbe rotto in continuazione le tazze con le sue mani
tozze mi terrorizzava un po’’.”
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affective mixture of fear and dread brought on by the identification (or threat of
identification) of the heterosexual male or closeted homosexual subject with
homosexuality.224 Although he has identified his relationship with Giovanni as a
homosexual one, elsewhere he describes it in heterosexual terms stating, “I felt as if
Giovanni were my girlfriend... in the logic of our relationship he was my woman.”225 As
Giovanni’s body develops from a soft corporality to one of bulging muscles in his vision,
Pietro must confront the logic through which he assigned binary gender roles and created
– even at least for himself – the semblance of a a socially permissible, heterosexual
relationship. Just as their male privilege had permitted them to access the spaces of the
brothel and the hypocrisy of fascist sexual politics, it also follows that there, Pietro’s own
binary logic likening would also expose his “dual antagonism” as a homosexual and male
subject.
The brothel offers the couple refuge only for a short amount of time. When the
podestà, or local fascist leader, finds out that Pietro and Giovanni are staying there, he
charges his men to set fire to the building. As before, Pietro and Giovanni escape by foot
and eventually make their way to Rome, where they take refuge in the metropolis. Anna
Margherita di Bellini in Lacroix, a Roman aristocrat, takes in both of the men. Through
her, Pietro and Giovanni come into contact with “La Libellula”, a group Anna and her
husband had founded to unite intellectuals and politicians in their opposition to
Mussolini’s fascist regime and committed to developing a culture of resistance to
fascism. In recounting the detailed history of its homonymous political group, La
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libellula incorporates the history and real life personages of antifascist resistance, such as
brothers Carlo and Nello Rosselli, Giacomo Matteotti, Ferruccio Parri, and Antonio
Gramsci. The group formed in 1915 when Mussolini, then a close friend of Anna and her
husband Philippe, advocated for Italian involvement in World War I. Following the
deaths of both Philippe Lacroix and Giacomo Matteotti, the Libellula group continues
operation thanks to the sustained involvement of individuals who would later become
Resistance heroes: “Without a leader the Libellula stood still… fortunately [Carlo]
Rosselli and [Ferruccio] Parri... continued the work supporting those who had to and will
have to leave [Italy].” 226 As a political exile in France and Spain, Carlo Rosselli would
found the Giustizia e Libertà antifascist movement, which would later attract the second
highest number of armed partisan resistenti and give birth to the short-lived, postwar
Action Party. Ferruccio Parri became not only leader of the Action Party, serving as the
party’s representative in the Comitato di Liberazione Nazionale Alta Italia (CLNAI), the
governing body of the Italian Resistance forces, but also the first prime minister of a
united and liberated Italy after the war’s end.227
So far in La libellula, the idea of “resistance” has not yet solidified into the
historical event identified with armed guerilla warfare and national liberation. At this
point Anna wants to exclude Pietro and Giovanni from her covert activities, knowing that
their overt displays of same-sex affection already draw the ire of the state which likens
Giovanni and Pietro to “Blacks, Asians, cripples… and other ‘sub-human species’,

226 Idem,
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enemies of Italy and of humanity”.228 Not long after the men arrive, Anna dies, leaving
her Roman palace to both Pietro and Giovanni. Pietro and Giovanni decide to allow “La
Libellula” group to continue using their new home as an operative base for group
meetings and, most importantly, the continued use of an in-house printing press with
which they create antifascist political flyers for distribution and eventual air drops.
Shortly thereafter Pietro obtains employment at a local newspaper, an activity that
permits him to continue his passion for writing poetry, including coded love poems about
Giovanni.
In its final pages, La libellula’s “Book One” will return to its contemporary frame
narrative. Pietro and Giovanni’s relationship comes to an abrupt end when Giovanni
betrays him with another man, Anna Margherita’s nephew and heir to the Bellini family’s
titles and fortune. Echoing his previous disparaging comments about “returning to [a
woman] and leaving Giovanni to his destiny as a faggot and pervert”, Pietro falls in love
with a local Roman woman, Antonella. The two eventually marry and have a child,
Emanuele, whom we know from the opening narrative is Sergio Zorzelli’s father. His
marriage and child notwithstanding, the state still considers Pietro a subversive
individual; the OVRA secret police arrest Pietro, charging him with attempting to destroy
Italian identity. Writing to her son, Emanuele, after Pietro’s imprisonment and death,
Antonella Zorzelli clarifies why he was arrested:
I’ve already written that, before marrying me, your father [Pietro] had loved a
man for many years. He wrote poems for him… [Pietro] was arrested under the
accusation of poisoning the Italian people. The fascist government arrests men
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who love other men. They are imprisoned and sent into exile in the borderlands
because they destroy Italian identity and weaken the image of the Italian man.229
Antonella’s letter effectively closes “Book One” of La libellula. Other documents,
whether of an “official” or micro-historical nature, become integrated into the novel yet
stand apart from the rest of the narration, usually through the italicized font. Government
documents and radio broadcasts of fascist officials always appear to be have been written
by a typewriter, while journal entries appear in a cursive font similar to handwriting. The
importance of Antonella’s letter is apparent, for the novel affords it its own chapter, “The
Letter of a Dead Mother to Her Son”.
For as much as his memoir served as primary narrative motor for La libellula’s
“Book One” articulating both resistances to homophobia and violence as well as Pietro’s
experience of male privilege, Pietro meets his doom quite early, dying in prison.
Antonella continues Pietro’s work, not only remaining within the Libellula group, but
memorializing his life in a letter to their infant son who had come of age in postwar Italy
without knowledge of his provenance. In a letter written in a period of bad health and
addressed to her son, Antonella Zorzelli, rather than denying any knowledge of his samesex relationship with Giovanni, reveals herself fully informed of her husband’s past
romance, going even so far as to allow her to read the poems he continued to write
regarding his and Giovanni’s years together. There, in the letter, Antonella serves as the
only voice in the novel, other than Pietro and Giovanni, to explicitly take up their cause
for future consideration:

229 D’Arragon, La libellula, 183. “Ho già scritto che prima di sposarmi, tuo padre [Pietro] aveva amato per
molti anni un ragazzo. Le poesie le aveva scritte per lui… È stato arrestato con l’accusa di avvelenare il
popolo italiano. Il fascismo arresta gli uomini che amino altri uomini. Vengono incarcerati o mandati al
confino perché distruggono l’italianità ed indeboliscono il maschio italiano.”
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I will explain our fight, so that you will know who we are. Then you can decide
which battle you want to find and with what tools [you will fight]. Do not lose
sight of the importance of freedom and of the rights that should be guaranteed to
all… Before me, your father had another important love story. Only that time he
was not with a woman, but a man. I never met that guy, but it’s not important…
So, remember to not think ill of love, whatever it may be. All those stupid
prejudices are part of that which your father and I fight. We do not have the right
to judge anyone, but, instead, are obligated to defend our rights and those of
others. 230
In a clear denouncement equating the violence of homophobia and identity politics that
brought Pietro to his death, Antonella calls on Emanuele, representative of the future
generations of Italy, to continue to actively resist such repressive attitudes, themselves
representative of the ideology against which Pietro, Antonella, and the rest of the
Libellula’s members fought.
Antonella’s letter to Emanuele also shows a development of the discourse of
sexuality present in Carlo Coccioli’s Il Migliore e l’ultimo. As I discussed in Chapter 1,
Carlo’s is the only point of view Il Migliore e l’ultimo expresses. He uses his voice and
gaze to describe only the men with whom he serves. Even his vision of postwar Italy is a
self-centered and singularly gendered one, for the end result of the Resistance exists only
in his reuniting with Alberto. And while Coccioli’s novel primarily represents women in
either the noises they make (“gridetti assorti e felici”) or in their emotional reactions (“le
donne preoccupate”), they are always, only present in relation to the surrounding men.
They are also entirely absent from the images of postwar Italy of which he dreams. In this
230
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regard, La libellula figures as a great and welcome development. First and foremost,
Antonella’s letter places her voice as the only one from the Libellula group that reaches
out from the past and connect to La libellula’s contemporary story line. In it she includes
the right to love regardless of the gender of the individuals in question under the banner
of the Resistance. Her admission to Emanuele that his father had been romantically
involved with both women and men displaces La libellula’s focus from discourses of
sexuality as necessarily fixed and identifiable; furthermore, she likens sexuality to
something that is fluid and constantly developing, much akin to the way La libellula
represents the Resistance within its pages.
FROM VICTIM TO PARTISAN, OR DEVELOPING THE “COSCIENZA DI RIBELLE”
Pietro's death effectively ends both “Book One” and his fictionalized
autobiography recounting the development of Pietro and Giovanni’s opposition to
fascism through their experience of persecution. “Book Two” will focus on the
development of the Libellula from a cell of antifascists to an independent group of
partisans. As I will make clear, the evolution leading Libellula from a circle of
intellectuals to their active embrace of the Resistance will involve discussions of politics
and violence that historians have identified as central to development of the Resistance.
Whereas the majority of the narration of “Book One” reflected Pietro’s point of view,
“Book Two” incorporates real documents such as speeches and radio announcements into
the fictional narrative, while the characters often debate amongst themselves the merits of
the use of violence to combat fascism.
As “Book Two” begins, Both Professor Calani and Sergio agree that young
Zorzelli will complete Calani's study, for which he must conduct interviews with
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Giovanni's surviving partner, Niccolò Bertini, as well as consult the same archival
materials the professor had used for his own purposes. In such a way, La libellula's
narrative point of departure passes from Calani's past study to Sergio's contemporary
interviews with ex-partisans and the archival research he carries out with the professor.
Professor Calani had grounded his project primarily in the autobiografia romanzata, a
mixture of Pietro’s own testimony and narrative form, and archival research. As we have
seen, the resulting narrative had focused primarily on Pietro’s relationship with Giovanni,
their persecution at the hands of fascists, and the resulting entrance into the Libellula
group. “Book Two”, in effect, presents itself as a project in progress. That is to say,
Professor Calani has asked Sergio assist him in obtaining the information they need to
finish the study. In this way, “Book Two” unfolds on two levels. First, the plot
concerning Giovanni, the Libellula, and the Resistance will continue where the end of
“Book One” had interrupted it. Second, the contemporary arc will also continue, and the
spaces of the archive, both institutional and personal, will come to the novel’s forefront
as Pietro and Calani visit convents, offices of local political parties, and interview
surviving members of the Libellula.
With regard to its formal organization, the novel presents such interviews with
Niccolò Bertini as both separate from and integral to the text itself. The use of different
compositional aesthetics such as font type and sizing brings the reader's attention to this
dual valence the novel assigns to Niccolò's words: they are most certainly not formally
part of the Resistance narrative, yet they also delve into tangentially related information
such as the political atmosphere of postwar Italy and aspects of his and Giovanni’s
relationship. For example, an interview with Niccolò interrupts the retelling of one of
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Giovanni's piano recitals, while also providing information characterized by personal
observations that set his words apart from those of the novel's otherwise omniscient
narrator.231 “Book Two” also incorporates fictional documents produced by real-life
entities, such as the Italian Ministry of the Interior. Here, too, the use of different font
style and size sets the documents apart from the rest of the narrative, for one can easily
identify them through the use of a typewriter-like font reflecting the look of a document
produced during the 1930s and ‘40s.
In this way not only does "Book Two" introduce Niccolò as a character in the
contemporary moment commenting on Giovanni's musical exercise, but he will also
become a personage within the narrative focusing upon Giovanni and the Libellula
resistance group. While cleaning the home Anna Margherita had left to him, Giovanni
uncovers a hoard of leaflets onto which his defunct patron had written words and calls to
action against Mussolini and his state. Reacting to the invasion of Abyssinia, one reads:
"Abyssinia is breaking our neck!... The dreams of the Duce are already shipwrecked. He
gives you lies, not colonies... Let's end it for once and for all! Down with Fascism and
Trickery!”, while others respond to Italian involvement in the Spanish Civil War: "When
we will we decide for liberty? When will we liberate ourselves of fascist parasites? Help
the people threatened by fascism in Spain... Down with Fascism and Violence!".232 This
231
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finding disturbs Giovanni and Niccolò, for until now they — along with Pietro —
believed that Anna Margherita and the other Libellula associates had simply been
opposed to fascism and had not taken any political action outside of their group. Such
proof, written in Anna's own hand, demonstrates to both Giovanni and Niccolò that their
friend had been actively resisting fascism and likewise called others to action. For
Giovanni, this finding will bring him almost immediately into debates regarding the
scope of direct participation, together with the Libellula's other members, in acts of
resistance.
The conspicuous reference to the Spanish Civil War occurring at the finding of
Anna Margherita's stash of flyers further ground La libellua’s fiction to the realities of
Italy's resistance past. Claudio Pavone, historian of the Italian Resistance, reminds us
that, especially for Italian Actionists (that is, adherents to the Partito d'Azione itself born
of the Giustizia e Libertà movement), Communists, and Socialists, "at work in the
Resistance was the memory of the Spanish Civil War, seen as the great rehearsal for the
European conflict precisely in the 'civil' and ideological sphere.”233 Carlo Rosselli,
founder of Giustizia e Libertà and, as the novel states, founding member of the Libellula
group before his escape to Paris from his exile in the confino, or a type of house-arrest in
isolated settlements in the Italian borderlands, coined the motto "Today in Spain,
tomorrow in Italy!”. Ex-partisan and historian Guido Quazza identifies Rosselli’s speech
broadcast on Radio Barcelona on November 13, 1936, as the first rally cry directed at
Italians, calling them not only to join the Spanish uprising, but also to actively resist
decidiamo anche noi per la libertà? Quando ci libereremo dai parassiti fascisti? Aiutate le persone
minacciate dal fascismo in Spagna... Abbasso Fascismo e Violenza!”
233 Claudio Pavone, A Civil War. Ed. Stanislao Pugliese; trans. Peter Levy. New York: Verso, 2013. Print.
p 367.
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Mussolini’s fascist state through violent means.234 In his speech, Rosselli appeals to the
political history of Italian unification to foreground his call for mass resistance aimed at
national liberation, likening the reigning fascist government to the foreign powers that
had dominated the Italian peninsula and violently repressed movements in favor of Italian
liberation from foreign rule.235 For him, the Spanish Resistance should serve to
demonstrate a need for a political reawakening for both Italian antifascists and apolitical
dissenters.236 His recourse to Italian national history adds the aspect of international class
solidarity to the struggle. For immediately after stating the need for the Italian proletariat
to rise up and liberate themselves from fascism, Rosselli tells his listeners that, stemming
from the Italian fascist state’s support of Franco, "Italian-made bombs launched from
Italian cannons" produced in Italian factories by the Italian proletariat strike Spaniards
fighting for freedom from fascist oppression.237
The echoes of Italian involvement in the resistance to the General Franco's forces
comes across with the arrival of Libellula associates. Not long after his and Niccolò's
discovery of the flyers, Giovanni and his friends begin to discuss the scope of the group’s
previously undisclosed acts of resistance. Giorgio, a founding member of the Libellula
group who had been in self-imposed exile in Paris until now, supports the call for an
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emergent, organized Resistance that goes beyond a mere vocalized opposition to fascism,
and, instead, will see independent resistance cells such as the Libellula directly cooperate
with politically affiliated groups such as the Communists.238 Giorgio’s opinion causes
trepidation in Giovanni who opposes the Communists’ espousal of violence as central to
revolution. Drawing upon his past experience of persecution in “Book One”, he likens the
forceful imposition of ideology to the violence of the squadristi the Fascists used during
their rise to power, from which he and Pietro had been forced to flee:
“You don’t want to impose political ideology, do you?” asked a concerned
Giovanni who took issue with regard to any sort of constraint. “Absolutely not!”
responded Giorgio, “Dogma, catechisms, rallying cries, and conformist desires
are certainly not things we shall miss!... I believe that we need to propose starting
points, the possibility to restart anew. But in order to accomplish this, it is not
enough to simply want to do something or to fight against a common enemy. If
[what we fight] is not substituted by a clear idea, simply wanting to be against
something will always lead to failure and discouragement… It would be
ridiculous to speak of revolution when we cannot even maintain contact between
ourselves and circulate antifascist information and newspapers! …We must fight
day by day.”239
Giorgio, who maintains contact between the Libellula cell and the Giustizia e Libertà
organization abroad, serves as the primary articulator of a political sensibility
characterizing Rosselli’s Giustizia e Libertà, which will later form the foundation of the
short-lived Partito d'Azione: local autonomy, land reforms, workers' right to unionize,
and the establishment of a secular, republican government disassociated from
238 D'Arragon,
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internationalist politics such as those espoused in Soviet Communism.240 Only Anne
Marie, the daughter of Anna Margherita and the late professor La Croix, voices concern
for the efficacy of Giorgio's plan. She doubts that individuals coming of age under fascist
rule and those Italian soldiers who either fought in Abyssinia or volunteered to fight in
the Spanish Civil war under fascist leadership will come to realize the need to rid
themselves of fascism. For the most part, discussions of the spontaneous awakening of
the Italian people and especially the youth of Italy evoke pessimistic responses from La
libellula's characters who, like Anne Marie, cannot envision an end to their struggle.
Anne Marie’s failure to see an end to fascism changes as the novel leaps forward to 1943,
but not before going into a long tangential narrative recounting Giovanni’s tour of Europe
as a concert pianist.
By means of the frequent narrative digressions in “Book Two,” La libellula
incorporates documents both real and fictional into the narrative. They give historical
insight, marking dates and events important to the development of the Resistance, the
metahistorical information along which the plot progresses. As Giovanni and Niccolò
listen to the radio, the Italian state news breaks in to communicate Mussolini's resignation
and his replacement by Pietro Badoglio. La libellula presents this pivotal moment in the
history of the Resistance in multiple ways. First, the reader encounters an official
transcription of the actual radio announcement itself, presented in its entirety. On a
secondary level, Giovanni and Anne Marie's ecstatic reactions mirror those of the
multitude gathering in the streets in the wake of the announcement. The group overhears
a young man screaming for his mother to throw away the picture of Mussolini, but not
240 Tom
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the frame because for him "the fight has just begun" ("la lotta è appena iniziata"),
indicating that Mussolini's image will be replaced with one of a new leader.241 If La
libellula displays others’ jubilant reactions, Antonio, Antonella's brother, contributes to
the young man's ironic awareness that this end is only the beginning of their fight. While
the others remain optimistic, Antonio berates them for ignoring that such a move amounts
to nothing more than a "rivoluzione di palazzo", or an ineffective coup that has brought
about no change other than in the appearance of governmental mechanisms.242
"Book Two" frequently and self-consciously places the past in dialogue with
present, by means of the information obtained in the archive or by interview. For
example, an interview with Niccolò Bertini follows Antonio's previous pronouncement of
the need to keep fighting.243 In it, he affirms Antonio's opinion thanks to an ironic
awareness of the historical events that will transpire: that is, that the removal of
Mussolini from power was followed by the slowly moving Allied liberation of Italy
beginning in Sicily and the Neapolitan insurrection against the German occupiers, as well
as the return of political exiles who were clueless to the fight to come. As I discussed in
Chapter 1, the events of the September 8, 1943 armistice serves in literary accounts of the
Resistance as the main impetus by which many former fascist soldiers, such as that
written by Carlo Coccioli, deserted the Royal Italian Army and joined various partisan
formations. Because the plot revolves around the development of most characters'
antifascism a priori to the development of armed resistance and guerilla warfare, La
241 D'Arragon,
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libellula transfers onto the date of Mussolini's removal from office the moment of its
characters' awakening that their fight will, in fact, require armed action. Speaking for the
entirety of the Libellula group, Niccolò informs Sergio, "Anyway, we decided to act. We
hadn't risked out lives for years only to content ourselves with half victories... At times I
damn my old age because I can no longer fight and there are things that need to be
changed!"244
He and his men successfully enter the city thanks, in part, to the aura of virile
corporality the soldier's uniform attributes to Giovanni as he passes before the actual
fascist troops: “Four men were in uniform and Giovanni, the fake captain of the
expedition… the soldiers trusted in the serious, fascist appearance of the strong man so
sure of himself, with his broad shoulders, commanding the small Italian convoy.”245 The
same hulking appearance had once inspired Pietro’s oneiric vision of Giovanni posing a
direct threat to the privilege he experienced as a masculine presenting male in fascist
society, which unlike the femininity attributed to Giovanni’s appearance, could allow
Pietro freedom to return to his fiancé and leave Giovanni to his “destiny as a faggot and
pervert”. Here, too, the text depicts Giovanni donning a masculine appearance, made
even stronger by the presence of the uniform, as the key to his accessing spaces and
information forbidden to outsiders.
Within its final, approximately fifty pages, La libellula represents its characters
undertaking direct action and speaking outright of the Resistance no longer as an abstract
244
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idea but as an event. With the Wehrmacht stationed in Florence, Giovanni leads four
men, including Adolfo and Antonio, disguised as fascist soldiers into the Tuscan capital.
The men have come to Florence to penetrate the shared Italian-German encampment
searching for a Jeep or other military vehicle to steal in order to move more freely
throughout the countryside. A young German soldier catches the group as they prepare to
breach the camp’s perimeter. Amidst the resulting kerfuffle, Adolfo, a Libellula group
member, kills the Nazi soldier. His action sets into motion La libellula’s discussion of the
ethics of wartime violence. Giovanni’s hardline rejection of violence in all forms places
him at odds with Antonio, a former soldier and one of the expedition’s members, with
whom Giovanni will debate regarding the use of violence in their acts of resistance. At
first, the exchange of opinions touches upon issues of homosexuality and gender: when
he examines the soldier’s lifeless body, Giovanni establishes a hierarchy of mournable
bodies when he remarks: “the death of an ugly man or a woman wouldn’t have the effect
on me so much as the death of a young, good looking man”, even if the person in
question had been a German soldier charged with indiscriminately killing partisans.246
There is also the question of religious teaching, for Giovanni takes recourse to the
biblical representation of the betrayal of Jesus Christ as narrated in the Gospel of
Matthew when he tells Antonio that those who live by the sword shall perish by the
sword.247
This second line of reasoning reflects preoccupations Italian partisans experienced
as their desire for liberation increasingly required acts of violence perpetrated against
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German and Italian troops alike. Commenting on attitudes toward guerilla warfare and
the moral problems the use of violence posed to Italian partisans, Guido Quazza notes
that questioning the exercise of force did not equate to a criticism of the Resistance itself,
but was a fundamental point of departure in the development of “la coscienza di ribelle”,
that is, an awareness of one’s own identity as rebel or partisan insurgent.248 Within this
ongoing debate one had to ask oneself: what is the relationship between the use of
violence, both rhetorical and physical, upon which the fascist regime had founded itself
and the acts of violence to which partisans necessarily resorted in their fight to liberate
their country from fascism? Quazza's response is that an individual’s reluctance to go
beyond acts of sabotage and physically engage the enemy often reflected the partisan’s
personal beliefs, religious or otherwise, that espoused non-violence.
Antonio reminds Giovanni that theirs is not a fairytale, but a fight that, for better
or for worse, requires violence and victims. Giovanni moves beyond the initial
representation of his disgust as resulting from his attraction to the soldier, posing a series
of rhetorical questions to Antonio: perhaps the dead soldier did not have the proper
education to realize the error of his ways; can one combat an ideology such as Nazism or
fascism without directly fighting individuals who espouse it? For as much as Giovanni is
unbending in his opinion against violence, so, too, is Antonio in his espousing it. In the
invective directed toward Giovanni, his espousal of the use of violence as a necessary
evil comes forth:
I joined the Resistance because I questioned myself what meaning did all of those
who died by my own hand have? If you permit, the lives of five people who
understand that this insanity must stop and who fight against those crazy fascists
and Nazis are worth much more than that of a soldier who hasn’t yet understood
248
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that he fights for an ignoble cause! … Fight against ideology? And just how do
you think you can fight an ideology? Just who is this ideology? Where is it to be
found? In people’s heads, in those who promote and defend that ideology. And if
their sacrosanct ideology calls for the destruction of freedom, declaring war
against the world, killing people? Once the attempt to convince individuals to
leave such an ideology behind has failed, well then, we have nothing left to do but
defend ourselves against the people acting under the name of this ideology.249
Antonio had previously taken part as an infantry soldier in Pietro Badoglio’s conquest of
Ethiopia, where he not only witnessed but participated in mass killings of local men
either forced to work to death or drowned in cement.250 His experiences in Italy’s African
colonies served to reorient what had previously been his steadfast belief that Italy’s
conquest of Africa reflected the moral and political superiority of fascism. I would like to
pause to reiterate that Antonio is a fictional character, and it would be impractical to take
this passage at face value. It does, however, reflect a dynamic present in what Claudio
Pavone has argued as the key to differentiating Resistance violence from fascist violence.
If Quazza had noted a degree to which religious objections to violence and killing
was part of the development of a “coscienza di ribelle”, Claudio Pavone addresses the
issue in a manner more attuned to the stance Antonio articulates. He argues, instead, for a
conception of the use of violence that takes into account not only the dismal realities of
German occupation such as mass killings of civilians and reprisals against partisans in the
wake of the armistice signed on September 8, 1943, but one that also considers the
249 Idem,

338. “Sono entrato nella resistenza perché mi sono chiesto quale senso avevano quei morti che
rimanevano a terra per mano mia! Se permetti, la vita di cinque persone che hanno capito che tutta questa
follia deve finire e che cercano di combattere quei pazzi di fascisti e nazisti vale molto di più di quella di un
soldato che non ha ancora capito di combattere per un’idea ignobile! … [Combattere] contro l’ideologia? E
come pensi di poter combattere contro un’ideologia? Chi è questa ideologia? Dove si trova? Nelle teste
della gente, in chi porta avanti e difende quell’ideologia. E se quella loro benedetta ideologia prevede di
abolire la libertà, fare guerra al mondo, ammazzare le persone, allora, una volta fallito il tentativo di
convincere tutti a mollare quell’ideologia, non ci rimane che difenderci con le armi contro le persone che
agiscono in suo nome!”
250 Idem, 171-7.
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regime’s previous wars, including their invasion of Ethiopia as well as the support given
to General Franco in the Spanish Civil War, in which many soldiers-turned-partisans had
participated.251 In response to Quazza’s seemingly universal consideration of belief in
non-violence as resulting from one’s Christian religious beliefs, Pavone indicates that
Catholicism had historically recognized the state’s legal right to enact the right of life and
death (jus vitae ad necis). This means that soldiers, when acting under the auspices of the
state as they had in Italian colonial campaigns for example, enjoyed a position of relative
spiritual impunity and legal anonymity when committing actions, even killing, the state
deemed necessary.252 This opinion considers soldiers’ actions not those of an individual
subject to punishment and damnation, but as official business legitimized by and through
the state itself.
The armistice of September 8, 1943, however, placed the idea of the state and its
legitimation of violence in question: was the state still a fascist one? Was Italy still a
combatant ally of Germany, or of the Allies? Just who could act under the auspices of the
Italian state given its apparent laying down of arms? The answers to such questions were
not clear, at least in terms of the legality of the jus vitae ad necis. Pavone does indicate
that this date was important in the evolution of the partisans’ view of the enemy:
If the partisan was no longer protected by the… anonymity guaranteed a priori to
the regular soldier… the enemy emerged from anonymity. Both as a German and,
still more, as a fascist, the enemy came to acquire a concrete and far more
individualized physiognomy: the enemy ceased to be only a collective identity.253
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Pavone, A Civil War, 497.
Idem, 503.
253 Idem, 504.
252
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The reasoning Antonio gave above in his debate with Giovanni most certainly reflects the
dynamic Pavone highlights. Whereas Giovanni projected his concept of the enemy onto
the abstract idea of “ideology” (even in its specific forms of fascism and national
socialism), Antonio articulates a dynamic closer to the one Pavone indicates,
anthropomorphizing political ideology and locating it physically in the bodies of
individuals espousing it, that is to say the occupying German and Italian Social Republic
forces.
When word of the soldier’s death and the news that another had been taken
prisoner (once again, by members of the Libellula) reaches the Germans, they are swift in
enacting a severe and violent reprisal against the inhabitants of Montepulciano,
Giovanni’s hometown where La libellula had begun. They storm a church, urinate on
crucifixes, and smash statues before inflicting horrors on the people gathered there. They
beat the priests just short of death, attempt to rape a young virgin who, rather than
become a victim of sexual violence, throws herself out a window, and begin shooting
randomly into the captive churchgoers. The Libellula group, Giovanni included, arrive
just as the Germans are about to leave, but not before the latter hang a local partisan,
Giuseppe, in the town square as they retreat. Giovanni witnesses the body twitching in its
last seconds of life, causing him to reevaluate his opposition to the use of violence:
[Giovanni] forced himself to look at Giuseppe Marino who still hung from the
streetlight, swinging in the wind… Giuseppe, as a man, had been absolutely
normal and had never done great things. He simply had been a living human
being with his hopes, ideas, and fears, and nobody had the right to kill him
whatsoever. Whoever had taken it upon himself to kill Giuseppe deserved to be
wiped from the face of the Earth.254
254 D’Arragon,

La libellula, 361. “[Giovanni] si sforzò di guardare di nuovo Giuseppe Marino, che pendeva
ancora dal lampione, dondolato dal vento che sembrava volesse clamarlo con il suo soffio… Giuseppe,
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The previous scene of reprisal, which culminates in the public killing of a local partisan
and the exposition of his body in the square, brings the evolution of his “coscienza da
ribelle” from one diametrically opposed to the use of violence to one recognizing, even if
reluctantly, the necessity of its use. Giovanni’s comment recalls observations real life
partisans made in the midst of armed resistance following September 8, 1943. In the
Piedmont edition of the Partigiano alpino newspaper printed by the same Giustizia e
Libertà organization to which La libellula ties the fictional group of the same name, a
local partisan opines on the necessity of killing enemies, both foreign and domestic:
When we are compelled to kill one of our fellow men, one of our fellow
countrymen, at times even an old friend, our hand does not tremble because we
know we have had to act to defend ourselves, in that he wanted our death. When,
moreover, we remember again the sanctity of the cause for which our comrades
are dying, we feel all the more that we are performing an act of true justice.255
My concern here is to not to attribute the commission of acts of violence and
killing as concomitant to “partisan consciousness”, if we are to borrow once again
Quazza’s term, nor to insinuate that real life partisans indiscriminately and randomly
perpetrated acts of violence against anyone who crossed their path. Debates considering
the justness of partisan violence have exploded in number in recent years, especially in
the wake of the release of films such Renzo Martinelli’s Porzûs recounting the massacre
of a partisan battalion perpetrated by fellow Communist partisans and Giampaolo Pansa’s
come uomo, era stato uno del tutto nella norma e non aveva mai fatto grandi cose. Era stato semplicemente
un essere umano vivo con le sue speranze, idee e paure e nessuno aveva il diritto di ammazzarlo, per
nessuna ragione. E chi si era arrogato il diritto di decidere la sua morte, meritava di essere spazzato via
dalla faccia della terra.”
255 “Giustizia partigiana” in Il partigiano alpino, Year 1, no. 4, August 1944. Cited in Falaschi, La
resistenza armata, 23. The original text reads: “Quando siamo costretti ad uccidere un nostro simile, un
nostro connazionale, talvolta persino un antico nostro amico, la nostra mano non trema perché sappiamo di
aver dovuto agire per difenderci, in quanto egli voleva la nostra morte. Quando poi consideriamo ancora la
santità della causa per cui cadono i nostri compagni, sentiamo vieppiù di compiere un atto di vera
giustizia.”
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book-length publications regarding the soldiers who volunteered for Mussolini’s Italian
Social Republic.256 Rather, what La libellula posits in Giovanni’s reflections
demonstrates tense and often unclear moral attitudes toward subjecting another to
violence for the sake of national liberation, especially in light of the vicious abuse, both
physical and verbal, he suffered at the hands of fascists due to his own sexuality.
After the change of his opinion regarding his own use of violence in his own,
Giovanni becomes willing for the first time to organize the Libellula’s most dangerous
mission thus far: he agrees to once again sneak behind enemy lines in order to liberate
partisans and local citizens whom the Germans had taken prisoner in their retreat from
the church. In a manner that both recalls and subverts Giovanni’s previous invocation of
religiously grounded opposition to violence, Anne Marie, Giorgio, and Giovanni enter
into the camp disguised as nuns who have come to console the prisoners before their
scheduled execution. Unlike associations Il Migliore e l’ultimo makes between fear,
femininity, and reduced masculinity in Carlo’s observations of the cross-dresser in Turin,
in La libellula the trio’s cross-dressing as nuns is a courageous act that will, however,
have dire consequences. In the midst of the encampment, they gain access to the
prisoners in question and begin to pray. Anne Marie transforms the Latin prayer “ora pro
nobis” into the battle cry, “Now, for us!”. A fierce altercation arises as the rest of the

256 For

a discussion of the growth of a corpus of texts critical of the Resistance and episodes of partisan
violence including both Pansa and Martinelli see Philip Cooke, The Legacy of the Italian Resistance.
London: Palgrave MacMillan, 2011. Print. p 173-189; for a concise yet thorough discussion of debates
within the first fifty years of Resistance historiography, including instances of partisan violence, see
Simone Neri Serneri, “A Past to Be Thrown Away? Politics and History in the Italian Resistance”.
Contemporary European History, Vol. 4, No. 3, November 1995. p 367-81. Accessed February 2, 2014; for
a case study of an instance of postwar partisan violence, see Sarah Morgan, “The Schio Killings: A Case
Study of Partisan Violence in Postwar Italy”, Modern Italy, vol. 5 no. 2, 2000. p 147-160. Accessed
February 29, 2012.
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Libellula partisans arrive and begin fighting the Germans. In the midst of the altercation,
a sniper gravely wounds Giovanni whom the others hide among the bushes as they
continue to fight. In the cool shade were he finds himself, Giovanni watches a dragonfly
(una libellula) in flight and slips into a peaceful reverie. La libellula does not end with the
representation of Giovanni’s death. Beyond his name, the lack of confirmation of
Giovanni’s death mirrors the conclusion of Il partigiano Johnny. Amidst a fight between
the group of partisans to which Johnny belongs and fascists, Johnny meets his fate, open
ended as it is: “Johnny stood up with his semiautomatic rifle and Tarzan’s gun... two
months later the war ended.”257 Johnny’s final actions close the narrative in a manner
similar to Roberto Rossellini’s Paisan with its sober observation that the war ended two
months later.258 La libellula, however, returns to its contemporary storyline where
Niccolò Bertini’s personal testimony supplants the objective, neorealist tone with which
Il partigiano Johnny concludes. Amidst recounting his own experience of having been
wounded in the church shootout and his subsequent convalescence in an Allied hospital,
Niccolò adds a sense of mystery to Giovanni’s death. “They found the place [where they
had left Giovanni], saw that the ground was wet with blood, but Giovanni was no longer
there... He had simply vanished. And he was never found, neither dead nor alive.”259
While he had been shot and hidden amongst the shrubs, no one had been able to locate

257 Fenoglio,

Beppe. Il partigiano Johnny. Turin: Einaudi, 1994 (1968). Print. p 480
In the closing sequence of Paisan, German soldiers drown Italian partisans and their American
collaborators in the waters of the Po River. The narrator then pronounces that in the following spring the
war had ended, news that renders the executed partisans all the more tragic figures. Paisan ends with its
depiction of partisans’ death, whereas at the end of Il partigiano Johnny there still remains the possibility –
even if a remote one at that – that they mythic yet tragic Johnny might still be alive.
259 La libellula, 383. “Trovarono il posto [dove avevano lasciato Giovanni], videro che la terra era
imbevuta di sangue, ma Giovanni non c’era più... Era semplicemente scomparso. E non fu mai ritrovato, né
vivo né morto.”
258
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his body or confirm his death. From a tragic hero, Giovanni had become for Niccolò and
the rest of the Libellula fighters, a quite literal mythic figure.
CONCLUSION
Throughout this chapter, I have closely read La Libellula’s fictional account of
Pietro Zorzelli and Giovanni Balzoni, two men whose same-sex romance precipitates the
often violent persecution they experience as a homosexual couple in Italian society
caught in the middle of Benito Mussolini’s skyrocketing to power. Book One of La
libellula primarily focuses upon the development of Pietro and Giovanni’s opposition to
the rise of the fascist regime and its fixation with an unbending male virility itself
identifiable only within terms of heterosexuality. Their quest to find a space in which to
freely live their lives and romance caused Pietro and Giovanni to flee their Tuscan
hometown and establish themselves first in a brothel and then in Rome. Pietro and
Giovanni comingle with other individuals whose exercise of sexuality is at one and the
same time considered both deviant and necessary: deviant for the presence of active
female sexual desire in a space considered vital for the practice of male heterosexuality.
In a way reminiscent of how Vitaliano Brancati’s novel Il bell’Antonio depicts the degree
to which the brothel serves both as a space of both power and resistance, the brothel in La
Libellula becomes a space where Pietro and Giovanni’s develop not only an awareness of
the “deviance” their homosexuality assigns them in the eyes of society, but a growing
desire to resist the violence and forces of erasure that threaten their everyday survival. La
libellula’s “Book Two” narrative shift examines not only the historical development of
the Resistance and Second World War conflict, but also represents the evolution of
Giovanni from apolitical persecuted individual to committed partisan. Such a progression
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occurs in the midst of the Italian Resistance’s development within the ongoing saga of the
Second World War conflict and in part, thanks to his sustained contact with former
fascist soldiers who had taken part in the regimes’ conquest of Ethiopia.
Amidst official calls for the expansion of Italian Resistance historiography to take
account for gay partisans’ involvement in the liberation of Italy from fascism, La libellula
emerges as an example of how historical fiction might respond to the imperatives
typically attributed to the historian. I do not insinuate and have purposely avoided
attributing to La libellula the qualities of a real historical study; rather, La libellula’s selfconscious blending of historical fact and fictional narrative “play upon the truth and lies
of the historical record” of the Resistance fighter, most notably commemorated in his –
and it is almost always “his” – male gender and heterosexuality.260 Indeed, the novel’s
characters take on further historical (yet still fictional) inquiries into the Libellula group
because Professor Calani’s study remains unpublished due to its allegedly scandalous
material documenting Pietro Zorzelli and Giovanni Balzoni’s same-sex relationship.
Even though the “study” is fictional, the motive for which it has not seen publication does
indicate to a certain degree implicit biases within studies of literary representations of the
Resistance and Italian partisan figure. Furthermore, the extent to which groups such as
the National Association of Italian Partisans and other regional associations have engaged
publically and favorably with La libellula indicates an institutional openness to
considering expressions of sexuality within studies of the male partisan.
In light of this appreciation for La libellula, one should also remain critical of the
use of both misogynistic and, at times, homophobic language and imagery the character

260 Hutcheon,

A Poetics of Postmodernism, 114.
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Pietro uses in his autobiografia romanzata. As I have discussed in light of Earl Jackson,
Jr.’s study on deviance and gay-male self-representation in fiction, Pietro’s novelistic
autobiography identifies not only his persecution resulting in his homosexual
relationship, but also the social privileges his gender allowed him to access at the cost of
others. Jackson, Jr. maintains that a truly revolutionary gay-male representation lays bare
this dual antagonism; moreover, future studies of La libellula could examine the novel’s
treatment of its female characters active in Libellula’s formation and becoming a mixedsex band of active partisans in light of women’s writing of the experience of war and
Resistance, such as Ada Gobetti’s Diario partigiano as well as Renata Viganò’s novel
L’Agnese va a morire and her collection of short stories, Matrimonio in brigata.
La libellula’s open-ended conclusion resists the temptation to demand textual
closure and add to La libellula’s representation of the Resistance closed and fixed
meaning, just as the text refused to do vis-à-vis its representation of sexuality. Giovanni
takes a bullet after having made the decision to actively fight alongside the other
partisans. There, in the middle of his first battle scene, he disappears, leaving no trace of
himself and of his whereabouts. Only minutes before disappearing into the ether,
Giovanni spots a dragonfly, the symbol of the group he has fostered since the death of its
founders, Anna and Philippe Lacroix. As he disappears, he quite literally becomes the
stuff of which myths are made. Niccolò Bertini recounts all this information to Sergio in
their last interview, which closes the novel. As the novel ends in contemporary Italy with
an interview, so, too, does La libellula reflect the sense of urgency the Association of
National Partisans of Italy employed when appealing to Resistance historians to interview
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the dwindling number of Italian partisans with regard to theirs or other’s experiences with
gay partisans and same-sex love in the Resistance: it is late, but not too late.
In the next chapter I read Ferzan Özpetek’s film Magnifica presenza. Set in
contemporary Italy, the film’s main character, a gay actor named Pietro, encounters the
ghosts of an acting troupe who had assisted the Italian Resistance during World War II.
In order to free them from their eternal performances, Pietro must gain assistance from a
transvestite who, through the help of a community of transgender women, leads him to
the source of the ghosts’ Pirandellian existence. Through the presence of the ghosts and
the film’s citation of bygone stars of the silver screen, I will read the spaces of the film
and its Resistance backstory as exhibiting elements of what at least one theorist will call
“queer time” and “queer productivity”.
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Chapter 4: A Contemporary Resistance: Nostalgia and Perversion in
Ferzan Özpetek’s Magnifica presenza
This chapter’s focus will be Ferzan Özpetek’s film Magnifica presenza, released
in March of 2012.261 The film adopts a revisionary mode of viewing and approaching the
Resistance, this time doing so from the point of view of a contemporary queer man,
Pietro Pontechievello, whose interactions with ghosts of Italy’s liberation movement past,
rather than recount instances of armed resistance, come to bear upon issues of
theatricality, performance, and a ludic, dynamic fashioning of the body in space and time.
On the one hand, the film's focus on fascism, resistance, queer sexualities and gendered
being engages the codes of the so-called “fascism-perversion” equation — that is, the
association of political perversion with a panoply of non-normative sexualities and
desires — that David Forgacs has identified in films retrospectively reviewing Fascism,
national socialism, and resistance. On the other, Magnifica presenza’s suspension of a
purely linear development in the diegetic narrative engenders a mode of storytelling that
relies on a dynamic fusion of past and present time and a process of signification
predicated upon simultaneous progressive and retrogressive movements within the film’s
images. Going against critics who identify Özpetek and his films as middlebrow, I will
discuss how Magnifica presenza serves as an example of the revision of past cinematic
production and offers up a counter-discourse to the association of fascism and
homosexuality, endowing its queer characters, instead, with the power to set free these
ghosts of Italy's Resistance past. Magnifica presenza transforms the diegesis into a confused (that is, joined together), ludic time and space within which the film’s queer

261 Magnifica

presenza, directed by Ferzan Özpetek. (2012. 01 Distribution, Rome.) DVD.
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characters resist acts of homophobic and transphobic violence leading to the production
of knowledge needed to liberate the ghosts from their eternal performance.
Magnifica presenza tells the story of Pietro Pontechievello who, at the age of
twenty-eight, has recently moved from his native Sicily to Rome to pursue a career as an
actor. Following the death of his father, who had forbidden him to act professionally,
Pietro finds himself living in the Italian capital with his overly affectionate cousin Maria.
Together, the two succeed in finding Pietro an apartment in the villa of the late contessa
Casanova in Rome's Monteverde Vecchio neighborhood. Not long after moving in and
beginning restoration work, Pietro begins to notice strange occurrences such as laughter
emanate from empty rooms and objects moving on their own. When returning from a
successful audition, Pietro finally encounters the source of these goings-on: eight ghosts
who appear decidedly more real than phantasmic; their late-1930's style of dress and
make-up, however, charge the film with a nostalgic sentiment of past time that evokes
bygone stars of classic cinema.262 These ghostly individuals comprise the Compagnia
Teatrale Apollonio, a theatre company founded in 1939 who traveled Europe delivering
irreverent, updated adaptations of classic theatre. Operating under the permission and
financial support of the fascist regime, the Compagnia Apollonio toured Europe while the
continent became increasingly involved in the conflicts of the Second World War. During
262 Throughout

this chapter I will employ a diverse terminology with which to refer to the film’s
otherworldly personages, against Özpetek’s own pronouncements. In an interview airing on the Italian state
television RAI, Fabio Fazio of Che tempo che fa repeatedly referred to the troupe’s members as “ghosts”
(fantasmi). Özpetek himself took issue with this terminology, asking the public to not refer them as ghosts,
preferring instead to call them “presences" as they appear on screen as flesh and blood individuals. (“Non
chiamateli, per favore, ‘fantasmi’. Sono presenze in carne e ossa.”) Özpetek would later maintain that
rather than persons, the on-screen presences emerge from the reality that was/is their demise and are forced
to relive it daily. Ferzan Özpetek, interviewed by Fabio Fazio, Che tempo che fa, RAI 3, 11 March 2012.
Internet. Accessed September 5, 2015. http://www.rai.tv/dl/RaiTV/programmi/media/ContentItemd07b03bd-3691-4bc0-b99f-7aef61635f5d.html
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their years of activity, the actors sustained, in effect, a double performance that the
backing of the fascist government afforded them. For as they traveled and were received
by government officials, the members of the troupe also maintained contact with
operatives of the Italian Resistance, passing along information obtained during official
receptions in the embassies they visited. When their clandestine activities eventually
come to light, the individuals become hunted outlaws and ultimately meet their doomed
fate in a hiding space within the contessa's home. In their daily interactions, the ghosts
and Pietro form somewhat of a non-traditional family structure within the space of the
home, with Pietro stuck in an in-between temporality: his antisocial, childlike behaviors
and sexual naïveté belong to an adolescent, yet his physicality is that of an adult man.263
Through his interactions with the presences occupying his home, Pietro ultimately
becomes charged with finding Livia Morosini, a missing troupe member who is aware of
the ghosts’ fate and has the knowledge that will set them free from the eternal present in
which they find themselves.264
In their consideration of the cinema of Ferzan Özpetek and Magnifica presenza in
particular, critics remain divided regarding the corpus’ merits and faults: some see
Özpetek’s work as representative of popular cinematic production, while for others, it
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Bocchi, “L’arte e i (tristi) gay”, p 28. Pietro is, after all, as Pier Maria Bocchi states “una persona che
vive nel passato, ha aspirazioni artistiche e manie di ordine… [un] fanciullo ingenuo che si diletta con gli
album delle figurine dell’Unità”.
264 The film’s preoccupations with metacinematic issues of persona and performance reflect Magnifica
presenza’s adaptation from Luigi Pirandello’s Sei personaggi in cerca d’autore — an undoubtedly rich
topic meriting its own separate analysis. Recalling Luigi Pirandello’s conception of the interplay between
art and life, the presences are stuck somewhere between otherworldly, phantasmic beings and products of
their capocomico’s artistic invention. For their part, the presences are unaware of the passage of time, stuck
in an eternal present where they believe Italy is still at war and fear for their loved ones’ survival under the
threat of Allied bombings. Since Pietro arrived in the house, the ghosts have sought him so that he might
put an end to their never-ending drama.
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contains multiple layers of commentary on Italian society in the new millennium. Film
scholars such as Catherine O’Rawe, for example, posit that the transparency and ease of
access to the narrative of films such as Magnifica presenza’s predecessor Loose Cannons
render Özpetek a director of middlebrow films at best.265 While offering differing
critiques of contemporary Italian society, many of Özpetek’s films tend to be
characterized by a certain redundancy on the level of narrative: the white, bourgeois gaze
of Italy meets the gaze of the Other who, existing in the margins of society, exercises a
destabilizing and decentralizing force that profoundly reverberates in the former, who
must then reevaluate his/her own view of self and the world. Jay Weissberg considers
Özpetek’s commercial success as indicative of a commitment to a purely popular mode
of filmmaking whereby the director “[distances] himself from edginess, settling for sweet
and funny themes and avoiding any real struggles.”266 The box-office success of
Magnifica presenza and its antecedent, Loose Cannons, undoubtedly speak to Özpetek’s
popularity as a filmmaker and to the mass consumption of his films.267 When considered
alongside Özpetek’s predilection for casting high-profile Italian actors Margherita Buy,
Riccardo Scamarcio, and Elio Germano, who all figure prominently in the films’
publicity posters, such choices most certainly speak to the nexus between his actors’
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Catherine O’Rawe “Stars and Masculinity in Contemporary Italian Cinema”, The Italian Cinema Book.
ed. Peter Bondanella. 268-274. London: BFI: Palgrave MacMillan, 2014. Also key to O’Rawe’s reading is
what she sees as Özpetek’s predilection for constructing stories around the point of view of the italianomedio, the average Italian representative of white, middle-class, male points of view.
266 Jay Weissberg “Magnificent Presence” Daily Variety. March 28, 2012. Internet.
http://variety.com/2012/film/reviews/magnificent-presence-1117947296/ Accessed September 19, 2014.
267 A common thread in reviews of Magnifica presenza was the decision to release the film in 400 copies
throughout Italy. In the end Magnifica presenza earned a total of € 3,180,000, a modest sum compared to
the € 8, 352,000 Loose Cannons earned at the box office. http://www.mymovies.it/film/2010/minevaganti/
Internet. Accessed October 2, 2014.
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celebrity status and the films’ marketing strategies.268 Others, however, offer differing
judgments when considering Magnifica presenza as part of a filmic tradition that attempts
to make sense of Italy’s national past. Paolo Mereghetti considers Magnifica presenza’s
use of multiple interpretive dichotomies with which to re-read the film’s historical
material – fascism, war, and resistance – as supplanting attempts to identify guilty and
innocent parties.269 And still, Pier Maria Bocchi sees the return of gay-centric themes in
Magnifica presenza as a return to the originality and critical themes of his earlier cinema
that first identified Özpetek as a contemporary cinematic auteur.270
Although these observations are very astute and should encourage further studies
and debates on Özpetek’s cinema, my aims in this section are not to question or justify
his place in the Italian cinematic canon, nor to revive debates regarding the presence,
absence, or search for auteur figures in the contemporary landscape of Italian cinema.271
268 Turkish

actress Serra Yilmaz, whom Özpetek has repeatedly cast in films with the exception of
Hamam: The Turkish Bath (1997), Loose Cannons, and Magnifica presenza, has become synonymous with
Özpetek’s filmmaking.
269 Paolo Mereghetti, “Magnifica presenza: Özpetek riscopre la famiglia in una casa abitata da fantasmi”.
Corriere della sera. 13 March 2012, pp. 43. Print. http://cinematv.corriere.it/cinema/mereghetti/12_marzo_13/mereghetti_magnifica_presenza_4e1fcfc6-6cf7-11e1-b7b3688dd29f4946.shtml
“No one cares anymore about separating innocent from guilty parties. What interests Özpetek is to pursue
the dream of a world without barriers... [The film] is an embrace of the past and present, between memory
and history, between fiction and reality: a dichotomy to which the film charges itself to add new readings.”
(“Non interessa più a nessuno dividere colpevoli da innocenti. Quello che interessa a Özpetek è inseguire il
sogno di un mondo senza barriere… [Il film] è un abbraccio tra passato e presente, tra memoria e storia, tra
finzione e realtà: una dicotomia a cui il film si incarica di aggiungere nuove letture.”)
270 Pier Maria Bocchi “L’arte e i (tristi) gay”. Cineforum. Vol. 52, N. 3. 2012, p. 27-29. “With Magnifica
presenza [Özpetek] seems to make his mea culpa; he returns, more or less, to Le fate ignoranti, and once
again finds himself, the auteur (yes, an auteur, and a very recognizable one at that) of existential
melancholy, of a weakened sense of gender.” [“Con Magnifica presenza, [Özpetek] pare fare mea culpa;
torna indietro, più o meno a Le fate ignoranti, e ritrova se stesso, l’autore (sissignori, un autore, e
riconoscibilissimo, per giunta) della malinconia esistenziale, del gender depotenziato e senz’armi”] (28).
271
For a discussion on the current state of Italian film studies, especially the legacy of Neorealism in Italian
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Rather, I depart from critics such as O’Rawe and Weissberg. I maintain, instead, that in
Magnifica presenza Özpetek makes possible different, indeed novel, ways of engaging
the Italian Resistance through filmmaking and criticism relevant not only to discourses of
Italy’s national past but also to modes of retroactively situating queer individuals vis-àvis political ideology. Magnifica presenza posits a counter-discursive alternative to the
association of homosexuality (among other non-normative sexualities) as indicative of
adherence to fascist ideology, which certain examples of retrospective cinema past deem
incompatible to the survival of the individual, the nation, and the struggle to establish
democracy in Italy. Instead, Özpetek’s film capitalizes on the retrospective gaze the
fascism-perversion films employ in regard to the national past and the proximity of queer
characters to it. Magnifica presenza accomplishes this through its use of postmodern
codes such as nostalgia, pastiche performance, and intertextuality whereby an on-screen
ludic “queer time” and “queer space” reaches back to the past to produce knowledge in
the present moment, which itself has a profound effect on the trajectories of the ghosts of
the Resistance past. I understand that “queer” is a term wrought with polyvalent, if not
vague, definitions. Rather, my use of “queer” indicates gendered spaces and practices not
defined by dimensions of sanguinity, generational organization, and sexual reproduction,
but through the execution of “ludic”, or playfully unproductive, embodied practices
Magnifica presenza presents through the on-screen coalescence of transvestitism,
performance, and elements of nostalgia.
I will proceed by briefly demonstrating how Magnifica presenza’s initial
reception situates it within Resistance commemorative culture. Then, I will highlight the
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film’s nostalgic turn to the fascist and resistance past, ironically, by way of its
contemporary setting and its dialogue with theories of the postmodern. Last, I will
discuss how this makes possible a critique of the films which David Forgacs identifies as
having contributed to an association of non-normative sexualities — homosexuality,
especially — with fascist and national socialist ideologies.
Upon its release in March 2012 Magnifica presenza became incorporated almost
immediately in artistic manifestations commemorating the Italian Resistance and its
cinematic treatments. On the night of 25 April, Italy's national festa della liberazione,
festival organizers projected onto the Piramide Cestia near Rome’s Porta San Paolo
images and still shots from films depicting Italians’ experiences of war and resistance
under fascism. The event’s de-centralized location outside of the city’s ancient walls
mirrored the critique this display of images set into motion. Recognizing the by-and-large
male-gendered discourses characterizing Resistance hagiography these films set into
motion, event organizer Cesare Esposito projected both real-life and cinematic images of
armed female partisans and staffette (unarmed, young civilian women who oftentimes
transported goods, messages, and arms thanks to their unsuspecting appearance),
including images of actress Anna Magnani in her role as Pina in Rome Open City.272 On
the one hand, the display of static photographs on Gaius Cestius’ tomb transformed the
first-century BCE monument into a palimpsest of Italian history, overlapping the physical
remnants of Cestius’ religious duties as one of Ancient Rome’s epulones (one of ancient
Rome’s four organizers of public celebrations and banquets) with mass, commemorative
cultural manifestations of what Stephen Gundle has called the “civic religion of the
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Resistance.”273 On the other, the public art installation initiated the display of Resistance
films with female protagonists. This event carried over into simultaneous viewings of
films such as Paola Sangiovanni’s documentary Staffette: Donne della resistenza,
Giuliano Montaldo’s cinematic adaptation of Renata Viganò’s neorealist novel L’Agnese
va a morire, and Roberto Rossellini’s iconic Rome Open City. The evening’s theme of
viewing female protagonists and partigiane as part of a commemorative re-viewing of
Resistance films also included a showing of Ferzan Özpetek’s Magnifica presenza, a film
in which Pietro, a gay Sicilian man living in Rome, encounters (both literally and
figuratively) the ghosts of individuals who had been involved, at least tangentially, in the
resistance movement for Italian liberation.
At first glance the selection of Özpetek’s film as one of the primary cinematic
screenings could appear to run counter to the theme of (re)viewing images and women
partisans and their involvement in the Resistance. The contemporary Italian individuals
populating Magnifica presenza’s world seem to have forgotten the Resistance past in
which the film, ghosts, and commemorative exhibition are grounded. Unlike the novels
treated in previous chapters, the word “resistenza” is only mentioned once in the entire
film; references to fascism and Mussolini occur only tangentially, for example when
Pietro consults an online encyclopedia researching the Apollonio Theatre Company;
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Pietro’s landlady, signora Gea, even reduces victims of fascist violence to “those poor
souls” (“quei poveracci”).274 Against the overall absence of a historical awareness of
armed resistance to fascism, the collocation of Magnifica presenza — a film with a
mostly contemporary temporal and spatial setting where its queer protagonists encounter
each other, and its oblique manner of viewing the Resistance — amongst Esposito’s
curated selection of films raises the question: In a project dedicated to viewing images
primarily of women partisans, why would organizers also include a newly released film
set in the present, one which has a gay male at the center of its plot that associates the
ghosts of Italy’s Resistance past with issues of performance and spectacle? In the
following paragraphs, I will begin to answer this question by presenting Magnifica
presenza's subversive use of postmodern modes of nostalgia and intertextuality, which, in
effect, will permit the film to speak to what critics have highlighted as the nexus of queer
sexualities and political perversion in postwar Italian film.
REVIEWING THE RESISTANCE: POSTMODERNISM, NOSTALGIA, AND INTERTEXTUALITY
Magnifica presenza’s initial sequence underscores the film’s metacinematic
preoccupations with spectacularity, embodied performance, and a nostalgic display of
reviewing Italy’s Fascist past. As the film begins, the cinematic spectator’s gaze is
countered by an initial extreme close up shot of an observing eye heavily adorned in
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theatrical makeup staring at the diegetic theater-goers as it simultaneously returns the
gaze of the cinematic viewer. Almost immediately, the oppositional nature of the primary
exchange of gazes between spectator and the disembodied eye gives way to the primacy
of the latter as it becomes one with the camera. This synchronized camera/diegetic
observing eye continues to observe, nervously darting around the entirety of the theatrical
space and effectively zooming in on individuals fraternizing with their fellow
theatergoers. The splendor of the theater’s rococo interior counterbalances the temporal
specificity of the individual attendees as well as the other actors adorned in heavy
makeup and sumptuous costumes. In the display of these primary images, however, the
attendees have also become performers in their own right, identifiable through their
costuming and posturing: the Roman upper classes, donning their fur coats and
extravagant jewels, mingle with the rigidly upright officers in grey, German SS uniforms.
A gunshot rings out, attendees and actors alike flee in panic, and the camera fades to
black. The emergent “real life” drama set into motion by the gunshot and panicked flight
supplants the now stymied theatrical performance as the primary concern of the film.
Magnifica presenza’s end-as-a-beginning in Nazi-occupied Rome becomes
superseded, thanks to a cutting across space and time, and replaced with a contemporary
domestic scene: a young couple enters an apartment in which they appear to be
interested, followed by the landlady. As both admire and lament aspects of the
apartment’s interior, what appeared to be the conjugal ties of their relationship reveal
themselves, instead, to be familial: Pietro and Maria are not husband and wife, but
cousins. Following the death of his father, Pietro has moved from his native Catania to
Rome in order to pursue his dream of being an actor, cohabiting with Maria while
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searching for a home of his own. Having found an affordable apartment in a stand-alone
villetta in the Monteverde Vecchio neighborhood of Rome, Pietro is eager to sign a rental
contract, when Maria makes a potentially disturbing find: the apartment comes equipped
with a small, concrete cell hidden behind a false wall in the living room. Signora Gea, the
landlady, explains that her mother had inherited the home from the contessa Casanova, “a
great woman who helped so many of those poor individuals during the war.”275 The
unfortunate souls in question are none other than the persons comprising the theater
troupe encountered in the opening sequence.
The second half of the opening sequence certainly plays on the presence of this
opposite-sex dyad and assumptions of their heterosexual coupling, an expectation that
will briefly undergo revision. Beyond moving to Rome to pursue a career in acting, Pietro
Pontechievello has also come to the Italian capital in order to be closer to his supposed
lover Massimo. Before he can relocate to his new apartment, he must restore it. As the
restoration work in his new abode comes to an end, Pietro finally prepares to move out of
the apartment he has shared with Maria who has acted as both friend and mother-figure
for her younger relation. While the two embrace before Pietro leaves to his new home,
Maria surprises Pietro by repeatedly touching him on or around his genitalia (the exact
location of the touch remains unseen, for the camera shows the two embracing in a
medium-shot from the chest upwards). In response to the seemingly innocent gesture
Pietro sarcastically replies, “Maria! If I fail at being gay, just imagine [if I tried to be]
straight!”276 Some critics reacted negatively to this and Pietro’s general lack of sexual
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desire as indicative of an unrealistically sterile representation of homosexuality.277 This
scene, however, is indicative of Pietro’s rejection of a singular and fixed gay identity. His
obsession over Massimo and over-the-top gesticulations might prompt some to connect
him with a categorical gay identity, but Pietro’s acknowledgment of his own failure “to
be gay” regards, rather, a resistance to prescriptivist identity politics mobilizing
monolithic identities vis-à-vis sexuality. Pietro’s sexual ambiguity and his sexual
liminality — most certainly not heterosexual, but not quite gay enough to be “gay” —
reflects the in-between, queer temporality of the house’s presences who find themselves
somewhere between life and death, presentness and pastness.
This complex relation of time regarding Magnifica presenza’s plot and the
process of (re)viewing the national past in the light of the present becomes apparent in
the appearance of the apartment’s otherworldly housemates. While Pietro establishes
himself in the apartment of his dreams, a group of unique presences begin to present
themselves to Pietro. One night after having auditioned for a national advertising
campaign, Pietro awakens to hear laughter and movement coming from inside his
apartment. In a charged moment combining the suspenseful sounds of string instruments
in crescendo with a self-aware camp excess, Pietro encounters the source of all the
disturbing goings on: eight individuals, all dressed in 1940s-style clothing and wearing
theatrical makeup. What appear to be corporeal presences in the house are actually the
spirits of individuals belonging to a traveling acting troupe, the Compagnia Teatrale
277
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Apollonio, of whom there has been no trace found since their disappearance in 1943. As
was made apparent in the characters’ costuming and stylization within the film’s opening
sequence, Magnifica presenza’s ghosts initially convey their pastness through repeated
appeals to nostalgic affect produced through and upon the film’s citation of the golden
era of cinema, particularly the star personas as well as fashions of the 1930s and ‘40s.
The on-screen styling of Lea Marni, the resident diva of the Compagnia Apollonio
evokes the classic Hollywood femmes fatales: her blonde coif recalls publicity images of
Jean Harlow while her streamlined dress adorned with crystals and her imperious yet
seductive physicality associate her with stars such as Marlene Dietrich. Beatrice Marni,
the troupe’s resident ingénue, dons the formfitting dress and undulating curls of a young
Rita Hayworth, while the capocomico’s sleek hairdo, tuxedo costume, and penetrating
stare reminds one of the suave divo of silent film, Rudolph Valentino.278 Together, they
transform the diegetic space into one that juxtaposes present society with the
spectacularity of the cinematic past.
The actors and their appearance are not the only means through which Magnifica
presenza nostalgically situates the past in the present moment. Both before and after his
initial encounter with his otherworldly housemates, Pietro has been occupied with the
restoration of his abode to its past condition. A montage sequence displays Pietro
replacing missing tile, repairing loose wallpaper panels, and clearing objects former
occupants had left at the house.279 At the beginning of the film, Pietro had praised the
278
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apartment’s abundance of harsh, natural light; now, with the restoration work complete,
the lighting has changed from brightly sunlit to a softer and noticeably darker hue as if
the apartment were constantly lit by the feeble rays of light of a dusky sky. Other than
Pietro’s computer and CD player (which make only brief appearances), the home space
also generally lacks outward signs of Magnifica presenza’s contemporary setting. The
furniture, from Pietro’s bed to the dining set to the living room suite, all evoke styles of
decades past. The feeling of nostalgia and past time that the apartment imparts also sets
into motion the ghosts’ interactions with the apartment’s new inhabitant. The completion
of restoration work anticipates Pietro’s dinner date with Massimo, a man whom the
protagonist has continuously followed for a period of three years after having passed only
a single night together.
When Massimo shows, he promptly threatens Pietro with physical violence before
leaving. In the wake of the threat of violence, the entire troupe of ghosts then manifests
itself to Pietro. Seated around a sumptuous spread, the ghosts implore Pietro to assist
them in locating a missing friend and fellow actor, Livia Morosini; moreover, the
knowledge and worries they express with regard to the outside world are not in line with
Pietro’s own contemporary awareness. As the apartment’s inhabitants slowly congregate
around the dinner table, Yusuf Antep and Beatrice Marni establish the parameters of the
film’s parodic treatment of the association with homosexuality and fascism / political
perversion, a topic that will come to a head in later scenes. Taking a seat at the table,
Yusuf ecstatically exclaims “Ooh! Finocchi!”, playing upon the word’s double
signification as both the root vegetable “fennel” and the homophobic slur “faggot.” The
visibly shaken to the point of being unable to speak in full sentences, had only come to claim a few items
left behind.
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delight with which he reacts establishes a sense of playfulness that the film will employ
in later scenes where gender and sexuality are at the forefront of the plot. Instead,
Beatrice Marni implores Pietro to help the group reach their fellow collaborators: “Do not
be afraid. We’ll never mention your name… we are used to it by now.”280 The historical
signification of these simple phrases sets into motion one of the “retro-reading” instances
whereby the viewer must go back to the film’s on-screen past: the phantasmic presences,
their knowledge of the outside world, and actions are temporally crystalized in Italy’s
fascist past; moreover, the individuals participated in covert, antifascist activities.
The spirits of Magnifica presenza simultaneously both espouse and disavow the
film’s mix of nostalgia and history. The contemporary points of view of the cinematic
spectator or Pietro himself might read the spirits’ costumed styling and evocation of
bygone stars as part of a mise en scène intent upon recreating a strict sense of both the
Italian national past and the past of international cinema. The ghosts, however, do not see
themselves as such, for they have no awareness regarding the passage of time; for them,
the time-space in which they live remains an eternal present. When we look at the film’s
diegesis and plot, however, a juxtaposition of the contemporary (Pietro’s budding career
and personal life) with the realities of the past (the troupe, their collaboration with the
Resistance, and their personal dramas) places notions of a purely sterile nostalgia into
question.
Let us take for example the scene immediately following Pietro’s first successful
audition. Returning home Pietro finds the entire troupe consoling Beatrice and Yusuf in a
moment of despair. Having witnessed the exchange and believing it to be a rehearsal,
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Pietro bursts into a rousing applause, compliments them on their performance, and
enquires if it is part of a new spectacle under production. The spirits recoil, unable to
fathom how Pietro mistook their anguish for a performance, with Lea Marni protesting:
“This is no comedy. It’s a drama. The drama of our lives!”281 Their real-life drama stems
from their anguish as parents: fearing being caught, Beatrice and Yusuf have sent their
son, Ahmet, to Turkey by way of Milan. After Ahmet’s departure, the troupe has learned
of an Allied bombing of Milan and train stations; their suffering, begun more than
seventy years ago, continues to resonate in them as if it happened yesterday. Pietro
informs the troupe that all trains are running normally and states that the only problem
one might find regards the running of trains toward Italy’s southern regions. The comedic
tone of the scene is, in fact, a play on both Pietro’s and the viewer’s access to the
knowledge that the war in question ended more than seven decades prior to the film’s
release. What had originally been a touching moment between worried parents becomes a
bittersweet moment in which the ghosts’ eternally relived past experiences come to cast a
shadow on the realities of Italy in the present: while one attributes the complications of
northbound train travel and the anguish Beatrice and Yusuf feel as a direct result of
wartime actions, the transportation problems Pietro mentions as a Southern Italian fills
the moment with bittersweet humor. Pietro thus becomes a link that unites both the
awareness of the past with the knowledge of the present, resonating within the wartime
mindset of the ghosts, yet instilling in the viewer an ironic awareness that the present is
inextricably tied to the past and, despite technological and stylistic changes, might not be
that drastically different after all.
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The ghosts, then, begin to trust Pietro as a source of knowledge that might help
liberate them from their condition; as for Pietro, this moment also serves to initiate his
dedication to the ghosts and their quest to find Livia Morosini, their missing friend and
fellow troupe member. The juxtaposition of nostalgia and the historical irony from which
the film’s comedic tones also result, links the diegetic space of the home as well as the
viewing subject (embodied here by Pietro as synecdoche for the viewing subject) to a
process in which both irony and nostalgia serve as the primary producers of knowledge
within and around the film itself. Furthermore, it ultimately facilitates the coalescence of
these disparate individuals into a community not bound by discourses of law, kinship, or
familial belonging, but through the acquisition of knowledge made possible by retroreading the present through this past. In the following sections I will discuss how
Magnifica presenza further utilizes issues of performance and nostalgia in such a way as
to establish a resistance to a history of cinematic representations of non-normative
sexualities posited as inimical to the “domestic family” of the Italian nation.
FORWARD TO THE PAST: REREADING THE FASCIST-PERVERSION EQUATION
I would like to return to the opening discussion regarding the inclusion of
Magnifica presenza in a commemorative event effectively identifying women and gay
men’s underrepresentation in Resistance historiography. I mentioned that the
incorporation of Özpetek’s film in the commemorative practices of reviewing the
resistance during celebrations of Italian liberation from fascism was an attempt to
establish a counter-discourse to the negative connotation postwar films established in
regards to homosexuality and the retrospective examination of fascism. Considering this
last point, however, the inclusion of such a film is indicative of a recent trend in Italian
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cultural production that rereads Italy’s resistance past, in which narratives of partisan
undertakings write gay and queer men into resistance historiography, as discussed in the
previous chapter regarding Bert D’Arragon’s historical novel La libellula. The filmic
tradition with which Magnifica presenza became associated in the commemorative events
in 2012 has, historically speaking, linked fascist and national socialist political ideology
and “perverse,” non-normative sexualities, such as homosexuality and sadomasochism, as
well as associating discourses of the liberated nation with the family, heterosexuality, and
biological reproduction. In doing so they make images of the traditional family as
synecdoche for the nation, identifying the struggle against fascism and the continuity of
the Italian nation with such filmic depictions of familial survival against the constant
threat of annihilation, which such films counter either through the inclusion of a childwitness or the symbolic potential of the heterosexual dyad to bring about new life.282
Such is true in the other films whose images were projected onto Gaius Cestius’ tomb the
night of 25 April 2012.
The oft cited Rome Open City and L’Agnese va a morire, its understudied
counterpart in Esposito’s project, situate the Resistance and liberation cause within
images of the traditional family structure. The primary acts of the former film place
Francesco, Marcello, and Pina’s subversive acts against Nazi occupiers and hopes for
national liberation in line with the reiteration and reestablishment of the heterosexual
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dyad and discourses of biological reproduction in the nuclear family, given frequent
referrals made to Pina’s pregnancy and her upcoming marriage to Francesco. L’Agnese
va a morire further domesticates the Resistance and liberation movement wherein
Agnese, an Emilian washerwoman turned staffetta, becomes a maternal figure to a local
band of partisans who in turn call her “mamma Agnese”. As she assumes a maternal
significance in line with the partisan family, Agnese takes on domestic labor tasks such
as cooking, washing, and providing the men moral support when she is not clandestinely
transporting weapons and secret communiqués. In this way, we might reconsider Pierre
Sorlin’s observation when he says that postwar European cinema is concerned, at least
historically speaking, with representing resistance “as a private, domestic activity.”283 His
original statement collapses the domestic space of the home onto the idea of the patria, or
homeland, for within film matters of resistance are already always an “in house” affair.
The focus such films place on the domesticity of national resistance movements on the
one hand necessitates the placing of emphasis upon acts undertaken by individuals
belonging to a given country’s domestic liberation movement; on the other, it situates the
fascist and national socialist regimes within representations of foreignness and abject
otherness. Sorlin’s underscoring of discourses of domesticity such films set into motion
also necessarily bring about questions stemming from the projection of the nation onto
the individual family, futurity, and sexuality.
The same politics associating national liberation and political rebirth to
representations of the political and literal domestic spaces also ties non-normative
sexualities and lifestyles — and especially homosexuality — to the perceived destructive
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threat posed by Nazism and fascism. When observing the growing eroticization of
sadomasochism in pornographic literature and film popular primarily within gay male
subcultures as well as the popular resurgence of artifacts, films, and studies of Nazifascist cultures in the 1970s, Susan Sontag proclaims an essential link between fascism
and homosexuality.284 Noting the elements of fantasy and theatricality characterizing both
the aesthetics of fascist mass spectacle and the representation of sexual acts of
domination and submission growing in circulation at the time, Sontag retraces this
growing fascination with sadomasochism, in part, to spaces and practices of homosexual
relations before stating outright: “Between sadomasochism and fascism there is a natural
link.”285 Responding in part to Sontag’s claim, David Forgacs observes a correlation
existing between the representation of “perverse,” non-normative sexualities and
characters embodying Nazism and fascism in certain retrospective films —including
those previously mentioned — that take into account Italian and German political pasts.
Within the historical-political films of the 1960s and 1970s such as Luchino Visconti’s
The Damned and Bernardo Bertolucci’s The Conformist, the on-screen confluence of
power and violence “coalesced with representations of homosexuality, bisexuality, and a
panoply of [sexual] perversions,” whereby articulating a seemingly organic association
284
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between the exercise of fascist political ideology with divergent sexualities.286 Forgacs’
association grounds itself upon the oft-cited Ingrid/Major Bergmann coupling in Rome
Open City, which aired just prior to Magnifica presenza in the commemorative
celebrations of Italy’s liberation day. Scholars have noted that, with regard to the
character Major Bergmann, the head of the Roman gestapo who causes heinous acts of
torture to be inflicted upon many of the film’s protagonists, for Rossellini “it was not
enough… that Bergmann is a moral monster. He is also portrayed as an effeminate
homosexual, and his assistant Ingrid is a viper-like lesbian.”287 Indeed, the film frequently
shows Bergmann within the homosocial spaces populated by male SS bodies, whereas his
assistant Ingrid, often dressed in such a way to emphasize a hulking, broad-shouldered,
masculine corporality, commingles with the German SS men in her procuring luxury
objects and drugs used to both seduce and reward Marina for passing along useful
information leading to the capture of partisan leader Giorgio Manfredi. Forgacs identifies
Rome Open City as establishing a sexual politics that likens the “springtime” Pina and
other characters with the rebirth of the Italian nation following the defeat of Nazism,
made synonymous with both a threatening homosexuality and sadistic torture.288
In a like manner, in Visconti’s The Damned, posits homosexuality, transvestitism,
and gender ambiguity as harbingers of political and ethical degeneration. Martin von
Essenbeck’s performance in travesti as Marlene Dietrich the night the Reichstag burned
figures as a prelude to the film’s association of Martin’s effeminate behavior, sexual
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abuse of his cousins, incestuous behavior, and matricidal actions to his ascent within the
ranks of the National Socialist party. In light of Forgacs’ study, Kriss Ravetto partially
reifies Sontag’s primary association of homosexuality with fascism. In a reading of
Martin’s campy drag performance and pastiche of Marlene Dietrich as Lola Lola in The
Blue Angel as a comment on the homoerotic appeal of Hitler’s SS. She also considers it
an appropriation of the femme fatale personage, ultimately equating the film’s
representation of excessive femininity exercised by either women or men with both the
sexual and political seduction of fascism.289
Ultimately Forgacs repudiates the teleology underpinning the associations of
divergent sexualities and abject sexual acts with sadism and fascism. For in his findings
such associations:
“[hide] the extent to which fascists demarcated between bodies, drew boundaries,
and expelled deviancy as abject, in order to establish a ‘healthy’ moral and
political order… The irony is that in the economy of postwar representations
fascism has so often been confused with that which it did abject in order to
establish its own identity”.290
This collapsing of aberrant politics onto modes of sexual desire as a heuristic for reviewing the national past effectively elided the political ideology of fascism with imagery
with homosexuality (among other presumed sexual perversions) and the fascist state with
the abject body; however, the actions undertaken during fascist rule such as deportations
and expulsion to borderlands had attempted to eliminate homosexuals and suspected
homosexuals from the body politic. The sexual matter of such films effectively inscribe
the nation and its survival within a monolithic and unbending heterosexual imaginary
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replete with proper (again, heterosexual) modes of reproduction represented in the dyad
or family unit; at the same time, the film represents the “perverse” homosexual or sadistic
fascist as inimical to the survival of the national and domestic family, warranting his/her
own elimination from both milieux.
In the following paragraphs, I will talk about Magnifica presenza and the means
through which I believe the film displays a resistance to the representational parameters
of the fascism-perversion equation Forgacs identifies, further aligning itself with
strategies Özpetek’s films employ, seeing the filmmaker as “revising familiar cinematic
forms and identity formations rather than reiterating them.”291
Queer theorists have criticized Fredric Jameson’s disparaging remarks on
nostalgia and the culture of postmodernism, positing instead a reevaluation of nostalgic
affect as playing a constitutive role in the formation of queer communities. In her study
on the possibility of defining a queer collective memory and identity through practices of
retrospective reading and writing, Nishant Shahani finds Jameson’s return to the
historical novel as predicated on a nostalgic appreciation for the medium itself.292
Susannah Radstone argues that Jameson’s discussions of nostalgia are limited in that they
tend to consider nostalgia in relation only to the social, political, and cultural context of a
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purely neo-Marxist criticism of the modes of production under capitalism. She suggests,
rather, that one should take into consideration nostalgia’s turn to the past as fulfilling a
role in the constitution of social groups and identities, including the “politics of
nostalgia,” that is, “the question… of the meanings and significance of the view(s) of the
past offered by nostalgia culture”.293 In this regard, Jack Halberstam takes on Jameson’s
own apparent nostalgic view of modernism and its focus on essential aura, form, and
mastery in comparison to his negative consideration of the dynamism and the unfixedness resulting from the disappearance of the referent in postmodernism. He posits,
instead, that the logic of late capitalism and the “crisis in the stability of form and
meaning” (especially including categorical forms in non-essentialist identity politics of
sex, gender, and sexuality) of the postmodern provide “an opportunity to rethink the
process of cultural production, its hierarchies, and power dynamics” including instances
of resistance and capitulation amongst members of subcultural communities. In regard to
this last statement, Halberstam takes issue with what he sees as a “homophobic rejection
of postmodern cultural logics as queer and ludic” and the devaluation of body and sexual
politics seen as secondary or even tertiary to the impulse toward activism in a strictly
Marxist or neo-Marxist context.294
Halberstam in turn proposes a rereading of postmodernism’s crisis in meaning
and its focus dynamism as, instead, potentially positive for queer communities. This sight
of queer productivity made possible within and through the crisis of meaning in the
postmodern makes possible an idea of “queer time,” which he maintains applies to
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“models of temporality that emerge within postmodernism once one leaves the temporal
frames of bourgeois reproduction and family, longevity, risk/safety, and inheritance.”295
Halberstam, in other words, considers “queer” not only modalities of desire falling
outside of normative heterosexuality, but also ludic, or playful and necessarily
unproductive, practices that effectively reorient the individual against associations
establishing the body as the site par excellence of futurity and production.296 Within his
consideration, Halberstam highlights bodily practices that disassociate from a site of
normative knowledge production toward the pleasures that gender and sexed ambiguity
call into question. Halberstam’s focus on the gender ambiguous and transgender body, in
effect, stems from Jameson’s own comments regarding the spatial mutations of the
postmodern, most easily identifiable in permutations in architectural development, where
such transformations indicate “something like an imperative to grow new organs, to
expand our sensorium and our body to some new, yet unimaginable, perhaps ultimately
impossible, dimensions.”297 Jameson’s comments, however, indicate the possibility for
the body (flesh) and space to undergo necessary and simultaneous transformations, “the
creation of new bodies in an aesthetic realm” offering possibilities “to begin adapting to
life after the death of the subject.”298 In this sense, Halberstam’s postmodern “queer”
becomes displaced from strict associations with sexuality and desire and, instead, finds a
home in the experience and duration of activities and practices of resistance to normative
discourses of production, the centered (sexed and gendered) body, and futurity. It works
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counter to the situation of the body in a normative space and time through processes of
birth, maturity, death, and biological reproduction. Instead, it proposes an analysis of the
aesthetic contributions made possible by “ludic” body politics, which according to
Halberstam himself may potentially engender an “oppositional politics in the
postmodern.”299 In the end, however, Halberstam remains dubious regarding the
possibility for cinema to document and highlight practices of queer bodily, instead
privileging the still image and the space of the art gallery as site and example of the
emergence of such practices. Contrary to Halberstam’s statements regarding cinema,
Pietro’s encounter with an injured transvestite builds upon the queering of time that the
the pairing of Pietro and the ghosts makes possible. effectively transforming his domestic
space (still, against the fascism/perversion equation) into the site where ludic body
practices continue to act counter to the fascism-perversion equation and bring about the
production of knowledge that can finally resolve the ghosts’ eternal drama.
Magnifica presenza employs playful, ambiguous body practices to recuperate
knowledge and charge Pietro’s domestic space with a productive queerness through the
interactions between Pietro and Ennio. After returning home early one morning, Pietro
encounters a feminine figure crouched behind a parked vehicle. The two briefly exchange
glances when Pietro notices that the other is disheveled, bruised, and bloody. After Pietro
invites this new acquaintance into his home for some light medical attention, the two
begin to discuss the night’s events. The guest, Ennio, had made his way to a local park in
order to meet men with whom to engage in sexual encounters in travesti, donning heavy

299 Idem 98. Although expressing an ambiguous and ambivalent attitude toward the use of gendered
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“him”, and “his” given Halberstam’s own coming out as a masculine-presenting transgender person.
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makeup, a bouffant hair style, and over-the-top clothing.300 Following the completion of
sexual acts, a group of men who had taken issue with Ennio’s gender expression
assaulted him. Ennio, on his part, combats such treatment through the comedic effect
irony and sarcasm add to the situation: “I don’t know why they got so angry with me. I
mean, I know leopard print isn’t in fashion… cowards!”301 At this point, when the
physical violence Ennio has undergone becomes reenacted verbally, his description of the
sexual acts he regularly performs identifies the complex interplay between the senses of
vision and touch: “It’s so dark in that park, that we see each other only with our hands.
It’s like braille sex!”302 The transference of the locus of mutual recognition and sexual
(visual) pleasure from eyes struck blind to the sensorial play of tactile stimulation brings
us closer to a discussion of the productive pleasures and dynamism made possible in such
queer body practices. It requires a reevaluation of the homosexual-turned-gender
ambiguous body itself as a sight of both pleasure and meaning, necessarily moving it
away from associations with finality and death.
As they continue to talk, Yusuf Antep appears and, in turn, begins to instill an
oppositional and hostile reading of Ennio’s body and gender performance, disparagingly
associating transvestitism with evil. Echoing the violence just endured, Yusuf, repeatedly
walks around Ennio and scoffs at both his presentation and presence in the house calling
him “un’assatanata”, a demonically possessed individual. Yusuf effectively identifies
Ennio and his gender presentation as the product of demonic possession, which has
300
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rendered the wounded individual not only abject but effectively situates him within
discourses of the inhuman and otherworldly. Although Ennio cannot see or hear his
ghostly interlocutor, nevertheless he demonstrates a level of opposition to Yusuf’s lines
of questioning and judgment. Speaking directly to Pietro about the attack, Ennio states:
Do you want to know what I was thinking while they were pummeling me with
their fists [mentre mi fracassavano di botte]? I was thinking about Marlene
Dietrich and how much she must have suffered that one time in Sydney. She had
fallen on stage and remained there suffering so. She waited three hours for people
to get up and leave the theatre. What dignity! What class!303
By citing Marlene Dietrich as the model of Ennio’s sexualized drag performance,
Magnifica presenza interrogates the degree to which the nexus of sexuality, drag, and
gender ambiguity has become indicative of abject politics and their cinematic
representation. In such a way, the figure of Marlene Dietrich is also central to the opening
sequence of Luchino Visconti’s film The Damned. The aristocratic von Essenbeck family
has gathered at the family’s palace to celebrate the birthday of their patriarch, Baron
Joachim, where some regale the baron with gifts, others with a recital of a poem. The
baron’s grandson, Martin, deviates from the collective course the others have taken and
performs, instead, a drag number dressed as Marlene Dietrich from her role as Lola-Lola
in The Blue Angel singing of desiring a man (einen Mann), any man who can fulfill her
needs. Kriss Ravetto reads The Damned’s recreation of this performance as indicative of
Dietrich’s status as an “icon of subversive sexuality but also an icon of camp”; moreover,
she considers the film’s citation of Dietrich and the characters with which her persona has
become identified as indicative of a postwar cinema that, in its retrospective
303 “Lo vuoi sapere cosa pensavo mentre me fracassavano di botte? Pensavo alla Dietrich e quanto avrà
sofferto quella volta a Sydney. Era caduta sul palco ed è rimasta lì in agonia. Ha aspettato tre ore che il
pubblico se ne andasse. Che dignità! Che classe!”
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reconsideration of the political past, “points more toward the repudiation of effeminacy
rather than the spectacle of seduction.”304 Such an outright critique of effeminacy is not
predicated specifically upon Dietrich’s body and sexuality per se, but on Martin’s bodily
masquerade-as-desiring-woman. If the scene serves as metaphor to critique the
generations of men rising to power in the Third Reich, The Damned ultimately identifies
camp excess as both a sign of degeneracy and as inscribing negative valences onto modes
of non-normative sexualities and gendered being portrayed here as foreshadowing
Martin’s subsequent rise (and fall) within the Nazi party.305 As for Martin himself, his
abjectness and latent homosexuality become synecdoche for the atrocities committed
under the auspices of Third Reich and SS forces.
Magnifica presenza, however, turns on its head the denouncement of Marlene
Dietrich, drag, and camp as indicative of sexual and moral degeneracy as Ravetto
describes it. Ennio’s identification with Dietrich in both wounded physicality (her broken
leg, his injuries sustained in the beating) and her star image (“Che dignità! Che classe!”)
counters the negative connotations a film like The Damned establishes in and around both
her name and persona, as Ennio cites her as his primary means of surviving the physical
attack. It also sets into motion the ghosts’ rallying around Dietrich-the-person to highlight
Magnifica presenza’s queering of time and, as indicated, space of the home. The figure of
Marlene Dietrich invoked here empties the scene of its association with the tragic and, in
Yusuf’s case, the moralistic, replacing them, instead, with a ludic sensibility whose
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playfulness effects the signification of the scene. What could have amounted to a
relationship grounded in the mutual experience of homophobic or gender-based violence
suffered at the hands of an antagonistic public becomes, through its mixture of mutual
camp recognition and nostalgic performance, an attempt to establish an interpersonal
connection and community steeped in queer practices leading to the experience of
survival and the coalescence of community.
CONCLUSION, OR LIBERATING THE PAST
Magnifica presenza’s setting in contemporary Italy precludes the possibility of
presenting liberation as a national affair and projects it, instead, upon the Apollonio
Theatre Company who find themselves imprisoned in both space and time. As the entire
troupe is unaware of the passing of time, Ennio’s evocation of the German film star
registers only within the most personal and literal of senses the ghosts may comprehend.
Following Ennio’s departure, the troupe gathers around Pietro, and both Lea Marni and
Filippo Apollonio clamor for information regarding Dietrich, a personal friend of theirs.
The culmination of this brief scene proves pivotal for both the plot’s unfolding and the
film’s establishment of the space of the home as one in which Magnifica presenza’s
queering of time (the playful fusion of pastness and presentness effected through Ennio’s
same-sex desires and transvestitism) makes possible recuperations of homosexuality
when approaching its nexus with fascism and resistance in film. Through his encounter
with Ennio, Pietro will come to find the individual whom the ghosts have searched, Livia
Morosini. Pietro traces Ennio to his place of employment at a jeweler’s office, asking the
latter for assistance in locating the missing actress. Together they locate an enigmatic
character called “La badessa”, a physically imposing figure presiding over a group of
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transsexual women who work sewing wigs, possibly for the use of actors and other
performers.306 The women inform Pietro where he might find Livia, who has been living
under the alias of Alice Tempesta since she fled to Argentina in the midst of World War
II. Through their meeting after Ennio’s attack, both Pietro and Ennio successfully
accomplish what the house’s ghosts have not been able to do in over seven decades: that
is, to locate their missing friend. Although Pietro greets Livia with the parole d’ordine —
the coded language the group used to reveal their true intentions to fellow antifascists and
partisans with whom they came in contact — “Finzione! Finzione!” at their first meeting,
Livia shoos Pietro from her front doorstep. Sometime later, she appears again, armed
with both the appropriate counter-reply: “Ma che finzione?! Realtà!”307 In their
discussion, Livia’s former silence gives way to her admission of information both Pietro
and the acting troupe have up until now been lacking: someone had informed the Nazi
occupiers of the troupe’s clandestine activities, provoking their violent reprisal during the
opening night of their performance. As the ghosts return to the moment that cause the
beginning of their demise, in order to fully understand Livia’s present pronouncement,
the spectator must also necessarily make one last trip back in cinematic time to Magnifica
presenza’s opening images depicting the raid of the theatre.
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Pietro, on his part, uncovers further information that the ghosts desire. After Livia
recounts the details that led to the Nazi’s discovery of the troupe’s activities, the ghosts
show themselves to their long-lost acquaintance. They are now aware of the precarious
situation in which they find themselves and which the spectator might have surmised:
their ignorance of their fate has locked them into a perennial present from which they
may now be liberated. Pietro gives them certain pieces of information they might not
know: both Hitler and communism are dead (“Hitler killed himself… so did
communism”308) and the United States has its first African-American president. Contrary
to these instances cited as moments of progress, Italy remains, despite the defeat of
fascism, not quite as free as one might believe it to be (“[Is Italy] really free? I wouldn’t
say so. [We Italians] aren’t getting by all that well, you know.”309). Armed with the
knowledge of their fate, the ghosts can finally exit the home in which they remained
stuck for over seventy years and wish to return to the theatre where they were unable to
stage their final production. Back in the theatre where their drama began and under the
watchful eye of Pietro, the ghosts put down their eternal act as defunct resistance
collaborators and recommence their performance cut short so many years ago.
In my reading of Magnifica presenza, I have outlined the extent to which the
absence of historicization explicitly grounding the film in the Italian resistance past belies
the film’s inclusion within contemporary manifestations of resistance memorial culture.
Commemorations such as the one Cesare Esposito put together in April 2012, where
gatherers could watch Magnifica presenza while also bearing witness to women’s
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participation as partigiane in both narrative or documentary cinema, are indicative of a
trend in cinematic production of the new millennium which Giuseppe Chigi sees as
foregoing the assigning of guilt to certain individuals or parties, but challenging
resistance historiography and themes of identity and belonging in contemporary Italy.310
The bodies of individual partisans and the presence of antifascist political formations give
way to the specters of individuals whose acts of resistance contributed only tangentially
and indirectly to the resistance cause; concerns over death, performance, and the body
supplant hopes for liberation.
Magnifica presenza at once solidifies and displaces the Resistance in its temporal
specificity as an historical event at the same time that it rereads it against the grain of gay
and gender variant individuals populating contemporary Italian society for whom
resistance to instances of violence and, in Pietro’s case, an inability to fully identify with
a gay identity might signify. Magnifica presenza’s representation of unfixed sexualities
and genders of individuals interacting with the ghost of the Italian Resistance also call
into question the homophobic associations of fascism-homosexuality in cinematic
production. The citations of film stars culminating in Ennio’s sexualized performance
invoking Marlene Dietrich, whose star image foregrounded The Damned’s association of
Martin’s effeminacy and homosexuality with both abject political and sexual crimes, are
indicative of Magnifica presenza’s recourse to postmodern film codes such as nostalgia
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and intertextuality in its positing a counter-discursive alternative to the homophobic
representations offered in films of the fascism-perversion equation.
At the same time, the film’s characters draw upon the dynamism afforded to the
body in the postmodern, applying necessarily ludic — playfully unproductive —
strategies to being in this world as inextricably linked to their successful recuperation of
past knowledge liberating the ghosts from their eternal present and permitting them to
return to their staged, even if otherworldly, performance. By placing the ghosts of Italy’s
Resistance past in an in-between, confused time-space where they at once communicate
their temporal belonging through their costumed performances and stylized citations of
former stars all while interacting with contemporary individuals, Magnifica presenza
becomes a metacinematic comment on cinema’s production in the postmodern and the
possibility of considering elements of Özpetek’s approach to popular filmmaking as
productive from the point of view of queer individuals and communities.
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Conclusion
When beginning this study, I set out to discuss what fruitful observations one
gathers when considering narratives where discourses of gender and sexuality – primarily
male homosexuality and homosociality – play key roles in the narratives of the Italian
Resistance and representations of partisans. I chose four texts to serve as case studies to
guide my study and proceeded in chronological order respecting the date of publication
of each work. Although produced in different times and under differing atmospheres of
acceptance of homosexuality and same-sex desire, the texts upon which I base my study
demonstrate varying attitudes when placing issues of gender and sexuality in dialogue
with the legacy of the Italian Resistance. When taken together, the texts display the extent
to which, as cinema historian Giuseppe Chigi maintains, the Resistance is “an identity
theme (un tema identario), a concentration of passions, an ethical and political act, a
gesture of belonging... a process of critical and historical revision.”311 If the Italian
Resistance serves as a theme assisting the (re)negotiation of the identity of the Italian
nation and people, as Chigi suggests, the growing number of texts that foreground their
representations of gender and alternative sexualities in the Resistance points to two
results. They carve out spaces for desires, sexualities, experiences pertaining to
alternative sexualities and gendered being within the legacy – cultural, historical, and
political – of the Italian Resistance. They also propose a queer historiography of the
Resistance that, like in La libellula, remains partially hidden in the official archives or in
the archive of memories of former partisans like Franco Zeffirelli and the late Carlo
Coccioli.
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I began with a study of Carlo Coccioli’s autobiographically inspired Il Migliore e
l’ultimo, anchoring my project in an example of homoerotic Resistance literature
produced by an ex-partisan. I demonstrated that the protagonist’s commitment to armed
resistance strengthens in tandem with the development of his homoerotic desire for his
two beloveds. Carlo’s gaze exerts a great force upon the novel’s representation of the
Resistance. When falling upon his beloved Marcello and Alberto, it transforms the spaces
of the Resistance, from partisan camp to battlefield, into sites of seduction and desire
between men. It associates the forces of the Italian Resistance with those of the Sacred
Band of Thebes from Plutarch’s Parallel Lives; it also introduces dynamics of classical
homoerotic couplings between males, the adult and youth, that texts such as Plato’s
Symposium and Phaedrus lay bare. The homoerotic gaze of Il Migliore e l’ultimo bears
upon the novel’s few female characters, relegating to the margins of its narration. They
are present either as other men’s sexual objects or passive observers of men’s actions.
Ultimately, Il Migliore e l’ultimo displaces desires for national liberation from Carlo’s
actions; instead, the narration culminates in a vision of postwar Italian society where
Carlo and his beloved Alberto live in a state of quasi-conjugal bliss.
The postwar Italian society depicted in Wu Ming and Vitaliano Ravagli’s Asce di
guerra is diametrically opposed to elements of homoeroticism and same-sex relationships
Coccioli had made in his work. The sense of hope and openness that Carlo expresses at
the end of Il Migliore e l’ultimo becomes in Asce di guerra an atmosphere where expartisans voice a sense of betrayal in regard to the Resistance and the developments in
Italian politics during the first decade or so of Italy’s First Republic. The novel heavily
incorporates elements of what Eve Sedgwick calls “male homosocial desire” and is
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replete with scenes of male bonding, homosexual panic, and unwavering images of virile
potency. I read these scenes as indicative of a sense of wounded masculinity, which the
men attempt to counter by insulating themselves in spaces all their own. The frequency
with which Vitaliano Ravagli recounts his conversations with the former partisans in
Toni e falegnèm’s workshop lays bare the homosocial environment influencing Ravagli’s
coming of age in the midst of ex-partisans. I discussed that, contrary to Wu Ming’s
claims that their works challenge dominant modes of metahistorical representation, Asce
di guerra assumes a worldview that is decidedly male and patriarchal. In Ravagli’s
narration, the women of Asce di guerra lose all agency and become conduits of
homosocial desire between the men.
In Chapter Three I treated Bert D’Arragon’s La libellula, a novel that retraces the
protagonists’ actions from approximately 1922 until 1944 and narrates acts of resistance
to fascism that might not fall under the purview of the events comprising the armed
Resistance following the armistice of September 8, 1943. I indicated how “Book One,”
through its self-conscious mixture of fiction writing and historical research, such as
Pietro’s autobiografia romanzata, calls into question the elisions of historical and
fictional modes of writing within historiographic metafiction. Secondarily, I
demonstrated how Pietro and Giovanni’s experiences of homophobic violence resulting
from their allegedly “deviant” sexuality had caused them to seek refuge, first amongst a
group of prostitutes, and later with an antifascist group fictionally linked to Carlo
Rosselli, Giacomo Matteotti, and Giustizia e Libertà. These instances of violent
persecution motivated by homophobia and fascist politics, also foregrounded the
representation of the evolution of the characters’ attitudes toward the use of violence in
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actions they carried out as partisans, which “Book Two” discusses in part. Such
depictions of the maturation of the “coscienza di ribelle”, which I contextualized through
writings of Guido Quazza, Claudio Pavone, and the Partigiano alpino newspaper,
reinforced the attention paid throughout La libellula to the reconstruction of historical
events and dynamics within the Resistance, bringing praise from groups of former
partisans. My reading demonstrates that La libellula goes against the homophobia,
misogyny, and hagiographic commemoration of the partisan as uniquely male. Instead,
the narrative queers the Resistance through its representation of the partisan as including
men and women, as well as homosexual, heterosexual, and fluid sexualities.
Lastly, Chapter 4’s discussion of Ferzan Özpetek’s Magnifica presenza argues for
a dehistoricized and thoroughly queer treatment of the Resistance. Magnifica presenza
connects the Resistance with discourses of performance, spectacularity, and the fluidity
of sexuality and gender. The film questions codes and homophobic dynamics through
which other films have associated homosexuality, non-normative sexualities, and gender
variance as representative of political perversion. Through Jack Halberstam’s
reconsideration of postmodern “queer productivity,” I indicated how the film’s embrace
of a ludic, that is necessarily unproductive, queer time and embodied performance
effectively produce the knowledge that frees the ghosts tangentially tied to Italy’s
Resistance past.
The works I have examined display a concern with performances gender and
sexuality that at times expose elements of misogyny that lie just under the text’s surface.
For example, Coccioli’s vision of postwar Italy depicts him and Alberto in domestic
bliss, but not without pausing to highlight the couple’s imposing physicality and weapons
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that strike both fear in the passersby. As I previously mention, women are almost
completely absent from Il Migliore e l’ultimo’s landscape of the Resistance and Italy
after the war beyond the few instances they remain in the background emitting either
squeals of joy or wails of sorrow. In Asce di guerra’s opening scenes, the nameless,
faceless donna is present only in as much as she serves to alleviate Daniele’s sense of
homosexual panic following the oneiric experience of anal penetration. For Vitaliano
Ravagli, women are either objects of exchange between men or victims of war. Likewise,
in “Book One” of La libellula, Pietro Zorzelli repeatedly employs the same homophobic
language used to threaten him and Giovanni, and does so to simultaneously feminize
Giovanni and reinforce a sense of superiority, which he associates with male gender
identity.
Regarding the shortcomings of this project, I believe they are twofold. First, I
realize that much of my analysis relies upon close readings. This is partially due to a
general lack of historiographic works documenting experiences of gay partisans both
during and after the end of World War II and homoeroticism in the Resistance. Referring
back to my introduction, this lack of gay and queer Resistance narratives results from the
matrix of allusions and silences Francesco Gnerre indicates as having influenced attitudes
toward homosexuality throughout the twentieth-century in Italy. The inclusion of gay
men’s testimonies in texts such as Andrea Pini’s Quando eravamo froci documenting
their individual experiences in the first half of the 1900s is a development that brings
such testimonies from the areas of silence Gnerre describes and situates them within
discourses of Italian national history. Also encouraging for further revisions of this study
is the willingness of organizations such as Italy’s ANPI to account for the lack of
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information regarding the contributions gay partisans made to the Resistance. For this
reason, this study would greatly benefit from archival research not only into these topics,
but also into factors such as directives the Resistance’s sponsoring political parties gave
regarding partisans’ sexual behavior.
I realize that by focusing on the issue of homosexuality and same-sex desire in
male characters, I may have further contributed to the exclusion of women’s
contributions to national liberation. On the same note, some may read my treatment of
male homosexuality and desire as indicative of an attempt to further silence discussions
of women’s sexualities, lesbian identity, and active female desire both within and without
the Resistance and postwar years. Studies of topics such as these would undoubtedly
contribute to a better understanding not only of women’s contributions to a pivotal
moment in Italian history and culture, but also of those made by gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender, and queer Italians in the 20th century.
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